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Graves faculty recommends
live-member book review panel
The creation eia five-member committee to review library or
schobl books thaparents might find objectionable has been proposed by Maxine Easley, assistant principal and curriculum
director at Graves County High School.
During the school board meeting Tuesday, Easley asked the
board to allow the principal to annually appoint the committee.
She proposed the committee consist of a librarian, a director of
curriculum, a representative of the department in which the book
Is questioned, a Graves countian and a parent representative of
the Parent-Teacher-Student Organization.
In September, the creation of a seven-member review committee was authorized in the aftermath of the reinstatement of "As I
Lay Dying" by William Faulkner. Earlier, the book was banned
after a parent objected to its use in an English class.
The seven-member committe conceived by the board would
consist of a high school counselor, two Parent Teacher Organization presidents, a high school librarian, a high school and an
elementary English teacher and a minister.
The board did not vote on Easley's proposal but she said she
thinks a vote will be taken at the November meeting.
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News In Brief
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By GENE McCUTCHEON
Staff Writer
Three inmates of the Calloway
County Jail who escaped last
night after a guard was overpowered, remain at large today.
The three are considered armed and dangerous by police
authorities.
Included in the trio of
escapees is convicted killer
Michael Keith Wofford, who had
been returned to Calloway County for arraignment on charges
resulting from an alleged jail
break here earlier this year.

Also escaping were Mark
Miller, 26 and Scott Paul Sanderson, 21, who were both awaiting
trial on first degree robbery and
unlawful transaction with a
minor charges.
According to jailer Huel
"Wimpy" Jones, Miller and
Sanderson were being held in
the "bull pen" area of the jail, a
large open area that normally
houses several inmates. Wofford
was locked in an individual cell.
"Miller asked (deputy jailer
Coffield Vance) for some
'Isylenol," Jones said,"and when

he opened the door to give it to,
him they jumped him."
Jones said Vance struggled
with Miller and Sanderson but
they produced a spike that
resembled a 20d nail and
threatened the deputy jailer
with it.
As Sanderson and Miller made
their way out of the jail, Jones
said, they also freed Wofford.
Jones said Vance was taken to
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital for examination of his
Injuries, which included abrasions on his arm and head. He

nber possibilities

The one-year appointment is
effective immediately.
Mrs. Miller explained the
board implements standards in
the granting of license for
speech-language pathologists
and audiologist and deals with
Issues related to ethical practice. It also acts on applications
for licensure in these areas.

SAN SALVADOR,El Salvador — The Salvadoran government
permits U.S.-backed Nicaraguan rebels to use a heavily guarded
military base to store and ship supplies, well-informed sources
say.
WASHINGTON — The 99th Congress struggles to dig out from
under a mountain of unfinished legislation — including a halftrillion-dollar money bill, immigration reform and a war on
drugs — so lawmakers can hit the campaign trail with elections
less than three weeks off.
BOSTON — Scientists have isolated the first anti-cancer gene,
one that prevents rare eye and bone tumors, and say that similar
genetic switches may be involved in many common tumors.
CHARLESTON, W.Vs. — The Appalachian region is suffering
an economic crisis of such proportions that the spirit of its people
is being crushed under the weight of poverty, hunger and
hopelessness, a new study concludes.
Andrea Hardin,a Murray State senior agriculture major from Elizabethtown, M.,discusses job opportunities with Marvin Teckenbrock, district director of the Farmers' Home Administration (FtuHA).
The exchange took place today at the business and industry job fair at Murray State.
Mall pada by David Tuck

A specialist in the areas of the
severely and profoundly handicapped and communication
disorders, Mrs. Miller has served as a consultant for numerous
school systems and public service agencies.
A member of the American
Speech and Hearing Association, the Kentucky Speech and
Hearing Association and the
American Association of Mental
(Cont'd on page 2)

Inmate sentenced to death for killing worker
EDDYVTTI.F., Ky. (AP) — A
prison inmate convicted of killing a West Kentucky Farm
Center worker has been sentenced to death.
Lyon Circuit Judge Willard B.
Paxton imposed the death
sentence ,on William Eugene
Thompson immediately after a
jury recommended it Wednesday evening.

Thompson, 35, was convicted
Tuesday of murder, first-degree
robbery and first-degree escape
in connection with Charles F.
Cash's death at the minimumsecurity prison near Eddyville
on May 9.
After deliberating for nearly
three hours, the jury also recommended, and Paxton imposed,
sentences of 10 years in prison

for the escape conviction and 20
years on the robbery conviction.
The death sentence will
automatically be appealed to the
Kentucky Supreme Court.
In arguing against the death
penalty at Wednesday's sentencing hearing, the defense called
to the stand a psychologist and
family members who described
Thompson's youth as one of

deprivation and abuse.
Psychologist Robert William
Noelker of Florence, who examined Thompson for the
defense, said Thompson's intelligence level was in "the very
low end" of the average range,
and that Thompson has extremely poor self-esteem and is
-((bard on page 2)

Holmes Group
proposals are
considered at
MSU meeting

Today's Index

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. MondayFriday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
ore urged to coil 733-1916 between 3:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturday.
Office Hours — o.ns.-3 p.m.
Monday thru Friday S a.m.-12
p.m. Saturday.

(0eard ea page 2)

Dr. Viola P. Miller, chairman
of the Department of Special
Education at Murray State
University, has accepted an appointment to the Kentucky
Board of Speech-Language
Pathology and Audiology from
Gov. Martha Layne Collins.

-JERUSALEM — Hand grenade explosions rock a section of the
walled Old City near the Wailing Wall, killing one man and injuring 69 others. Jewish leaders react with outrage, blaming Palestinian terrorists.
WASHINGTON — The Reagan administration, picking up a
strong diplomatic signal from Moscow, is about to call for a
special meeting of U.S. and Soviet negotiators to try to nail down
an agreemenfto reduce nuclear missile warheads in Europe to
100 on each side.
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was treated and released.
Wofford, convicted by a
Calloway County Circuit Court
jury in May, was serving a
20-year sentence in the Kentucky Department of Corrections prison facility at
LaGrange. He was found guilty
in the 1985 death of Howard Neal
Allen.
In late June following his conviction and while awaiting
transfer to the state facility,
Wofford allegedly escaped from

Miller gets
appointment
by Collins

By do Assadabod Press

Jews leaving the Soviet Union

\Ts

Three escape from county jail

Elsewhere...

Today's highlight in history: On Oct. 16, 1978, Polish Cardinal
Karol Wojtyla was elected supreme pontiff of the Roman
Catholic Church. The new pope took the name John Paul II.

25

Forecast
Tonight: Mostly clear and
cold. Low around 40. Light
wind.
Friday: Sunny. High in the
mid to upper 60s.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for unseasonably cool conditions with little or no
precipitation Saturday
through Monday.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
5
Barkley Lake...
....355 5

The College of Education and
Phi Delta Kappa educational
fraternity co-sponsored a
meeting concerning the Holmes
Group proposals on teacher
education. Featured speakers at
the meeting were Dr. Kala
Stroup, president of Murray
State University, Dr. Janice
Weaver, dean of the Murray
State College of Education and
Dr. Keith Raitz, chairman of te
Foundations of Education
department at the University of
Louisville.
The Holmes Group is made up
of the Colleges of Education of
major research universities. In
Kentucky, the University of
Kentucky and the University of
Louisville will bNihe only state
institutions joining V* Ittbup.
The Holmes Group proposes to
change teacher education in
several ways includini:
((bet'd on page 80)

•

Phi Delta Kappliand the Murray State University College of Education co-sponsored a meeting on the
pbssible effects of the Holmes Group proposals on teacher education in Kentucky. Gary Schroeder, left,
president of the educational fraternity, directed the meeting and following discussion, and Dr. Janice,
Weaver. center. Dean of the MSU College of Education and Dr. Kati& M. Stroup, right, MSU president,
were featured speakers along with Dr. Keith Raft! from the I niversity of Louisville.
mall photo hs 1 Attrte Pruntl.,
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League of Women Voters to take a look
at what a vote can mean in some areas

Sallie Bingham to be guest
at AAUW meeting Oct. 21
The Murray Branch of the
American Association of
University Women will sponsor
a meeting with Ms. Salle
Bingham, president of The Kentucky Foundation For Women,
as speaker.

•

The meeting will be Tuesday,
Oct. 21, at 7 p.m. In the Barkley
Lecture Hall. Curris Center,
Murray State University. This is
an open meeting and the public
is invited to attend.
Ms. Bingham was born in
Louisville and published her
first novel, After Such
Knowledge, in 1959. Two collections of short stories followed,
The Touching Hand and The
Way It Is Now. Her stories have
been published in

Inmate...
(Coard from page 1)
self-destructive.
Thompson performed well in
the highly structured setting of
federal and state maximumand medium -security prisons, to
which he was sentenced on a
1972 murder conviction and on a
violation of the National
Firearms Act, Noelker said.
But his judgment became impaired without that structure,
and he became frightened of the
possibility of having a family
and job upon becoming eligible
for parole in December 1989,
Noelker said.
Under those circumstances,

'Mademoiselle, "i'he AUantic
Monthly,' New Letters,' Red
Book,' Shenandoah,' and many
other magazines, and have been
included in The 0. Henry
Awards 40 Best Stories and The
Best American Short Stories.
Her plays have been produced
at Horse Cave Theater, in Kentucky, and The Women's Project
of The American Place Theatre
in New York. Currently,in addition to her writing, she serves as
president of The Kentucky
Foundation for Women,Inc. and
as publisher of The Americarui
Voice, a quarterly magazine of
pan-American literature.
The Murray Branch of
A.A.U.W., sponsor of this program, would like to emphasize
this is an open meeting and all

In the November election, the
voters will be asked to decide on
two education-related topics.
First, there is the selection of
members for the school board.
Second, there is the proposed
Kentucky constitutional amendment changing the Office of,the
Superintendent of Public rInstruction from an elected position to an appointed one.
The Leave of Women Voters
Is sponsoring a two-part meeting
that will take a close look at
what a vote can mean in these
areas. A representative from
the Kentucky School Boards
Association will lead a discussion of the qualities a citizen
should seek in a school board
member.
This education meeting will be
held at the Calloway County
Library on Monday, October 20,
at 7:30 p.m. Everyone planning
to cast an informed vote should
attend this meeting.
This presentation will not
focus on the specific candidates,
but will dlitline the voice that the
public has in running its schools
through their elected officials.
The second half of the program
will look carefully at both sides
of the Superintendent of Public

Interested persons are invited to
attend. Ms. Bingham's topic will
be "The Kentucky Federation
for Women."

Miller...
(Cnat'd from page 1)
Deficiency, she is widely
published and has presented her
work at meetings and conferences throughout the
country.
Mrs. Miller earned the B.A.
degree at Northwestern State
University of Louisiana, the
M.S. degree at Tulane University and the Ed.D. degree at the
University of Alabama. She joined the Murray State faculty in
1976.

Thompson was apprehended
when he changed buses at
Madisonville.
The jury of eight men and four
women learned, under Kentucky's new truth-in-sentencing
law, about the life sentence
Thompson was serving because
of his conviction for killing a
Pikeville woman in 1972.
During the trial, Thompson
admitted killing Cash with a
hammer but said the killing was
not premeditated.
Cash, 35, who was unarmed,
lived on the farm with his wife
and two children. A native of
Fancy Farm, Cash was supervisor of the dairy barn at the
farm. The day after he was killed was to have been his last day
at the barn.

Noelker said, Thompson's selfdestructiveness may have led
him to commit the crime.
"He wanted to kill himself and
killed Mr. Cash instead," he
said
Commonwealth's Attorney
Bill Cunningham described
Thompson as a cold,
sophisticated killer who had the
presence of mind to hide Cash's
body in a nearby calf barn and to
search Cash's pockets for
money and keys to the state van
in which he escaped after the
killing.
Thompson drove about 10
miles to Princeton, where he
bought a bus ticket to Indianapolis and drank coffee
while he waited for the bus, Cunningham said.

Escape...
(Oont'd from page I)
the local jail by cutting a grate
and crawling through a roof vent
at the jail. He was recaptured by
Henry County, Tenn.,
authorities about two days later
at his mother's house in Paris,
Tenn., about two days later by
Henry County authorities.
Officers with the Murray
Police, Calloway County
Sheriff's Department and Kentucky State Police fanned out
last night in a search for the
three escapees. At one point
following the escape, according
to officers, Iiinaree_skipned at
Speedway gas station on U.S. 641
N. where they allegedly -obtained $18 worth of gasoline and
sped away without paying.
At that time, they were
reportedly driving a red pickup
truck.
Wofford, 23, has a black beard
and black hair. He is about 5-11
and weighs 175 pounds.
Sanderson is described as having long dark hair, an earring in
the left ear, LB about 6-2 and
weighs about 200 pounds.
Miller is 5-8 and weighs about
160 pounds. He has curly
brownish-blond hair.

Announcing the
Dingo® Boot
Trunk Show
25% Off Entire Stock

Instruction amendment
A member of the Pritchard
Committee will present the
reasons for the Superintendent
being appointed by a state
board. The opposing view of
maintaining the current system
of electing the superintendent
every four years will be given by
a representative of the Ken-

Lucky education Association.
The League of Women Voters
does not have a position on this
issue, so encourages the voter to
decide on which side to support
after considering all of the
arguments. The League of
Women Voters is a non-partisan
organization and never recommends particular candidates.

During an employee awards ceremony at Land Between The
Lakes (LBL), John Ed Johnson, of Murray, received a diamond
pin for 25 years of service with TVA. ONRED Manager Billy
Bond (right) and TVA General Manager Bill Willis are shown
presenting the award while LBL Director Elizabeth Thach (far
right) looks on.

During an employee awards ceremony at Land Between The
Lakes (LBL), Curiae Saylors, of Murray, received a diamond pin
for 25 years of service with TVA. ONRED Manager Billy Bond
(left) and TVA General Manager Bill Willis are shown presenting
the award while LPL Director Elizabeth Mach (far right) looks
on.

VOTES
JUDGE DAVID BUCKINGHAM
for
CIRCUIT JUDGE
because:

A Dingo® representative will be in our store to open his
trunk filled with the newest fall boot styles for children, women
& men. Let the expert fit you in luxurious suede and leather
boots to fit your lifestyle.

FR' He has judicial experience and has served as
District Judge for Calloway and Marshall Counties
for the last 5 years.

Over 30 styles in stock now
and many more to come.

FR' He has prior experience as a practicing attorney and
as a criminal prosecutor.

When: Fri. Oct. 17th
3:00-9:00 p.m.

FR' He has a good judicial temperament and a sound
sense of fairness.

Where:
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

Buckingham

Murray
Prices Effective
Friday and Saturday.

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30

Penn

2'He has done a good job as our district judge Since
1981.

A Proven and
Experienced

Judge

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
Office: 759-1400
Catalog:
1-800-222-6161

Election-November 4, 1986
Paid for by David Buckingham campaign fund, Tim Miller
treasurer
•

•
r
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PERSPECTIVE
More reason
for concern
Lancet, a prestigious British medical journal, recently
reported that a West German
child had caught the AIDS
virus from his 3-year-old
brother as a result of a bite
on the arm. French researchers have suggested that insects such as bedbugs and
fleas can carry the AID's
virus. Other research has
demonstrated that the virus
can be spread through heterosexual relations.
Yet some civil libertarians
continue to make the broad,
comforting assertion that the
disease can't be caught
through casual contact.
The fact is that nobody
knows for sure all the ways
that AIDS may be spread.
The virus has been under
study for only about five
years. Disagreement exists in
the medical community about
the danger. The doubts and
concerns are demonstrated
by the fact that a number of
pathologists are reluctant to
perform autopsies on AIDS
victims for fear they will con-

tract the disease.
This strange confrontation
between the civil rights aspects of the issue and the public health aspects has complicated society's response to
the AIDS threat from the beginning. If AIDS were simply
a food-transmitted disease, or
if it were caused by faulty air
conditioners or tainted wells,
society's reaction would no
doubt be swift and sensible.
An issue involving human
sexuality and homosexual
rights, however, seems more
difficult for some people to
address.
The Lancet article about
the German child said that
the bite caused no bleeding or
bruising. The case is being
evaluated by the U.S. Center
for Disease Control.
Considering the current
lack of knowledge about
AIDS, it is neither naive nor
hysterical for people to demand that they and their children not be exposed needlessly to people who might
spread the disease.

Report
to Kentucky
SENATOR WENDELL FORD
L.S. Senate, Wasiiagton, D.C. 20510

U.S. ESTABLISHES ORGAN DONOR NETWORK
It spoke well for the Kentucky press this summer when it became
the means for finding a needed heart for Louisville's "Baby Calvin."
But the government clearly failed to play a positive role.
The real-life dramas of "Baby Calvin," and "Baby Jesse" in
California, were watched in Kentucky and around the nation with sympathy and concern. There was widespread frustration that no single
organization was able to help turn the tragedy of one family into the
gift of another.
So it was good news recently when a single national network was
assigned the duty of matching donated human organs with people needing transplants.
During the dramatic period in which both infants were in desperate need of hearts, I spoke with Health and Human Services Secretary
Otis Bowen about the matter. I urged him to do as Congress directed
in a 1984 law and establish a national network to help solve problems
and abuses in the nation's transplant system. Problems named by Congress included shortages, long waiting lists and reports of wealthy patients buying their way to the front of the line. That law also made
it a felony to sell human organs.
On Sept. 30, Secretary Bowen announced that a nonprofit organization in Virginia had been awarded a $379,000 grant to begin the network. Under the contract the United Network for Organ Sharing of
Richmond, Virginia must act by January 1, 1987 to establish national
computerized lists of individuals who need organ transplants; complete
a national system to match organs and individuals on the waiting list;
and maintain a 24-hour telephone service for all organ and tissue types.
But once the network is fully operating, there will still be a problem
of matching supply with demand. About 10,000 Americans are waiting for donor organs. Of the people whose organs could have been donated last year, only about 15 percent became organ donors. As many
as 100,000 transplantable organs were lost, according to the Journal
of the American Medical Association.
This summer, a law passed by Kentucky's General Assembly went
into effect requiring hospitals to discuss organ donation with the families of brain-dead patients. Several other states have passed such laws.
That should help the situation.
But it was heartening when Louisville's Barry Bingham, Sr., having sold his media holdings, announced that he plans to work for public awareness of the need to discuss organ donorship before calamity
occurs. I commend Mr. Bingham and wish him much success in this
important effort.
The situation would be helped greatly if more people would consider donating their organs. The drivers' licenses of most states, including Kentucky, have organ donor forms on them. Only 4,000 Americans
will their organs each year and, during last year's Organ Donor Awareness Week, I was proud to be one of them.
Whether to will one's own organs -- or to allow those of a loved
one to be given-- is a very personal decision. But it is decision that
Americans must encourage each other to make so that lives can be
spared.
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Garrott's Galley

Jim Garrison's 30 years in Murray
reflect community service, leadership
Jim Garrison grew up in
Ponotoc, Miss., and along with
four friends, enlisted in the Air
Force at Columbus, Miss., after
being assured by the recruiters
that they would be called into
the service at the same time and
would serve together.
"It didn't work that way,
though," he recalled with a
chuckle. "They called me up in
about a month, but they didn't
call the others up until the next
year. It was more than two
years before I saw them again.
We were all back home by
then."
Once released from the service, Jim enrolled at Mississippi
State University at Starkville,
where he graduated as a dairy
engineer.
He is married to the former
Edith Archer of Memphis, Tenn.
They lived in Tupelo, Miss., for
about two years before moving
to Murray on August 13, 1956, a
Friday.
He had been named operational manager at Ryan Milk.
Their first Murray home was on
Waldrop Drive next door to Bob
and Rachel Hendon, "two of the
finest neighbors a couple could
ever have," he smiled.
"The day I started with Ryan
Milk," he recalls, "there was a
notice on the bulletin board announcing me as operational
manager, but there wasn't
anyone at the plant who knew
what that meant.
"Three days later, on Monday, another notice appeared on
the bulletin board which said I
was the general manager." A
few years later, he was named
president and chief executive officer of the company.
When Jim joined Ryan Milk,
the company was processing
about 10.000 pounds of Grade A

with a degree, like his father, in
dairy engineering. Today, he is
head of engineering at the local
Ryan plant. His wife, Sylvia, is a
Mississippi girl and also a
Mississippi State graduate.
Their other daughter, Nancy,
is a graduate of the University of
Mississippi at Oxford, and is a
practicing attorney in Natchez.
Both Jim and Edith are active
in the First United Methodist
Church in Murray. "The first
day I was in town, they gave me
a job up there," he laughed,
"and I've had one there ever
since."

EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the final
column in a tour-part series.
milk and about 40,000 pounds of
Grade C milk each day.
When that portion of the
operation was sold a few years
ago to the Flavor-Rich people,
these figures had increased to
280,000 pounds a day of the
Grade A milk and to 240,000
pounds a day with the Grade C.
Since the milk processing
operation was sold, the company
has been producing a wide
variety of dairy specialty products, including whipping
cream and half-and-half milk
and cream.
Although the company was
sold a few months ago to Dean
Foods, the big food conglomerate which headquarters
in Chicago, Jim DJ still president
of its Ryan Milk Division. It is
known as the Ryan Division of
Dean Foods.
He and Edith, who make their
home on Oakdale, have three
children:
Beth, who spent 17 years on
Murray State campus in
kindergarten, at the Training
School and at the university, is
the wife of Dr. Mike Johnson, an
Owensboro dentist.
Mike's dad is James
(Peanuts) Johnson, one of Murray State's greatest supporters.
Peanuts was the center on the
Murray State football team An
the late 1930s and went on to
become superintendent of
schools in Owensboro. He's now
retired.
When she isn't seeing after
their two children, Beth also
teaches at Wesleyan College in
Owensboro.
Jim and Edith's son, David, is
a graduate of Mississippi State

Jim also is one of Murray's
most involved community
leaders. He has served on the
board of commissioners at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital for 22 years, most of
that time as its chairman.
He is a past president of the
Chamber of Commerce and the
Murray Rotary Club, and also is
a long-time member of the
board of directors at the Bank of
Murray.
He is chairman of the Murray
Cablevision Commission, and
served as chairman of a group
appointed by the mayor to study
the possibility of a payroll tax
for the city.

By John Cunniff

Business Mirror
NEW YORK (AP) —The comfort zone of small investors was
invaded during the past few
weeks of stock market turbulence, and the panic that
followed gave another example
of how little guys often cheat
themselves.
Many of them lost their nerve,
forgot long-term investment
goals, violated investment
strategies and dumped stocks.
Nerves overwhelmed reason;
courage quotients were tested
and found inadequate to the
challenge.
The term "comfort zone" may
sound like a cute label for an
empty theory, but it is anything
but that, and any investor who
panicked over the past few
weeks will recognize that it
holds a lot of psychological
truth.
An investor's comfort zone, as
defined by Gerald W. Perritt, a
former mathematics professor
who edits the newsletter Investment Horizons, is the level of
portfolio risk that can be accepted with a degree of comfort.
Comfort zones vary with individuals. but seemingly corn-

Jim loves to fly and is a licensed pilot, often flying his own
plane in his business. He thinks
nothingoof flying to Pittsburgh,
Pa.,or to Birmingham, Ala.,for
a meeting and then flying back
home. This interest also has led
to his service on the local Airport Commission, of which he
was chairman at one time.
He also has been president of
the southern dairy association to
which Ryan Milk belonged and
is one of its most respected
members.

mon to all small investors is a
fuzziness about its content and
dimensions. That is, they often
have an exaggerated idea of how
much risk they can tolerate with
comfort.
Because of this, they often
become losers in a game in
which they should be winners.
As Perritt has stated
repeatedly, common stocks during the past 60 years have been
the only financial assets whose
returns have significantly outpaced the inflation rate.
Thus, he says, "the
maintenance of a fully invested
common stock portfolio over
this period would have provided
investors with the greatest increase in real wealth."
That, however, is theory. In
reality, small investors become
so nervous about holding their
common stocks that, in volatile
markets or in long bear
markets, they sell out — often
when their shares are about to
recover.
As a result, says Perritt,
-common stock investment actually leads to decreases rather.
than increases in real livealth "

This might not happen, he suggests, if investors really
understood the amount of risk
they could feel comfortable
with. Usually they do not know
their tolerance level, and the
reasons are easily explained.
First, riskier portfolios tend to
provide greater rates of return.
Since the greatest return is the
primary goal of investment
portfolios, the tendency is to
strain in that direction.
Bull markets add to that
tendency bit by bit until a once
conservative portfolio becomes
an aggressive and perhaps even
greedy one. Eventually, the
portfolio risk far exceeds one's
tolerance level.
"It is at this critical poirit that
the fate of these investors
becomes sealed," says Perritt
They abandon reason to fear
"They are destined to become
Investment losers."
The irony of this behavior is
that the panicky selling might
occur at the very time investors
should be adding to their
portfolios

One of his close friends pretty
well summed up Jim's
philosophy of life the other day
when he said, "Oh, Jim's just
one of these people who just has
to be always doing something,"
and we're thankful for that,
because he has done and continues to do so much for Murray.
We're just thankful Ryan Milk
persuaded him and Edith to
come to Murray 30 years ago.
This doesn't have anything to
do with Jim Garrison's wartime
experiences, but it is something
that happened to me the other
day. I got quite a kick out of it.
I was on the way to Loutsville
early one morning with Ron
Wright, Keith Williams and Joe
Rowland at Parker Ford, now
Parker Ford-Lincoln-Mercury.
We were going to Louisville to
get a preview of the 1987 models
and a look at all the ways in
which they will be advertised
and promoted.
We didn't get far after we left
Murray. The vote was 4-0 to stop
at the Country Crossroads
restaurant at Hardin for
breakfast.
We were putting it away —
country ham, eggs, biscuits and
milk gravy — when the young
lady came around with two coffee pots to "heat up" our
coffees.
Apparently, she had heard of
my little episode with the Murray gas prices not long ago, as
she leaned over me and asked,
"Would you like the regular or
the unleaded?" I loved that!

se.

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Donna Hughes, daughter of
Glenda and Brent Hughes, was
crowned as Homecoming queen
at Murray High School. Her attendants were Gwen Purdom,
daughter of Mona and Pete Purdom, and Regina Bumphis,
daghter of Ora Nell Bumphis.
Roy E. Skinner of Jackson
Purchase Production Credit
Association was named as
outstanding agriculture alumnus of year for 1976 by
Agriculture Alumni Association
at Murray State University.
Danny Todd, Johnny
Childress and Gary Crass are
pictured with deer they have
taken while hunting.
Billy Dan Crouse and
Kathleen Winters Jones took top
honors in Murray State University Homecoming Golf Tournament at Murray Country Club.
Twenty years ago
The 97th annual session of
Blood River Baptist Association
will meet Oct. 17 at First Baptist
Church, Murray, and Oct. 18 at
Hamlet Baptist Church and
First Missionary Baptist
Church, Benton. The Rev.
James T. Garland is moderator.
Elected as officers of Foreign
Language Department of First
District Education Association
were Jo C. Williams, Mrs.
William Smith, and Dr. Rolf
King.
Judith Jackson, Charles
Jackson, Janice Nesbitt,
William Moffett, Nell Robbins,
Belva Dill, Alma McNeely,
Twila Coleman, Ira Kemp, Anna
Kuhn, Robbie Wilson, Opal
Emerine, Janet Roe, Gussie
Geurin, Euldene Robinson,
Irene Mitchuson and John Roe
are officers of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star.
Annette Parks, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert F. Parks
Sr. of Murray, is a student at
Phillips University, Enid, Okla.
Thirty years ago
Randall Patterson, Calloway
County Court Clerk, has released the names of officers,
counters and clerks for the 30
county and city precincts for the
general election on Nov. 6.
Dr. Woodfin Hutson was
elected as president of Murray
Baseball Association. Allen
Rose is retiring president.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stress, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. William Ted
Atkins and a boy to Mr. and Mrs
Joe Farmer Orr.
Sadie Nell Jones, Alma Tracy
and Dorothy Irvan of Murray
Business and Professional
Women's Club attended the fall
round-up of Districts 1, 2 and 3 of
Kentucky BPW held at Kenlake
Hotel

'
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Couple feted on 60th anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
Jones of Rt. 1, Hazel,
celebrated their 80th
wedding anniversary on
Thursday, Oct. 2.
A dinner was held in
their honor on Sunday,
Oct. 5, with friends at
the Avalon Restaurant,
Paris, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones
were married Oct. 2,
1926, at Key's Store in
Henry County, Tenn.
The Rev. H.F. Robbins
officiated.
Their attendants were
Genova Charlton
Lassiter and Beckham
Cooper.
Mrs. Jones, the
former Marelle
Paschall, is the
daughter of the late
Jessie and Line
Paschall.
Mr. Jones, son of the
late Robert L. and Nannie Jones, is a retired
farrrkr and a retired
employee of Calloway
Monument Co., Murray.
They are members of
Oak Grove Baptist
Church where Mr. Jones
serves as a deacon.

Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Jones

Former soccer star chosen for parade
PASADENA, Calif.
(AP) - Pele, the

former soccer star from
Brazil, says being

chosen grand marshal
of the 1987 Rose Parade

S CA
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is "almost like winning
tbe fourth World Am."
Pei.,.:VI6o led his
Brazilian teams to three
championships in the in(Cont'd on page 5)

P
MOVIES

306 N.
13th St.
Paducah, Ky.

444-7701
Reservations
Suggested

stii11N0 10

GREAT rlop

Thanks, Seafood Lovers, for making the
"CATCH" bigger and better Man marl We'll
be serving your favorites nightty while you enjoy live music by local musicians. Our newest
dining rooms aid outdoor patio will be the *ice
to sample various recipes prepared in the Southern
tradition. Come join {our colobrcrtion annd apoin
--THANK YOUI"
Mon.
Tues.
Wed.
Thurs.
Fri.
Sot.

"CATCH" THE NIGHTLY SPECIALS
OYSTERS ON SHELL- 20' Eoch (5 ti I 7)
FROG LEGS-75' Each(5 til 7)
BOILED SHRIMP- 20' Eoch(5 tjl
KY. LAKE CATFISH - All you con sotFIDDLERS $5.95 FILLETS $7.95
LOBSTER DINNER $11.95
STEAK & SHRIMP DINNER $12.95

GUN

Tom Cruise
Kelly McGillis
'7:15, 9.20

Ends Toniteeiie
Haunted Honeymoon(PG
Ends Toniteoto,se
Spece Comp(PG)
STARTS TOMORROW
JEFF GOLDBLUN
GEENA DAVIS

Overcast-Pearson vows solemnized
Miss Lisa Gayle Overcast and Micheal Wayne
Pearson were married
in a summer ceremony
at Salem Baptist
Church, Lynn Grove.
The bride is the
daughter of Mrs. Beverly Colson of Murray and
Mike Overcast of
Lockhart, Texas. She is
the granddaughter of
the late W.L. (Skeet)
Haneline and Sue
Fianeline of Murray and
of Mrs. Marie Frakes
and John Overcast of
Alabama.
Parents of the groom
are Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Pearson of Dexter. The
groom is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. A.E.
Pearson and Ms. Mary
Trammell, all of
Missouri.
The Rev. John
Phillips officiated at the
double ring ceremony.
Music was presented
by Albert Pistagnesi, a
former concert pianist
for the Canadian Symphony, and Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Williams,
singers.
Ms. Dana Crouch
directed the wedding.
Miss Jana Hamilton
kept the register.
The vows were exchanged at the altar
decorated with a
15-branch, two 7-branch
and two spiral
candelabra, adorned
with white fugi
white gladioli and white
carnations. The family
pews were decorated
with white bows and
springi fern.
The bride wore a
dress of white taffeta
with organza overlay. It
was designed with a
beaded and embroidered bodice and
long sheer sleeves with
matching embroidery.
The lower part of the
gown was adorned with
a large ruffled train,
also with matching
embroidery.
She wore a long trailing veil etched in lace
with a headpiece adorned with white roses,
gardenias, stephanotis
and springi fern. These
same flowers were used
in the cascade for her
bridal bouquet.
Miss Glenna Hurst of
Hazel served as maid of
honor. Bridesmaids

LUNCHES
SellIali Dotty
Go Or Enjoy Our Potio. 44411.-s p....

L

jun chdi, croissants, stuffed tomatoes, slaw, gumbo,
beans & rice, dvirnp, whet, seafood salad

CATCH CATERING

Let us help you
entertain tastefully.

Pretty In Plek•
Down And Out hi Reverfy
1+1111s•93
4 Weeks
/
WIllicats•F I X
Mon.-Set. 11 men.-10 p.m.
Sun. 1 p.m.-10 p.m.

OVIES TO SO
Chestnut Street 753-3314

were Lori Overcast and
Tammy Canup. The
flower girl was Alisha
Phillips.
The bridal attendants
wore tea length dresses
of blue taffeta with
organza overlay. They
carried bouquets of
peach gerber daisies,
yellow alstomerias,
pink pixie carnations,
purple stalls and springi
fern with multi-colored
pastel streamers and
matching headpieces.
The flower girl carried a white wicker
basket with white rose
petals with headpiece
matching the
bridesmaids.
Jeff West of Michigan
served as best man.
Groomsmen were Dana
Pearson and Scott
Hamilton.
The ring bearer was

the featured speaker.
Mrs. McLaughlin has
been involved in pro-life
affairs since 1973. She is
the co-founder of the
Care and Counseling
Center in Chicago as
well as a co-founder of
the Crisis Pregnancy
Center in St. Louis.
In 1978, Mrs.
McLaughlin was president of Lutherans for
Life for the state of

Central Center 753-3314
OX

Mr. and Mrs. Micheal Wayne Pearson
Kevin Tucker. Lighting stairways and
the candles and serving miniature statutes of
as ushers were Robert the wedding party. A
Colson ands .Richar_d miniature bride, and
groom statuette was in
Pearson.
The groom wore a full the center of the cake
dress white tuxedo. The and a top ornament was
men attendants wore blue satin bells with
black traditional white doves.
Punch,nuts and mints
tuxedoes.
The bride's mother were served with the
wore a two-piece aqua cake. Centering the
ensemble and the table was a watermelon
groom's mother wore a basket.
Serving the guests
sheer mint dress. They
had double royal bou- were Shelia Tucker,
quet orchid corsages. Gina Colley, Anne
The grandmothers were Miller and Jennifer
presented white carna- Bell.
After the reception a
tion corsages.
A reception followed small party for the
in the fellowship hall of bridal couple was given
by Patricia Pearson and
the church.
The three-tiered wed- Mary Litchfield.
Following a wedding
ding cake, centered
above a water fountain, trip to the Ozarks, the
was accented by two new Mr. and Mrs. Pear2-tiered cakes attached son are residing in
to the main cake with Dexter.

Life House plans banquet Monday

THE FLY@

SEAF000

Mirrray Ledger & Times

h Burke-'r

Missouri. She served as sight," said Phil Kilby,
a board member of Il- director for Life House
linois Citizen for Life Crisis Pregnancy
and also as a board Center here.
.The Rev. Glynn Orr,
member of Missouri
Citizens for Life. minister of Westside
PResently she is tterv- Baptist Church, Muring as a board member ray, also will give a
for the Crisis Pregnancy presentation.
Table hosts and
Center in St. Eouis.
"Mrs. McLaughlin is hotesses are requested
a loving and energetic to arrive by 5:45 p.m.
woman who willingly For more information
shares with us much in- call 753-0700.

Susan M*aughlin
Life-----House Crisis
Pregnancy Center will
hold its second annual
fund-raising banquet on
Monday, Oct. 20, at 6
p.m. at Curris Center,
Murray State
University.
Susan McLaughlin, an
administrative assistant to the vice
chancellor of
Washington, University,
St. Louis, Mo., will be

Happy Birthday
from
(Pfki

\
!I%

Selected Groups Throughout The Store

113 to 112 Off

4 PaCe
S()Leib stcle Mat)oy

•

I

with 30% off
on 14 Kt. Gold
jewelry and
a special
birthday gift
Rules to qualify.
I. Must show pr(x)ht
birthday.
2. 3 days before or
days after. •
3. Can't he used.witl.
Any other promotion
4. Under 18 musts h,
accompanicd
,guardian. _
Dins mown sino.o
;above English solc
• "59-4573

ALPHA PROGRAM - Eddie Mae Outland, left, and Oneida White of the
Golden Girls presented a musical program at the September meeting of
Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club. June Warden Smith, chairman, presided. Hostesses were Lilly Williams, Sylva Atkins, June W. Smith
and Mamie Patterson. The department has changed this month's meeting to
Saturday, Oct. 18, at noon at the club house. Ann Wood will present a program on the Calloway County History Program of Public Library. Hostesses
will be Rekle Jones, Retells Weak's, Florene Shoentaker;.-Patrieta Twomey
and Mildred Russell. All members are urged to attend and to note the
change in meeting date.

•
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Murray Christian Women's Club
to hold monthly event Tuesday
Murray Christian
Women's Club will have
a "Oh Sew Beautiful
Luncheon" on Tuesday,
Oct. 21, at noon at Seven
Seas Restauranj. The
cost will be $1:50 per

Dismissals
released by
the hospital
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital has
released the dismissals
for Wednesday, Oct. 15.
No newborn admissions
were listed.
Dismissals
Mrs. Joyce Wyatt, Rt.
1, Kirkaey; Mrs.
Dorothy Peebles, 1205
Kirkwood, Murray;
Mrs. Geraldine
McKinney, Rt. 5, Murray; Mrs. Dorothy
Greer, Rt. 2, Paris,
Tenn.;
Glenn Bayless, 835
Glendale, Murray;
E.W. Dennison, 1519
London Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Margie Brittain.
Rt. 2, Mayfield; Mrs.
Fran Forsythe, 208 West
Sandra, Princeton;
Timmy Miles, Rt. 8,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Darlene Blalock and
baby girl, 1523 London
Dr., Murray;
Miss Samantha
Gibbs, 220 South 12th
St., Murray; Miss
Teresa Kendall, 205
Pine St., Murray.

Soccer...
(0egirdfrom pegs4)
ternatlonal soccer tournament, Was chosen
Wednesday . too the
traditiornd-Mew Year's
Day parade.
"Also, the theme of
the parade is important.
The world is very complicated now with
politics and bombs, and
weapons and it's good
that the Rose Parade
chose 'A World of
Wonders" he said.
"Sport is the important thing; it doesn't
matter what sport, it brings people together,"
said the 45-year-old
Pele, the second
foreigner chosen as
grand marshal since the
Rose Parade began in
1890. Thanat Khoman,
an official from
Thailand, became the
first in 1967.

20
Good
Reasons
To Shop
All Seasons
HOBBY
SHOP
1. Trains
2. Rockets
3. Planes R/C
4. Models
5. Race Car Sets
6 Doll Hse. Acs
1. Microscope,
8. Telescopes
9. Chemistry Set
10. R/C Cars
11. Hobby TouL,
12. Paints
13. Wood Model
14. Race Car Acs.
15. J. Deere Toy
16. War Games
17. D&D
18. Mini. Figures
19 R/C Radic
20. Steam Engin(

theme of her discussion.
Reservations and
cancellations for the
luncheon must be made
by Monday, Oct. 20, at
person.
and marriage noon with Freda Lovett,
Fonda Grogan of Mur- counselor. Her husband 758-8a99.
ray will demonstrate is Paige Cothren, a
A nursery at a cost of
sweatshirt appliques for former professional 11 per family will be
the special feature
football player. Mrs. provided for
"Music Patterns in Cothren, also an author, preschoolers at
Note" will be presented spoke here in June 1988. Memorial Baptist
by Nell Earwood of
Both Mrs. Cothren Church, 10th and Main
Murray, soloist.
and her husband are Streets. Cancellations
Foy Cothren of trained marriage for the nursery can be
Southaven, Miss., will counselors and seminar made until 11 a.m. Tuesbe the featured speaker. leaders. "Threads of day by calling Murdena
She is a wife, mother Wisdom" will be the Simmons, 758-1860.

Murray
753-4110

other clubs or with any
particular religious
denomination," said
Cheryl Crouch, acting
chairman.

ACTUAL FIRST SESSION

THE DALE CARNEGIE COURSE!'
You're Invited To Attend Without Cost or Obligation
Monday, October 27th - 7:01 P.M.
Bank of Murray University Branch
North 641, Murray, Kentucky
Sponsored by Murray -Calloway Chamber of Commerce
For More Information 753-5171
Accredited by the Council for Noncollegiate Continuing Education
Presented by Charles D. Eubank and Associates. Inc.

ESA
Offers
Accounting
and
Bookkeeping
Services
For less than you're
spending now

753-6941
10e N. 4th St.
Dale Carnegie'
Founder

COATS
Dress Lenirti
Choose from four exquisite styles at an outstanding value.
These beautiful coats feature the luxurious look and feel of
cashmere in modern easy-care nylon. Choose from Rye colors.
Regular 132.00 Values

•

Our Entire Stock from Gloria Vanderbilt. You know there is
a lot of style in the shoe with that name on the label.
This is your chance to save on top quality footwear.
Regular 42.00 to 49.1111 Values

4 Shoe Styles In A
Kaleidoscope of.Colors

•

Jr. & Missy
Coordinated
Sportswear
Russ
Bugi Bugi
Santa Cruz

JUNIORS
MISSYS
Stringbean, Smart Parts &
Abvien in a great seleetiest •
of styles and

Regular 32.00 to 90.00 Values

NOW

Come in & register to win on of two 75"Gift Certificates
to be awarded in each of our three stores or the 750"
Gift Certificate Grand Prize to be selected from all the
-enm4es from AU-three stem*,Urewgrig-Sunday 19.0eteber.

DRESSES
Bright's has been the Half Size
dress store for generations.
Celebrate with 25% savings.
Regular 36.00 to 94.00 Values

FLEECE
JOGGERS

With 01'Jack Frost on his frigid
way, you'd better get yourself
ready for some warm & comfortable
nights in a warm gown or pajamas
from Bright's lingerie department.
Regular 20.00 to 36.00'Values

49T?
2899

Entire Stocks,*
HALF SIZE

1 3 OFF
44 TO /

Warm
Sleepwear

All Seasons
Lawn &
Leisure j
205 N. 4th

"Christian Women's thly. There is no formal
Club is an international membership, thus no
organization with 2,200 dues or special reclubs throughout the quirements. There is no
world who meet mon- affiliation with any

PAGE 5

Colorful & comfortable jogging suits
from Windy City & Grant Park. ou
will lose the li•ely selection of
colors, but the soft coniforris the
key to these sensational %Ours.
Regular 24.00 Values

BALI & OLGA SALE
Bali Bras & Olga Girdles Regularly 13.00 to 19.50

SIMIATS
DOWNTOWN MURRAI

Think Of the Christmas shopping spree you could hare
with 750" to spend on all the women on your list. Oh,
don't (prget to get yourself a couple of treats as well.
Use it as you wish.but be sure to register so you can win.

•
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Couple plans November wedding

DATEBOOK
Dr. Juul will speak
Dr. Kristen Juul of Southern Illinois University
will give a presentation titled "Progressive
Models for Behavior Disorders in Scandanavia"
In Room 240, Special Education Building at Murray State University on Thursday evening, Oct.
23, at 7:30 p.m. His address will be the highlight
of a colloquium on international special education sponsored by the campus chapter of the Student Council for Exceptional Children (SCEC). A
reception for Juul will follow the program. John
H. Hoover, assistant professor of special education and SCEC faculty advisor on the campus,
emphasized that the colloquium 18 open to the
public. He said it should be of particular interest
to special education public school teachers in the
area.

Farmington plans events
Farmington's Volunteer Fire Department will
host an "open house" at the department's new
facilities in the community on Sunday, Oct. 19,
from 2 to 4 p.m. Also from 2 to 4 p.m. Sunday the
volunteer fire department in Farmington will be
hosting an ice cream social at Farmington
Elementary School. Proceeds from the ice
cream social will benefit the fire department and
Its programs. All residents within a five-mile
radius of Farmington including Calloway County
are invited.

Katie Adams and family

Nursing event Monday
The West Kentucky Oncology Nursing Society
will meet Monday, Oct. 20, at 7 p.m. in
Classroom 2, Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Any
registered nurse interested in oncology nursing
Is welcome. Two contact hours of continuing
education will be awarded. For more information call 1-442-1310.

Miss Teresa Lynn
Calhoon and Kelvin Lee
Schroader have announced their engagement and approaching
marriage.
The bride-elect is the
daughter of Dennis and
Rosemary Vaughn of
Dexter.
The groom-elect is the
son of Jim and Burna
Schroader of Dexter.
Miss Calhoon is a
graduate of Calloway
County High School.
Mr. Schroader, also a
graduate of Calloway
County High School, is
currently employed
with Pittman Wheel
Alignment of Murray.
The wedding is planned for Saturday, Nov. 8,
at 2 p.m. at Brooks
Chapel United
Methodist Church,
Dexter.
A reception will follow
the ceremony.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception.

Teresa Lynn Calhoon and
Kelvin Lee Schroader to marry

Janice Cook graduates
Airman Janice L. Cook, granddaughter of Bill
Four of Hamlin, has graduated from Air Force
basic training at Lackland Air Force Base,
Texas. During the six weeks of training the airman studied the Air Force mission, organization
and customs and received special training in
human relations. In addition, an airman who
completes basic training earns credits toward an
associate degree through the Community College of the Air Force.
•

observations
by lochie hart
Ralph Morgan and family

Capt. Ellis decorated

Capt. Roger T.111S,ipon—at~L.and Mary
E. Ellis of Rt. 1, Hollow Rock, Thnn., has been
decorated with the Army Commendation Medal
at Fort Sam Houston, Texas. The medal is
awarded to those individuals who demonstrate
outstanding achievement or meritorious service
in the performance of their duties on behalf of
the Army. Ellis a student with the U.S. Army
Academy of Health Sciences. His wife, Mary, is
the daughter of Wayne J. and Faye Nell Flora of
702 Payne St., Murray.

Mrs. Burkeen to speak
Mrs. Maurita Burkeen will speak at 10:45 a.m.
service on Sunday, Oct. 19, in the absence of the
pastor, the Rev. RL. Dotson. She is the wife of
Wayne Burkeen of Rt. 1, Almo, and the have
three daughters. Maurita is employed at Peoples
Bank. "Mrs. Burkeen has been considering full
time Christian service for some time. She recently made her decision to enter the ordained
ministry of the United Methodist Church and has
been recommended by the Charge Conference of
the Independence United Methodist Church of
which she is a member for the candidact program. She has already begun her educational
preparation by enrolling at Murray State
University," said Rev. Dotson.

Rachel Adams and family

Adams family has
reunion at the park
The family of the late
Clarence and Bernice
Cochran Morgan met on
Sunday, Sept. 28, at the
Murray-Calloway County Park.
A potluck fish fry was
served at noon.
Present were the
following:
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett
(Katie) Adams, Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Morgan,
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton
(Rachel) Adams,
children;
Mr. and Mrs. Bryon
(Phyllis) Furgerson Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
(Celia) Key, Mr. and
Mrs. Steve (Joan)
Vidrner, Mr. and Mrs.
Dale Adams, Mr. and
Mrs. Hal (Mary) Barrow, Mr. and Mrs. Ken-

Dexter bazaar planned
The annual bazaar of Dexter Senior Citizens
will be Saturday, Oct. 18, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Dexter Community Center. All types of items
will be on sale and the public is urged to attend,
said May Denny, director.
(Cont'd on page 7)

Select Group

Women's Dresse

'5 - 10 Friday & Saturday
Top Quality Merchandise At
Discount Prices Everyday!

Jo-An's Varieties
Court Squat*

neth (Sue) Lax and Mr.
and Mrs. Doug (Debbie)
Cagle, grandchildren;
Adams Furgerson,
Edwina Key, Rodney
Key, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Rogers, Erica
Vidmer, Larry Dale
Adams, Shane Adams,
Mr. and Mrs. Rick Barrow, Jim Barrow, Neil
Lax, Nolan Lax, Dustin
Lax and Michael Cagle,
great-grandchildren;
Paul Cagle, Jason
Herbert and Justin
Herbert, stepgreatgrandchildren.
Unable to attend were
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas
Adams and family, Dennis Morgan, Keith
Morgan and Paul David
Adams Jr.

Since I can remember one-room school house.
There waanoqbastion
there has been a call for
loal teachers to attkend about what and when we
a meeting in the cour- were to teach. All subthouse. Schools being jects were listed, even
out of session last Fri- the pages in the texts,
day and Monday caused -Were in the guide
me to think of attending hard -backed book
such meetings when Covered in blue. Each
teachers were given teacher had one. The
their equipment for answers to math were
given. The guide book
opening school.
Robert E. Broach was was compiled by the
county school state school superintensuperintendent when I dent and the board of
began teaching. It was education.
How did teachers
before the July opening
of schools that we were manage all grades?
given a water bucket That was accomplished
and a rope to use in the easily by using tghe
cistern where we got our older students to do drill
drinking water. A dip- work with the younger
per from which we all ones in one part of the
drank was included. A room while the teacher
full box of white crayon worked with the other
for the blackboard was classes.
The county' schools
a prized item. The box
was about three by five were in districts. In
Inches and had a sliding each one there was a
lid. The students and I trustee who would have
admired this item which the building and
sat on the teacher's grounds ready for the
desk. Each student opening day. The
could have an unbroken cistern was cleaned and
piece of chalk. We wee city water poured into
given tooth brushes and It. And to be sure the
a sample tube of tooth water stayed free of
paste — one for each contamination, a few
student. This was the bluestones were dropbeginning of teaching ped in. We drank from
the same dipper until
health.
Anyone who passed the little folding
the teachers' examina- aluminum cups were
tion was qualified to available. The cup was
teach. He or she must be taken home in the lunch
at least 18 years old. The bucket at night, washed
examination was and used again.
Toilets were few. In
similar to the eighth
grade test we had to the school where I workpass before entering ed, the girls used the
high school. Included in east side of the woods.
the tests were reading, The west served for the
writing, arithmetic, boys. This was the
grammar, physiology, period just before World
civics and geography. War I. My school house
Even without a high was one of seveal new
school or college educa- buildings. They were
tion, one could teach built bungalow style
well with all grades in a with hipped roof and a
porch.
Another duty of the
trustee, usually a man
with children in school
was hiring the teacher.
VIDICOCASBETTZ SALIM
1. 'Jane ronda's New Workout
We were provided wood
Kart•Lortmar)
coal to burn in the
or
(CBS
Music"
2 "The Sound of
stove in cold weather —
Fox)
"Amadeum"(HBOCannon )
this being another job
"Out of Africa" (MCA
for the trustees.
• 'The Music Man'' I Warner
6 "Down and Out In Beverly fillls"
• • •
(Touchstone I
TV I've seen an
the
On
Basics"
Body
7 "Kathy Smith's
(ICI)
ad by The National
11."Allen" (CBS-FOX)
Teachers' Association
S ian. Fonda's Workout" (Karl
Lorimarl
that was one of the best.

By The Associated Press

The following are the
most popular video
cassettes as they appear
in Oct. 13th issue of
Billboard magazine.
Copyright 1986,
Billboard Publications,
Inc. Reprinted with
permission.

10 "Casablanca"(CBS-FOX)

•
••••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weekend Special
Rent 5 Movies for only '10.00
Members get 6 Movies for only $10.00
Rent a VCR for the weekend
for only '9.95
Pickup Specials Friday Bring Back Monday!

Cypress Springs Restaurant
Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake

SPECIAL
Tuesday thru Sunday

21 pc. Shrimp Dinner or Fried Oyster Dinner
Includes Hush Puppies, Onion Rings, French Fries & Slaw

J6

$399
Reg. $5.95

-.'ENTAL SALES
CENTER
700 I

"Imagine what would
happen to its efficiency,
policy and continuity of
operation if one of the
biggest corporations in
the state, and the biggest employer, had to
throw out its top
management every four
years and—bring in a
bunch with little or no
knowledge of the job."
There are educators
who want geography
stressed more.- 04w
commentator this week
stated that children
don't know where
Iceland, Japan and
other places in the news
are. My only dislike for
geography was the size
of the text — it was so
big. The subject could
be timely and interesting since
foreigners come here,
and we travel far and
wide.
Even though statistics
show us 46th in
academics and first in
drop-outs, our schools
turn out good students.
The drop-out situation is
a problem. But when I
see the NEA advertisement, showing the
teacher going after the
boy drop-out, I'm convinced that the part the
teacher plays in making
school interesting and
the perbonal attention
each student gets make
students enjoy school.

Videos sales named

Come To The

-Your movie professionals
have over 30 VCR's and
over 2075 Mewl* Titios
to chose from
Open Til 8 Fri. & 6 Sat.

It showed a woman
teacher behind her
desk. Looking out the
window she sees a dropout and former student,
pumping gasoline at a
station. The teacher left
her room, saying "I'm
going to buy some gas."
She knows that Kentucky ranks 46th out of
the 50 states in education. According to the
Courier-Journal's Sunday magazine,- Jan Ed
Pearce says that the only thing that Kentucky
ranks first in is dropouts and illiteracy, ,
According to the
newspapers, an amendment to the state constitution is a foot to
make the state
superintendent's office
filled by a committee or
a board instead of by
popular vote.
The amendment, if it
passes, would require
the 13-member board of
education to select the
best that could be found
for the superintendent's
office. The board would
be appointed by Gov.
Martha Layne Collins
on a 1-to-6 years' staggering term of office.
According to Pearce,
an amendment to the
1891 constitution is needed. The present law requires an election of the
school superintendent
every four years.

Main Murray 753-5201

Ne•A How,
T ti,5 4 pm 9 pm
Wei
,,.,
r rt Sot Sun 5 In, 9 prn
Closed Monday

Owners Louie and Sue Williams r
Located approximately

Off Hwy. 121 South 15 miles south of Murra

436-5496

Allison Carr -

Murray girl wins
at recent pageant
Miss Allison Carr,
16-year-old daughter of
David and Donna Carr
of Murray, was named
the 1986 Omni Promotions Model search winner in the pageant held
at Executive Inn,
Paducah.
The competition had
contestants ranging
from one month to over
21.
Miss Carr was winner
In the Teen-Adult Division and then was named over-all competition
winner. She also won in
photogenic, costume,
swimwear, sportswear
and general

appearance.
The Murrayan received a professional commercial portfolio and
composite photo profiles
for modeling,
assignments, professional video profile, $500
bond, crown, trophy and
a certificate to the Gina
Vickery School of
Modeling.
Carr is a varsity
cheerleader and vice
president of the Junior
Class at Murray High
School. She is the granddaughter of A.H.
Morgan of Paducah and
of Mr. and Mrs. James
Carr, Toms River, N .1
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Your Individual Horoscope

Student
hears from
the Queen

PAGE 7

Fraaces Drake

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.

ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Partnerships require more give and
take than usual today. Abstract
thinking is a plus, but it may be too
soon to try out new ideas. Be patient.

ALLIANCE, Neb.
(AP) — A sixth-grader
who drew a picture of
the Queen of England
extolling the benefits of
wearing a raincoat
received a letter of
thanks from one of the
queen's ladies-inwaiting.
Kathy DeTar drew the
picture in school last
year as part of an
assignment to design an
advertisement for a
health product.
Her drawing showed
Queen Elizabeth II
wearing a raincoat and
saying, "As the Queen
of England, I have to
show people around, so I
have to wear White Fog
raincoats."
Kathy's fifth-grade
teacher, Cathe
Cleveland, encouraged
the youngster to send
the poster to the queen,
along with a letter, a
class photo and a
description of the project and the community.
"We also invited her
to come to Nebraska,"
Miss Cleveland said.
A letter from the
queen came several
months later.
"I'm commanded by
the queen to thank you
for your letter and your
poster," Kathy said,
quoting from the letter
she has memorized.
"She said thank you
for the poster and thank
you for your
thoughtfulness of the
queen."

TAURUS
PIN
(Apr.20 to May 20)
A desire to get away from it all
competes with current obligations.
An innovative method of financing is
worth pursuing, but it may take some

time.
GEMINI
/et
(May 21 to June 20)
Have you been caught up in so
many activities that you've neglected
some friends? Now's the time for a
phone call or two.

CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
New job prospects are exciting, but
some details remain to be worked
out. You probably won't have all the
answers today, but do what you can.

LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Oh,a vacation would be wonderful,
but right tkw it's difficult to make all
the pieces of the puzzle fit. Respect
the right of others to disagree with
you.

VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)

strikingly new piece of furniture

You've got your dream plans for
redecorating, but the budget may
require that you move slowly. You
can economize without sacrificing
beauty.

(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You have original ideas right now,
but don't expect everyone to appreciate or understand your position. Do
continue with your line of thinking.

AQUARIUS

LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct 22)

PISCES

The same old arguments can
reoccur in a relationship. You may
have to compromise for now. Think
of new things that you can do
together.

SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
CIE
No need to throw in the towel if
you feel discouraged about a job
development today. Delays are only
temporary. Keep your hopes up!

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
de
Perhaps you need a short break
from a relationship to catch up with
what friends are doing. There's room
in your life for more than one person.

CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Interruptions may interfere with all
you plan to do around home base.
Still, there is time to pick up a

Now

(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
It may cost more than you realize
to get a new project off the ground.
Cutting corners and making budgets
are part of today's agenda.
YOU BORN TODAY thrive on
challenges and do not suffer defeat
gladly. Though money is important to
you, at times you don't handle your
finances very well. You can save for a
long time and then blow it all in a fit
of extravagance. Your personality is
usually an asset to your career and
your love of beauty often draws you
to art You have abilities along both
philosophic and literary lines. Birthday of: Jimmy Breslin, columnist; Rita
Hayworth, actress; and Arthur Miller,
playwright.

Read the
want ads daily

Couple feted for anniversary
In honor of the 40th wedding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. James Rupert
Emerson of Rt.6, Murray, their children and their families held a surprise
luncheon for them on Sunday, Sept. 21, at the 101st Airborne Restaurant,
Nashville, Tenn. At this time their children presented them with a trip to
Hawaii. Their children are Linda E. Smith of Louisville, and Jim Emerson
and Gary Emerson of Nashville, Tenn. They have four grandchildren. Mrs.
Emerson, the former Sue Nell Walton of Paris, Tenn., and Mr. Emerson
were married Aug. 17, 1946.

Compare Our
Prescription Prices...
Their prices unbelievable,
Our prices UNBEATABLE!
"••••

Show,__Sale_at Murray High
Once again for one
weekend, the Murray
High School commons
area and cafeteria will
be transformed into an
antique gallery.
The Sixth Annual
Show and Sale will be
held on Saturday, Oct.
18, from 10 a.m. until 9
p.m. and Sunday, Oct.
19, from 1 p.m. until 5
p.m.
This weekend some 25
or 30 dealers from
Western Kentucky,
Western Tennessee and
Southern Illinois will

DATEBOOK...

display a wide variety of
Items including furniture, fine glassware,
brass, silver, chains,
jewelry, depression
glassware, primitives,
and other good general
antiques.
The Murray Band
Boosters will again
sponsor the show and
will be operating the
concession stand with
fresh barbecue sandwiches, hot dogs, popcorn, coffee, soft drinks,
candy, etc.
All profits from the
(Cont'd from page 8)

Church plans revival
Faith Missionary Baptist Church, Brandon
Road, near Hazel, will have revival services
starting Monday, Oct. 20, and continuing through
Sunday. Oct. 26. The Rev. Bobby Light,
evangelist, will speak at 7:30 each evening. The
pastor, the Rev. Larry Hawkins, invites the
public to attend.

Homecoming at Trinity
Trinity Christian Center at North 18th and
Calloway Streets will have its homecoming on
Sunday, Oct. 19. Regular morning services with
a special guest preacher will be held,followed by
a basket dinner at 12:30 p.m. A gospel singing
featuring the Bread of Life Singers from
Hopkinsville will start at 2 p.m.

Brandi E. Taylor born
Mr. and Mrs. Wally Taylor of Rt. 3, 110 North
Newton St., Elizabethtown, N.C., are the parents
of a daughter, Brandi Elaine, weighing eight
pounds five ounces, measuring 20% inches, born
on Monday, Oct. 13, at Bladen County Hospital,
Elizabethtown. They have one son, Clint, 10. The
mother is the former Ruth Ann Barrow. The
father is a shift supervisor of Cogentrix Leasing
Corp. Power Plant. Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd Barrow of Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn., and
Mrs. Lillie Mae Taylor and the late Ira B. Taylor
of Hazel. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Ola Morris of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. George Barrow
of Rt. 2, Hazel.

61.50 admission fee and
the concessions will be
used to support the Murray Band Program.
A door prize will be
awarded on Sunday
afternoon and the winner will not have to be
present to win,
"If you have attended
before, you will want to
visit with and view the
merchandise of some of

the dealers back from
previous shows, as well
as offerings by some of
the new dealers here for
the first time. If you
haven't been before,
please come out and enjoy a bit of nostalgia," a
band booster said.
Murray High School is
located at 501 Doran
Road.

AMERICAN GREETINGS

PAAS Halloween
Make-Up Kits

Wilkey' is now a teen-ager
NEW YORK (AP) —
John Gilchrist, who 15
years ago was "Mikey"
,
-- the toddler coaxed in TV.
commercials by his two
older brothers into
eating Life cereal, has
returned as a teen-ager
to again promote the
breafast food.
This time he's talking,
and is rejected by a girl
who refuses to believe

he was the original
"Mikey" who dug into a
-bowl of Life even though
his two older brothers
were pretty sure he
wouldn't like it.
In the new commercial, the girl who doesn't
believe he was the
young Mikey tells
Gilchrist that Mikey
"would have been
cuter."

CASH COUPON
Additional

20%

ru
0$

cHalloween
Felt
Decorations

(LARGE BAGS)
Bubble Gum
and Smartees
Sugar Daddy
Nuggets

Only

39

Place Your Order By
Nov. 15th For
"Xmas Photo

SALE ITEMS INCLUDED!!

Example: Reg. 5100, Sale 570

11

With Coupon '56
off,,, Valid Through 10 19 86
I Mr. J's & Lady J's

20%off
•

Mayfield Shopping Plaza
Mon. Sat. 98
Sun. 1 5
247 0597

T./0m

Your Favorite Film

rx,

'Good thru Oct. 31st
with coupon
•Lirnit One Coupon Per Roll

a
r
b,
& 44fizas,t
94.6.400na

48th Anniversary Sale
Savings from

Halloween,
Thanksgiving and
All Occasion

Hypo Allergenic Make-Up Kits.
Choose from: Vampire,
Ghost, Soldier, Werewolf &
Witch.

HALLOWEEN
CANDY

Off
With This Coupon

Card Department

Now In Progress

20% to 50%

*Jeans
*Shirts
*Pants
*Skirts
*Dresses
*Tops
*Sweaters - *Jackets
*Blouses
*Coordinated Sportswear

on all clothing

klso Antiques
For Sale

dinflirsinet.

rdt.111. •

•.

-

0
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Nursing Home Horror

Murrayan crowned
Kristin Barnett,
daughter of Mike and
Jan Barnett, recently
was crowned Little Miss
Southern Belle 3rd runner up at Tri-State
pageant at Greenwood
Executive Inn, Bowling
Green. This title covers
Indiana, Kentucky and
Tennessee.
She was also awarded
the Little Mla Personality Award and
Most Beautiful Smile
titles. The Murray girl
was presented with a
four poster trophy and
her entry fee paid to the
state final competition.
All contestants were
honored with a formal
tea at the time of
ceremonial crowning.
• Little Miss Barnett
also competed in the
Miss Sunburst USA
pageant at the Holiday
Inn in Paducah. She was
crowned Little Miss
Sunburst USA 2nd runner un

Kristin Barnett

Stories Outnumber

Kristin won her first
beauty title at the age of
9 months. She has participated in 24 beauty
pageants and has been
awarded 50 beauty
titles.

Letters of Praise
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY. Before the furor
dies down on nursing homes
(granted there are many good ones
but, unfortunately, a few rotten
apples have soured the whole
barrel), I submit the following: I
was a very close friend of a poor,
itinerant preacher. He became very
ill, and toward the end he was
placed in a prestigious nursing
home by some well-to-do friends. In
his dotage he asked for a wedding
ring and a Parker pen. To satisfy
his whims, I brought him both,
neither of which I bought at the
five-and-ten. The next time I visited
him, both items had mysteriously
disappeared. I promptly replaced
them. The replacements also disappeared. I complained to the staff.
Nobody knew anything.
Later, my husband was dying in
an expensive religious-oriented
hospital. At the end he was comatose, but he clutched a small golden
crucifix, a small red and gold Bible,
the
and a suede-bound book
"Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam' all family heirlooms that I had
brought him when he could respond
only by touching something familiar and precious. When he died, I
went into shock but returned to his
room a short time later. The family
heirlooms were not there! They were
nowhere to be found, and haven't
been seen since.
Tell me, Abby, who would steal a
golden crucifix from a dying man or
a wedding ring and a Parker pen
from a broken-down preacher?
I know times have changed, but
I'm not banking on it, and if I ever

Her sponsors have included Snap Shot Photo,
Harry Allison
Photography, Parker
Ford Inc., Gunner
Nance, Edgar Rhodes
Used Cars, Garland Used Cars, Medical Claim
Services, Alfred Lindsey, Lad & Lassie,
Seafood Express, Joyce
Haley, Purdom, Thurman & McNutt,
employees of Parker
Ford, Movie World,
Murray Supply, Murray
Auto Parts, McClard
Wrecker Service,
Eastside Gulf, Ronnie
and Charlotte Cook,
Vickie Mahan, Fain Ins.
Agency, Owen-Compton
Pharmacy, and her
brother, Brian Barnett.

Princess Grace Foundadon Gala planned
DALLAS (AP) Monaco's royal family
is expected to mingle
with a host of stars at
this week's Princess
Grace Foundation
Awards Gala, the third

benefit held for the
foundition.
Prince Rainier,
Prince Albert and
Princesses Stephanie
and Caroline are on the
guest list, as are Frank

Sinatra, Cary Grant,
Joan Collins, Gregory
Peck, Robert Wagner,
Stefanie Powers and
Brooke Shields. Navy
Secretary John Lehman
Jr. also was on the list
for the event, which is
named for the late
Grace Kelly and 111 to aid
young performing

artists.
A $1,500-per-plate dinner is planned for Saturday night, and officials
expect to raise about
$750,000. Guests for the
four-day weekend also
are due to attend a
rodeo, cocktail party,
fashion show and horse
show.

I love him for not getting mad
check into a nursing home, I'll take
nothing with me except my den- when there's not a clean shirt in the
tures, a ballpoint pen and a Gideon drawer.
I want him to know it's the little
Bible.
STUNNED IN THE things that count.
MRS. DAVID W. HEDLIN,
BIBLE BELT
NAPLES, FLA.
DEAR STUNNED: Before we
HEDLIN:
MRS.
DEAR
close the Books on nursing
homes, let me say that Kirk Thanks for a real upper. You
Douglas was not wrong. Ac- surely must be the luckiest
cording to my mail, there are woman in Naples (Italy or
far more substandard nursing Florida).
homes than good ones.
•••
Cs.

DEAR ABBY: I love my husband.
Let me tell you why:
I love him for not making any
noise when he gets up at 6:30 every
morning and knows I like to sleep
a little later.
I love him for never asking me
why I don't balance the checkbook.
I love him for walking the dog
and feeding the cat even though
they're both mine.
I love him for not making me pay
him off when I lose a bet, even
though he always pays when he
loses.
I love him for not noticing when
the beds aren't made.
I love him for noticing when my
hair is done a new way.
I love him for being extra nice to
my mom and dad.
I love him for watching a 1956
romantic movie with me even
though the Celtics are on the other
channel.

DEAR ABBY: A bleeding-heart
liberal vegetarian wrote to you and
complained about the expression
"Killing two birds with one stone."
("Why would anyone want to kill
even one bird with a stone?" the
bird-lover asked.) Do as the Finnish
people do; say, "Kill two flies with
one swat." I am a third-generation
Finn, and I've taught-this to many
as a healthy alternative to "killing
birds."
DONALD R. LEHTI,
LOS ANGELES
DEAR DONALD: You and I
may value a bird's life far above
the life of the lowly insect. But
killing two flies with one swat
wouldn't fly in India among the
whose
religion
Jainists,
teaches a reverence for all life.
*•*

Coming community events are announced
Thursday,Oct.16

Friday,Oct. 17
Church.
Christian
Twin Lakers Antique
---Car Club will meet at
Calloway Couutyl,
_ag-Gateway
Library. This is open to Restaurant, Band Boosters will
sponsor a spaghetti supDraffenville.
UM public.
per from 5 to 7 p.m. in
------Temple Hill Chapter
Xi Alpha Delta high school cafeteria
Better Breathers Club
No. 511 Order of the
Eastern Star is schedul- will meet at 7 p.m. in Chapter of Beta Sigma prior to Calloway and
ed to meet at 7:80 p.m. Garden Room of Phi will meet at 7:30 Webster County football
game at 7:30 p.m. in
Lourdes Hospital, p.m. at Ellis Center.
at lodge hall.
Laker stadium.
---Paducah.
---Preceptor Omicron
---Readings of Jesse
Luau by Murray State
Men's Trophy Night is Chapter of Beta Sigma
Stuart by Helen Hodges
Paducah, Ky.
2302 Kentucky Ave.
and Murray State scheduled at 7 p.m. at Phi is scheduled to meet University Women's
at 7:30 p.m. at Com- Society for members
Oaks Country Club.
and their spouses or
merce Centre.
---guests will be at 6:30
Men's Stag Night is
---Murray Civitan Club p.m. in Currie Center
scheduled at 6:30 p.m.
at Murray Country Club will meet at 7 p.m. at ballroom.
---with Rick McGee, Rick Homeplace Family
"You Can't Take It
Lampkin, Mike Pierce, Restaurant.
---With You" will be
Johan Tanum, Lindy
QuAlity Cars and Trucks
Hazel Woman's Club presented by CommuniSuiter and Larry RobinIs scheduled to meet at 7 ty Theatre at 8 p.m. at
son in charge.
28,W miles, Loaded, Burgundy, Luxury, 5 Speed
TT
---p.m. at Hazel Communi- Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.
Murray Women of the ty Center.
20,XXX miles, Sunroof, Block, Loaded
For information call
---Moose will meet at 8
p.m. at lodge hall.
Carol Poe Group of 759-1752.
------First Baptist Church
, 22,XXX miles, Automatic, V-6, Equipment. 4.4
Games will begin at 8
Murray Single Con- Women will meet at 7
nection will meet at 7 p.m. with Becky p.m. at Murray Moose
Red, New Tess, 35,XI(X miles, Long Wheel Base 4.4
Lodge. This is for
p.m. in Educational Noffsinger.
members only.
Building, First United
---Methodist Church. For
---15,XXX miles
Cottage prayer
Murray High School
information call Dick at meetings of First Bap486-2174, Martha at tist Church will be at 7 will play a football
759-4940 or Linda at p.m. at homes of Dr. game with Lone Oak
Bose
Wheel
30)00C miles, Loaded, 2-Tone Long
at
758-9414.
and Mrs. H.L. Oakley, High School there
p.m.
7:30
---Mr.
Mrs. Louise Miller,
30,XXX mks, Loaded, New Tires, Royale Brougham IS
---Murray State Univer- and Mrs. John Ranected
student-dir
A
Akron
vs.
Racers
Mrs.
sity
dolph, Mr. and
29,XXX miles, Blue, 4 Door
football game in Akron, Marvin Harris and Mr. play,"Day of Absence,"
Ohio, will be telecast and Mrs. David Travis; will be presented at 7
to a national au- and at 7:80 p.m. at home p.m. in Wilson Hall
live
22,XXX miles, Loaded, Brown, 4 Door
dience by Entertain- of Dr. and Mrs. Richard Studio, Room 310B,
Murray State Universiment and Sports Pro- Crouch.
Admission is $2 or by
ty.
7
at
Network
gramming
---White, Loaded, Moonroof, 38,XXX miles
p.m.
Diabetics Taking Con- season ticket.
------trol will meet at 7 p.m.
-•- ---36)03( miles, Ueda,U.Now • •
AA and Al-Anon will
Murray State Univer- In third floor classroom
sity Wind Ensemble will of Murray-Calloway meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
present a free concert at County Hospital. Ken Kevil Center, South 10th
2 Tone Sable, 54,XXX miles, Loaded
Street Extended,
8 p.m. in Robert E. Purcell will speak.
Mayfield.
Johnson Theatre, Doyle
------Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Friday,Oct. 17
54,XXX miles, Gold, Lille New, 4 Door
Square and round
---Hazel and Douglas
AA and Al-Anon will Centers will be open dancing with music by
have closed meetings at from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Sharecropper will be
48,XXX miles, Creom, MUST SEEll
8 p.m. at First Christian for activities by senior from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at
Lynn Grove Roller
Church, Benton. For in- citizens.
64,XXX miles, 2 Tone Blue, Buckets
Rink.
formation call 758-0061,
------762-3899, 753-7764 or
Mothers' Morning Out
will be from
Dancing
758-7663.
55,XXX miles, V-8, Leather Buckets, Block
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Thursday,Oct.16
Front POrch Swing
will rehearse at 7:30
.m. at First

PHONE 442-3600

Ihurch.
-NEVITSTOREHOURS-T-

11=0"

Thursday, Oct. 16
University students will
start at 7 p.m. at

MID dm.

Monday to Saturday
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Friday Night Til 8 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

FALL PRICE REDUCTION

SALE

1985 MAZDA 6261X

. , 1985 PONTIAC FIERO GT

as NOW
$9,495 $8,495

$10,400 $9,900

1985 JEEP CHEROKEE CHIEF

$10,200

$9,700

1985 TOYOTA SR-5 PICKUP

$8,495

$7,995

1985 BUICK REGAL LIMITED COUPE...59,995

$9,495

1984 GMC SIERRA CLASSIC PICK-UP...$8,995

$8,495

1984 OLDS DELTA 88 RoYALE....$1o,400 $9,900

$7,495
1984 MERCURY MARQUIS BROUGHAM....$7,495 $6,995

1984 PONTIAC BCS00.?/ILLE

$7,995

1983 BUICK REGAL LIMITED cPE

$8,395 $7,895

.
1983 BUICK REGAL ESTATE WAGON .S7495

S6,995

1982 CADILLAC SEVILLE ELEGANTE... 12 800

12 300

1981 BUICK'PARK AVENUE

$6,995 $6,495

1981 BUICK REGAL LIMITED CPE

$5,292

$4,795

1981 OLDS CUTLASS SUPREME cPE.$5,995

$5,495

$4,995

$4,495

1981 OLDS CUTLASS CRUISER WAGON ....$4,895

$4,395

1981 PONTIAC GRAN PRIX U CPE.

Saturday,Oct. 18

Friday,Oct. 17
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Ronnie's Place.

to 9 p.m. at Murray
High School.

Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Outdoor Enrichment Series at Camp
Energy; Quilting Bee
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
at The Homeplace-1850;
Skywalk at 2 p.m. and
Star Gazing at 8 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
---Youth Mini Lock-In
will be from 9 p.m. to
2:30 a.m. at Memorial
Baptist Church.
---Friday Night Bible
Study will be from 7 to 9
p.m. at University
Church of Christ.
---Singles Fellowship
will be at 7 p.m. in basement of Fellowship
Hall, First Baptist
Church.
---Saturday, Oct. 18
Turkey Shoot, sponsored by Hazel Lions
Club, will start at 10
a.m. at Paschall Carpet,
Highway 641 South.
---Chapter M of P.E.O.
Sisterhood will have a
luncheon at noon in
home of Mrs. Frank A.
Stubblefield.
---5K Run and 1 mile
Fun Run or Walk for
Heart Association will
start at 7:30 a.m. at
Henry County Medical
Center, Paris, Tenn.
For information call
1-901-642-1220.
---Murray Kiwanis Gun
and Knife Show will be
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
Calloway County Middle
School.
---Antique Show and
Sale will be from 10 a.m.

Bazaar by Dexter
Senior Citizens will be
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Dexter Community
Center.
---Gospel singing featuring The Heritage Group
will be at 7 p.m. at New
Liberty Baptist Church
at Gob.
---Horse Show will be at
War Memorial
Fairgrounds, Mayfield,
at 7 p.m. For information call 1-247-1529.
---Ken-Ten Machine
Knitters Club will meet
at 12:30 p.m. in public
library at Calvert City.
This is open to all interested persons.
---Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at noon at club
house. Members note
change in date.
---Annual white bean
supper will be served
starting at 5:30 p.m. at
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church. The
public is invited.
---Garage sale for
benefit of Humane
Society of Calloway
County will be from 8
a.m. to 3 p.m. at home of
Jo C. Williams, 1512
Canterbury, Murray.
---New Providence
Cemetery work day and
business meeting will
start at 8:30 a.m.
---Couples Bridge with
Jim and Janice Johnson
as hosts will be at 7:30
p.m. at Oaks Country
Club.
---"You Can't Take It
With You" will be
(Cont'd on page 11)

37,XXX miles, Blue, V-6, Nice,

51,XXX miles, Wire Wheek, Michelins, White/Red, 4 Door

$5,295

S4795

1981 PONTIAC FIREBIRD FORMULA . .$5,495

$4,995

1981 FORD CROWN VICTORIA.
SUDO( miles, Loaded, One Lady Ovmer, Smell V-8, Nock

56,W miles, 4 DOW, Dove

, fora Nice!

1980 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE

$4,395

14

11

Save on every ArtCarved 14K Gold
H.S. Class Ring with FREE custom
options on 10K and 14K gold rings

3,895

3 Speed Av. 517-,XXY miles. TDoor, %Wee Nice!

1980 TOYOTA COROLLA

$3,095 $2,595

BACK ROW SPECIALS!!
Good Car!
1978 PONTIAC GRAN PRIX
SEI,XXX miles, Local Car

1976 CHEV. CAPRICE COUPE LANDAU

-

1),-,• (1

700 Main
759-1839

Reg $89 Now
38 Short thru 56 Long

753-1606

Murray
1-4713
041,

Bring This Ad

$14.50

Big & Tall Cotton & Poly

Sport Shirts
Ties

_-

Central Shopping Center- -

$19.95-$24.50

2X, 3X. 4X

.

Cook's Jewelry

$59

New Arrival!
Men's Long Sleeve Knit Shirts

ARTORVED.

4 w./Irl .iiTirrii• SU/es, IBClie4\

Blazers

28 thru 54

This offer expires Nov 30,
1986 and is Lobe used onl%.
kw the purchase of 14K
gtId AnCarved high school
class rings

$1,699
$1,199

Reg. $140 Now
38 Short thru 50 Long

Pants

It pays to shop before
ycni buy. Especially
with savings like these
-on the best class ring.

$89.95

Suits

$14.50
Price Reg. $10 Now $5

Use Our convenient Lay-A-Way
MasterCard or VISA
We
Flt Tall. Big t In-Between

_Clark's
Clothing
(Next to C-Mart)
Ky. 121 By-Pass
Murray, KY

•
-

753-3357
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Social Security provides service free

course, take action to
correct any error in his
or her record. But, in
addition, Social Security
will correct the errors
whenever they are
brought to its attention.
Social Security does
encourage people to
check their records
every three years or
more often if they
change jobs frequently.
This way, any _errors
that occur can be corrected in a timely
fashion.
People who would like
to check their Social
Security record or who

Security. This firm can
do no more.
The firm's advertising infers that Social
Security keeps a record
mail ask at any Social Securi- of the Social Security
A firm calling itself manager in Paducah, forms of direct
ty office for a "Request taxes paid. This is not
advertising.
"Social Security said recently.
for for Statement of Earn- so. The only record the
that,
says
firm
The
Monitoring Service," is
The advertising takes a fee of $5 a year, it will ings" (Form Social Security has is of
advertising throughout
with inSSA-7004PC), fill it out, earnings covered under
the country to perform a the form of card-inserts provide people
from their
formation
in
inserts
,
in
magazines
that
fee
a
service for
and mail it. In a few Social Security that
earnings
have been reported by
Social Security provides bills or bank Social Security
can get weeks they will get a employers and selfat no cost whatsoever, statements, cable record. People
earnings
their
statement copy of
employed people.
Bettye W. Williams, television adver- an earnings
charge if they recorded by Social
of
free
other
and
,
tisements
The ad also indicates
district
Social Security
that only the person involved can correct any
errors in his or her
Social Security record.
The person can, of

Firm charges fee for reports

Crouch attends seminar
approach to NSAID
Therapy, diagnosis and
management of
renovascular hypertension, management of
Type II Diabetes,
osteoporosis, and many
other varied subjects.
The Kentucky
Academy of Family
Physicians, headquartered in Louisville,
is the state association
representing the state's

The local physician, a
Dr. Richard Crouch
member, heard
KAFP
a
attended
recently
regional seminar of the speakers discuss health
Kentucky Chapter, care topics of imAmerican Academy of mediate interest to
in
Family Physicians, Oct. family doctors both
practice
everyday
their
nd
11-12, at Cumberla
Falls State Park, Cor- and in their continual
bin. Fifty family physi- endeavors to keep
cians from around the abreast of the latest adCommonwealth par- vances in medicine. The
ticipated in this continu- topics included biliary
ing medical education infections and their
management, a rational
concleave.

family doctors. The
American Academy of
Family Physicians is
located in Kansas City,
Missouri and was the
pioneer among medical
organizations in requiring its members to take
continuing medical
education. Its 55,000
members must complete 150 hours of mandatory continuing study
every three years.

KO/0/41110.1.

CENTER

We Accept
Food Stamps

88°

Westside Baptist
Church
108 N. 15th
"Called To Make A Difference"

753-8201

Green Giant
Cream Style or Whole Kemal
17

Green Giant 17 0

KIDNEY BEANS

PEPSI &
PEPSIPRODUCTS

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.

oz.2179'
31 1 SWEET PEAS 2/79'

Joan of Ark 15% Oz.

2 Liter

9-00
10•00
10:50
6•00

Early Worship
Sunday School
Regular Worship
Evening Worship

CORN

Prices Good
10-16-86 Thru
10-22-86

O1MIL*111011111

Due to the growth in worship attendance, Westside Baptist Church
will be having two Sunday morning
worship services beginning October
19 and extending through December
14. You have a special invitation,
especially if you work on Sunday
afternoon, to be a part of the early
worship experience.

RENTALSALES

1407 Main St.
753-4682

1 1V-43
.
COW30
Irov•cl.

Special Notice

We rent chain saws
and log splitters

L

telephone 443-7506, or
the Mayfield Social
Security office located
on US Highway 45
North, telephone
247-8095

have any questions
about Social Security
should contact either
the Paducah Social
Security office located
at 546 Lone Oak Road,

Are you Tired of
Splitting Logs?

E 11.50aon
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Dishwashing Liquid
$ 149

JOY

Hunt's 15 Oz.

TOMATO SAUCE....49°

320z

Prego

,irge Roll Bounty

Morton House 12 Oz.
Sliced Turkey, Pork, Beef &

SPAGHETTI
PAPER TOWELS 79'
SALISBURY STEAK 99" SAUCE
MARSHMALLOW , CORN
12 oz.
PEPSI &
09c
CREAM
BUY 1
PEPSI PRODUCTS $157
GET 1 FREE
L
LYSO
th.
OLEO
$129 GREEN
RICE MIX
TOP SIRLOIN
BEANS
2/79'
2% MILK
SIRLOIN
CHILI W/BEANS 69
TIP ROAST
9
$15

320z.

Hyde Park

8 Pk. 16 Oz. Bottles
Plus Deposit and $5.00 Purchase

Green Giant Niblets
Whole Kernel

2179'

7 Oz

Pine Action Cleaner, 28 0.•

Blue Bonnet

39'

Uncle Ben's Wild

Green Giant Blue Lake Cat

U.S. Choice Boneless

6 Oz

39
2
Lb. $

Prairie Farms

V t tr 15

..99'

16 Oz

U.S. Choice Boneless

Or

Lb $189

Flav-o-rich Whole

99
APPLESAUCE 2/79"
ORANGE JUICE 97"
6 aiLi
41eci

MILK

Gal.

Musselman's 16 Or

441i?

%

Li

Owen's Best
Sliced Slab

S Choi(

T-BONE
STEAK

BACON
34

Lb Pkg

Florida Gold 64 Oz.

Fresh Cre,i)

LETTUCE

Fl

Snow White

MUSHROOMS
Golden Ripe

BANANAS

80i

3

10,1ho

POTATOES
Super Fan(
CUCUMBERS

Ll

S

$189
10 Lbs

Bartlett

PEARS

49°
89°

Lb

Lb
9
14
$ #

4P1

167
7g

-SODIUM
*PROTEIN
*IRON
*ZINC
*THWAIN
*NIACIN
*B-12

2
55mg
54
24g
14
2.5mg
40
6.0mg
6
.08mg
16
3.2mg
2.5mcg 41

•

tfieatair

97

Pk b.
Owen's Best Family Pack 3-4 Lb. :

Owen's Best

GROUND BEEF

BBQ BEEF

U.S. Choice Boneless Sirloin

TIP STEAK
U.S. Choice Chicken

FRY STEAK

CHICKEN
Lb $ 1 99 BBQ
Emge American
CHEESE
Lb.
•._

CHICKEN BREAST...Lb.

$219

Owen s Best Deli Made Baked

BBQ BEANS

$329

Lb $ 1 99
Lb $239
Or

Lb. $

09

Lb

$

Lb

$429

Owen's Best Deli

ROAST BEEF
Owen's Best

U.S. Choice Boneless Bottom

ROUND STEAK

$329

Owen s Best

Grade "A" Boneless

79°

8.---10

•CALORIES
.TOTAL FAT

1 59 BBQ RIBS

Lb

$359
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Story on former Murrayan selected for Soldiers magazine
Editor's Note: Dr.
Steely's story by SFC
Frank Cox has been
selected by Soldiers
magazine. His mother is
the former losetta Morris and his father is Dr.
Will Frank Steely, the
founding president at
Northern Kentucky
University. He is the
grandson of Mrs. Rhoda
Morris and the late
Garnett Morris of Murray. Young Dr. Steely
attended Highland High
School in Fort Thomas.

after all, gotten married
to his high-school
sweetheart at 17. That
made things tougher
still. Study. Work.
Money — especially
money.
But the Army stepped
in to help. Steely went
the route that almost
five out of 10 Army
physicians on active duty today take, entering a
commissioning program which would pay
for much of his schooling. In return, he owes
the Army four years.
"That's peanuts to pay
back after making
about $30,000 a year as a
military resident, nearly twice what a civilian
resident makes," he
said.
Now, in a gleaming
lab inside the
Eisenhower Medical
Center at Fort Gordon,
Ga., Steely's repaying

Dr. (Capt.) Bill
Steely's boyish face
belies the 14 years he's
put into the tough,
demanding medical
education system. He
gave up most things that
carefree college
students take for
granted — the late-night
parties, sports, and
foolishness. He had,

ONO MINI INN

; memory
• Insurance
Available
Here I

the Army with more
than just time. He's
looking at ways to save
patients' lives.
Steely's spending his
days gathering
statistics on and researching a vital organ —
the spleen. He believes
that reimplanting, even
a portion of the organ,
could erase a deadly infection and lead to more
lives being saved on and
off the battlefield.
That's a big payback for
a little tuition
assistance.
That research is
leading to a new, lifesaving spleen operation
that involves the spleen,
stomach and the omenturn, a fatty, apron-like
fold below the stomach.
The operation would be
used on severe trauma
cases, for example, in
which accident victims
and combat casualties
have an injured spleen.
Steely's research, and
the surgery evolving
from it, is an effort to
cut the death rate from
blood-borne infections
that can set in after a
patient's spleen has
been removed. If his
research pans out, it
could help save persons
who had little hope of
survival in the past.
Through research,

QUALITY
FILM DEVELOPING

Steely is using a timehonored method of introducing the idea to the
medical world. He is
proving — through
statistics, performance
and lab work — that the
idea works. According
to his test results, the
death rate decreases as
the amount of
reimplanted spleen
increases.
His work is starting to
pay off. His current
spleen research has
earned him a kudos
from the American College of Surgeons, the
biggest formal body of
surgeons in the U.S. and
Canada. Steely also won
the military region of
the college trauma committee's annual resident
research competition,
held in Fort Lauderdale,
Fla., in March. The
military region is the
largest of the 13 regions
that competed.
Sitting in a sterilelooking office, Steely sat
fidgeting behind a desk
as he recounted the
years it took him to
become a doctor. "I was
14 when I got a job in a
recovery room," he
said. "It was my first
experience in a hospital.
At 15 I landed a parttime job at William
Booth Memorial, a

Salvation Army hospital
in Covington. It was an
old, run-down building
where I could scrub, go
into the operating room
and observe. By doing
that, I got over the view
— you know, the sight of
.the doctors doing their
work."
During those early
years Steely compared
surgery to work in an
auto body shop. "The
doctors fixed people like
mechanics repaired
cars," he said. It all
seemed easy enough to
him at the time: "Just
go in there and do
whatever the job required." Steely soon
found out how wrong his
perception was, how
complex medicine can
be.
While attending Murray State University
from 1974 to 1978 in his
hometown of Murray,
he began to feel the effects of personal
sacrifice. He was in the
ROTC, majoring in
biology with minors in
military science and
chemistry. "I didn't
have much time to kid
around," he said,"and I
could count the college
parties I went to on one
hand."
"I only had a few
friends. They were also
pre-med students. We
felt like we had to study

together, sometimes
putting in 20 hours a
day. We knew that eventually it would be over
— after 13 years of
school, internship and
residency."
Every day he faced
tough patients, researched and wrote
technical papers, and
gave complex lectures.
Hia daily lessons packed
in abstract medical
terms like "hyperparathyroidism,"
"sclerosing
mesocolitis," and
"streptococcus
pneumoniae
bacteremia."
He was commissioned
a second lieutenant in
the medical service
corps when he
graduated.
After college, Steely
marched straight into
medical school at the
University of Louisville
in Kentucky. He entered
the school through the
Army's Medical Service
Corps Health Profession
Scholarship Program. It
permits selected
students like Steely to
be reappointed as a captain in the medical
corps when they finish
medical school.
This year, the Army
welcomed 339 doctors
through the highly competitive program.
As a medical student,

Steely rotated through
the kidney transplant
service at Walter Reed
Army Medical Center,
Washington, D.C. His
duty at Walter Reed was
part of the scholarship
program, a required
45-days of active duty
for training. During that
period he received a second lieutenant's pay.
The scholarship also
provided Steely with a
monthly stipend.
After medical school,
Steely went to the officer basic course at
Fort Sam Houston,
Texas. "I was promoted
to first lieutenant — for
about a day. Then, while
still in OBC, I was promoted to captain," he
said.
Steely also attended
the combat casualty
course while at Fort
Sam Houston. The CCC
Is an advanced-trauma
life-support course that
all Army doctors must
attend, according to
Steely. In the course, he
learned to deal with the
mass trauma associated
with combat. After
OBC,he was assigned to
Eisenhower Medical
Center, where he has
completed a one-year
internship and is
finishing a four-year
residency.
While a resident, Steely rotated through the
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Steely knows he must
get away from work to
relax every now and
then. "I also play golf,"
he said, lightly adding,
"It's a medically
associated sport."
Steely is one of
thousands of bright people working in the Army
Medical Department
Regiment. He is using
his talents and drive to
bore through a maze of
surgery -related
requirements.
"I'd recommend this
type of military training
because of the academic
and monetary
benefits," Steely said.
"I've been able to live
comfortably and pursue
my research with expert help from other Army doctors. My medical
school is paid for, but
lots of civilian residents
are in debt up to their
necks paying off school.
"Looking at the
civilian world, I'd say
the Army is a good option. In the Army we
work in modern
facilities with lots of
support for our profession. Because of that,
we have an excellent
medical corps."
The investment in
doctors like Steely is
already being repaid.

Prices Good thru
Sunday. Oct. 19th
No Rain Checks'
We Reserve The Right To
Limit Quantities

Aspen
Wood Stove
Thermostat Controlled
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41

Ameritec 6"
Chimney
Insulation Kit

$4999
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Meet 'N Treat

Steely's efforts could
take their toll in stress.
But he learned to
counter tension years
ago by spending quiet
weekends in Murray
with his wife, Mary, and
three daughters. His
hometown is a peaceful,
familiar setting, where
he can hunt and fish at
his grandparents' farm.
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orthopedic service at
Martin Army Hospital,
Fort Banning, Ga.
There, he worked with
teams of Army doctors
who specialize in mending broken bodies.
Now, in his last year as
a resident, he's completing his spleen
research and studying
for his written and oralboard certification tests
for surgery.
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DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

Complications of
rare blood disease
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT — My family has
an inherited blood disease called familial spherocytosis. Some 50 of my
first cousins and my daughter have
this rare disorder, in which the red
blood cells are ball- or sphere-shaped.
Removal of the spleen — and in most
cases, the gall bladder — has been the
procedure our doctor advised. We are
fortunate that we have dedicated doctors to work with, as few are familiar
with the disease and some members
of my family come home to be
treated.
I would appreciate any information
you could give us about spherocytosis,
particularly if it is possible to transmit it to others through blood

donations.
DEAR READER — Hereditary or
familial spherocytosis is, as you described, a hereditary abnormality of
red-blood-cell production. The disease
itself is due to malformation of the
blood cells in the manufacturing process: hence, although spherocytes can
be transmitted by blood transfusions,
the metabolic abnormality cannot,
Patients with spherocytosis often
have anemia Although this can be
temporarily overcome by transfusions from a normal donor, the anemia recurs and too much iron can
build up in the body, causing toxicity
-- and liver disease.—
I agree that you are fortunate to be
in the hands of physicians who are familiar with this unusual blood disorder. I am sure your doctors would be
willing to give you more detailed and
specific information about the
disease.
DEAR DR. GOTT — Please explain, in layman's terms, what peptic
esophagifis means.
DEAR READER — Acid is produced in the stomach, which is lined
by mucus-secreting cells to protect
the stomach lining from digesting itself. The intestine and the esophagus
do not have this protection. Therefore, when excess stomach acid leaks
out of the stomach, it can cause inflammation and ulcers when it reacts

with the delicate linings of the intestine or esophagus.
When gastric acid burns the intestine, peptic ulcer can develop When it
goes the other way, upstream into the
esophagus, peptic esophagitis can
occur
Ordinarily, the esophagus is protected by a sphincter (ring of muscle)
that prevents reflux, the discharge of
stomach acid into the esophagus In
certain circumstances, such as hiatal
hernia, the ring doesn't function well
enough to stop the flow of acid. Heartburn, gas, dyspepsia and indigestion
result. This usually means that esophagitis is present
To give you more information, I'm
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report on HIATAL HERNIA. Others
who would like a copy should send $1
and their name and address to P.O.
Box 91428, Cleveland, OH 44101-3428.
Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT — What is
Grave's disease and what can be done
about it?
DEAR READER — Grave's disease is a form of thyroid overactivity
that is associated with bulging eyes.
The eyes usually improve when the
thyroid excess is treated. This involves the use of medicine, radioactive iodine or surgery.
C) 19M. NEWSPAPER ENTERPFUSE ASSN

Evangelist named for First Baptist revival
Dr. Verlin Kruschwitz
will be the evangelist for
the revival services at
First Baptist Church
starting Sunday, Oct. 19,
and continuing through
Friday, Oct. 24.
The evangelist, assistant dean and professor
of Old Testament at
Boyce Bible School,
Louisville, will speak at
services at 10:45 a.m.
and 7 p.m. on Sunday
and at 11:50 a.m. and 7

Members of Alpha
Epsilon Rho national
broadcasting society at
Murray State University are soliciting items to
be sold at the campus
chapter's 14th annual
television auction on
MSU-TV, Channel 11,
the evenings of Nov.
19-20-21.
Chapter adviser Alan
Greule said they are
calling on area merchants for donations to
the auction, which will
be carried on cablevision in Murray and
Mayfield. Proceeds will

received his bachelor of
music education degree
from Western Kentucky
University, Bowling
Green, and his master's

p.m., Monday through
Friday.
Free luncheons will be
served at each noon service to be in the
Fellowship Hall of the
church.
Dr. Kruschwitz
received his A.B. degree
from Taylor University,
Upland, Ind., his Th.M.
and Ph.D from Southern
Baptist Theological
Seminary, Louisville,
and his D.D. from

AERho collecting items
for 14th annual auction
be used for
scholarships.
Murray State students
will serve as auctioneers for the program,which will
originate from the MSUTV studios on the sixth
floor of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center on the
campus.
Alpha Epsilon Rho is
a professional organization for broadcast
majors.
Anyone interested in
more information about
the auction may contact
Alan Greule at 762-4661.

Dr. Verlin Kruschwits
Georgetown College,
Georgetown.
He has served
pastorates in Columbia,
Nebo, Louisville and
Elizabethtown. He and
his wife, Ruth, have
three sons.
Russell is minister of
music of First Baptist
Church, HOpkinsville.
He attended
Elizabethtown Community College and

Eddie Russell
in church music degree
from Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary,
Louisville.
The public is invited
to attend the services,
according to Dr. Greg
Earwood, church
pastor.

petition before losing in
the final round by one
answer to South
Carolina.
Upward Bound teams
from the Southwestern
Association of Educational Opportunity Program Personnel had
won the last three
regional competitions.
The next one is tentatively scheduled for
October 1988.
Upward Bound
students and staff at
Murray State also attended a series of
seminars on the first
day of the two-day
leadership conference.

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 S. 4th St.
753-1462

C

ommunity... (Cont'd from page8)

Saturday, Oct. 18
presented at 8 p.m. by
Community Theatre at
Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.
For information call
759-1752.
—— ——
Dance with music by
Country Feeling will be
from 8 p.m, to midnight
at Murray Moose
Lodge. This is for
members only.
————
Murray Single Connection will meet at 4
p.m. at Dairy Queen for
frisbee golf. For information call Dick At
436-2174, Martha at
759-4940 or Linda at
753-9414.
—— ——
Last regular season
soccer game of Murray
High School will be with
Madisonville here at 1
p.m. with senior
recognition at 12:45
p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 18
Meet the Racers 2nd
Annual Basketball TipOff will be at 7 p.m. at
Racer Arena. Pizza buffet will follow.
— — — —
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Outdoor Enrichment Series at Camp
Energy; Blue-Gray Affair from 9:30 a.m. to 4
p.m.; Boys Farm
Workshop from 9:30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Introduction to Bowhunting from 10 a.m. to 1
p.m., Autumn Outdoors
at 2:30 p.m. and Night
Visual at 7:30 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center; Skywalk at 10
a.m. and 2 p.m. and Our
Mr. Sun at 3 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Wood Heater
Safety at 2 p.m. at Empire Farm.

- Oct. 19
Sunday,
Joe Erwin will be
Student-dire ctred
play, "Day of Absence" honored on 85th birthwill be presented at 7 day with an open lunpm. in Wilson Hall cheon at 12:30 p.m. at
Studio, Room 310B, Ellis Community
Murray State Center. All friends and
relatives are invited by
University.
his daughter, Nancy
————
Pony Pull, sponsored Smith and husband, Leo
by Sportsman Pulling Smith.
————
Association, will begin
Mr. and Mrs. A.D.
at noon at Livestock
Show and Exposition (Deas) Elkins will be
honored at an open
Center.
house in celebration of
————
Association for 50th wedding anniverChildhood Education In- sary from 2 to 4 p.m. at
ternational (ACEI) fall their home.
————
conference will be from
Family of George and
8 a.m. to 1 p.m. on third
floor, Curris Center, Janie Harrison will
Murray State have a reunion at 1:30
p.m. at Local 665 Union
University.
Hall, Highway 45,
————
AA and Al-Anon will Mayfield.
————
meet at 8 p.m. at
AA will have a closed
American Legion
Building, South Sixth meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion
and Maple Streets.
Building, South Sixth
————
Mr. and Mrs. Walter and Maple Streets. For
Conner will be honored information call
at a family reunion in 753-0061, 762-3399 or
celebration of 65th wed- 753-7764.
— ———
ding anniversary at
Antique Show and
University Branch of
Sale will be from 1 to 5
Bank of Murray.

Sunday, Oct. 19
Department and an ice
cream social at Farmington Elementary
School from 2 to 4 p.m.
——— —

Sunday,Oct. 19
p.m. at Murray High
School.
—— — —
Murray Kiwanis Gun
and Knife Show will be 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. at
Calloway County Middle
School.
————
Murray Business and
Professional Women
will have a prayer
breakfast at 7 a.m. at
Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn.
— ———
"You Can't Take It
With You" will be
presented by Community Theatre at 2 p.m. in
Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.
————
Four-ball Chili
Scramble will be at 1
p.m. at Oaks Country
Club. For information
call 753-6454.
————
Murray -Calloway
County Camera Club
will meet at noon at
Calloway Public
Library to leave for a
field trip to Blue-Gray
event in Land Between
the Lakes.
————
Trinity Christian
Center will have its annual homecoming.
————
Open house will be at
Farmington Fire

Baptist Men's Prayer
Breakfast will be at 8
a.m. at First Baptist
Church.
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include ;Outdoor Enrichment Series at Camp
Energy; Blue Gray Affair from 9:30 a.m. to 3
p.m.; Skywalk at 10
a.m. and 2 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Quilting
Demonstration from 1 to
4 p.m. at Empire Farm;
Hibernation Secretas at
2:30 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and
1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850.
— — ——
Vice President
Richatrd Nixon gave the
presidential message
for Dwight D
Eisenhower during a
version of the television
show "Masquerade Party" in 1954. Bob Hope,
Jack Benny and
Liberace joined in the
message on a special
radio show.
-

Homeplace Family Restaurant
14 Oz. T-Bone

Starting at

Fr, & Sat Oct 76th-18th

Thurs

ALL YOU CAN EAT!
Boneless Fish or
Catfish Steaks
•Every Thurs, Fri & Sat
Evening

$450

759-1864

1906 Coldwater Rd.

In Stock Vinyl
$q99Sq. Yd. & Up
Starting at

$1199
U

Sq. Yd. & Up

*Room Size Carpets
*Rolls
85 Ounce Plush, Berbers
Footprint Free

Fashion
Craft
Tile

$499 2'x3'

,,•••••••••1144774 4.4•
*kw 41000. etre se ,,, AD,

l',11144.11•41.1

Parquet
$1 69 sq. ft.
Plank

Colonial Mills
Ruggies

Perfume Scented Candles
Only

99°

15%

off on all
cash prescriptions.
Free Delivery!

41..‘.

Placemates &
Chair Pads

off
20%
3 Days Only

5269 sq. ft.

Oriental
Area Rugs
4'x6'
6'x9'
9'xl 2
•

1.•-•

Astro Turf Wallpaper
Starting as
Double Roll

low as

Over 100
Wallpaper
Books

4.6
44N(
:
:
4
7
1,
-:
1.:
1:
0
:
61f
t
i&>1."

at

$299 sq. yd.

$499 & Up

30%

cV
4
frf2:.'

A

off

4

4
!:**3
1 4;3.4:
1
4
.
so0
\

We now have a complete
line of Bridge Supplies

a.;

•Tarkett
•Congoleum
•Mannington
6 foot vinyl—$4.99 sq. yd. & up

Bruce
Wood Floors

75tEach
$699 2'x3'
U. of Kentucky
Mats

Patch-Work Bears

25

$5

Includes choice of potato, tossed
salad and French bread.

October 16, 17 & 18
Carpet

Saturday, October 18, a Congoleum Sales
Representative will be on hand to kick off
the Congoleum Great Performers Sale.

Al!Reflection & Innovation Inlaid Floors

20% off

Register for FREE
Oriental Area Rug to be
given away Saturday
afternoon at 4:00 p.m.
Valued at $100°°

`4441... rottlit

‘*:
•

41h

ITM.Z.,411.Z._4bM,4k
widriVirge

lig,

Terry's Paint & Decorating Center
Store Hours During This Sale: -

r

ifexy,

ifd

t 4;
(
*
1
.

Don t have to be present to win

Southside Shopping Center

41,

Nixon on 'Party'

3 Big Days Only!

Christmas Mats

4 lifro
1
;7
"
(
? • 41 It
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Terry's 3rd Annual
Carpet & Vinyl Sale

Kentucky team places
second in recent 1986
Upward Bound B(M
Aaron Sullivan, a
senior at Ballard
Memorial High School
and a National Merit
semifinalist, served as
captain of the six member Kentucky team
which finished a close
second in the recent 1986
Upward Bound
Regional Scholars Bowl
In Atlanta.
Led by Sullivan, who
Is also a member of the
Ballard Memorial
scholastic team and in
the Upward Bound program at Murray State
University, the Kentucky team won its way
through the entire com-
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753-3321

•
•

7 a.m.-6 p.m. Thurs. & Fri.
8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday

e41.47Ae,
J4K104,

•

•
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FOOTBALL SPECIAL
Rent one of our Luxury Vans

For Your Tailgate Party
as little as
Pickup Friday p m
Being Back Monday • m

•
$9 **

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1988

ARE YOU BETWEEN
45 AND 65?
If you are and have a safe driving record,
we probably can save you money on your car
insurance, with the
Seat* Auto
Insurance
Medalist Auto Policy. Call mrlil Companies
us today.
A

rneno y

CAP 0•Pend

on

PURDOM THURMAN
& MCNUTT

100 m 4e,

Dwain
Coll Gene
7
502-753-261
Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

Arints:
Dan McNutt
sill Thwrows•
P•I• PYrdess

407 Maple
Southside ot the Cl Square
753-44

Where Quality Counts

00

a

N4r,
•

No%ANN ANDERSON,D.V.M.
Thornton Tile MARY
404 S. 12th St.
le
&
Marb
753-7986
612 South 9th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
(502) 753-5719

Your Local Marble Mfg.
Open 8:00 to 4:30
Mon. thru Fri.

Small Animal Medicine
& Surgery
24 Hour
Emergency
CI
Service
17TH4111 SOIITN

WE'VE SPLIT
THE APPLE IN HALF!
THOROBRED COMPUTER PRESENTS

THE LASER 128
APPLE IlellIc
COMPATIBLE

RACER FORM
GAMES NOTES

THOROBRED
COMPUTER & SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
314 Main St.

Murray

753-7733

Murray State racers (2-2-1, 1,0
OVC)
vs. University of Akron Zips (3-2,
0-1 OVC)
Thursday,October 16,1986,7 p.in.'
Rubber Bowl (35,482)
Akron, Ohio
Game 6

TJ's Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045

To Be Televised Live on ESPN
GOOD LUCK
RACERS!
Come by and enter
WSJP's

KICK FOR
CASH CONTEST
at each
Murray State Game
Prize grows by $500
each womb
Total Potential $2,500

Ford
ParkerMurray.
Ky. 42071

701 Mein Street

Good Luck
Racers!
The Murray
Ledger & Times

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
401 Olive

PAUL HICKERT

MICHAEL PROCTOR

753-5321

THUS FAR: Murray State is 2-2-1(W 42-17 at Southeast Missouri, L
31-0 Southern Minois, T 10-10 Western Kentucky, L 38-25 at Central
Floriday, W 17-15 Eastern Kentucky). Akron is 3-2(W 38-25 at Central Florida, W 17-15 Eastern Kentucky). Akron is 3-2(W 35-0 Salem
College, W 17-7 at Kent State, L 24-21 at Eastern Michigan, W 20-17
Central Florida, L 2442 at Middle Tennessee).
THE COACHES: Frank Beamer is 37-21-2 in his sixth season as head
coach at Murray State. In that time he has become the eighth winningest active coach in the Ncaa's Division I-AA. A 1969 graduate of
Virginia Tech, where he palyed under Jerry Claiborne, Beamer spent
two seasons as defensive coordinator for Mike Gottfried before being elevated to the had coach's position in December of 1980. MSU's
record since Beamer arrived on campus is 55-34-3. he is 2-3 against
Akron.
Gerry Faust is 3-2 in his first season at Akron. Perhaps the most
visibel coach at the Division I-AA level, he came to Akron last winetr
after building a 30-26-1 record in five seasons as head coach at the
University of Notre Dame. Prior to coaching at Notre Dame,Faust
a 1958 graduate of the University of Dayton, had built Cincinnati's
Moeller High School into a nationally-recognized progra.
THE SERIES: Begun with a 13-10 Murray State win on Oct. 15,1980,
the series is dead even at 3-3, with the home team winning each game.
Overall scoring is MSU 74, Akron 73, leaving the series virtually
deadlocked. All six games have been decided by a touchdown or less
with the first four decided by three points or less. MSU has not recorded a 100-yard rushing game against Akron.
THE DATE IN RACER HISTORY: Murray State is 3-3 when playing football on this date, including a 1-1 road record. Tody marks the
15th anniversary of Rick Fisher's 214-yard game against Middle Tennessee, which ranks second among modern-day MSu single-game
rushing efforts. Today also is the 10th anniversary of a Murray State
battle with Middle Tennessee which saw the Racers recover a school
record nine funbles by MTSU as Murray went on to a 24-20 win. There
have been two 100-yard rushing games by Racer backs on this date:
Fisher's effort in 1971 and John Bryant's 166 yards in 27 carries
against Tennessee-Martin in 1965.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY,COACH BEAMER!: That's what the Racers
hope to say to their head coach at the conclusion of tonight's game
by giving him a victory about two days ahead of the event. Beamer
turns 40 this Saturday.

points on tne ooara to close its nrst possession ahead 3-0. The Zips
opened the second quarter by capping a 69-yard drive with a one-yard
plunge by Calric at 14:01 in the period. MSU retaliated with a oneyard dive from Rodney Payne to go up 10-7 with 8:13 left in the half.
In a wild ending to the half, MSU's James Yarbrough intercepted Vermon Stewart and gave MSU the ball an the Akron 16, who stalled and
attempted a field goal, which was blocked. Akron the completed a
screen pass to Clark to set up a last-ditch 46-yard field goal by Russ
Klaus, which sailed wide right, leaving the halftime score 10-7 MSU.
The second half began with Murray taking the kickoff and advancing into Akron territory, the fumbling the ball. Clark then covered
24 of the 46 yards needed, including a one-yard dive to move UA up,
17-10. After that the wheels came'off for MSU, as the Racers could
penetrate no further than the Akron 33.
MAYBE THANK-YOUS ARE IN ORDER: Entering the final game
of the 1985 season, Murray State was 7-2-1 and ranked eighth in the
nation, needing only a win over 3-7 Western Kentucky to seal up an
NCAA playoff berth for the first time since 1979. Instead, the Racers
were upset, 27-25, and fell to 131h, one spot out of the playoff picture.
Instead, Akron joined automatic qualifier Middle Tennessee as the
second team from the traditionally-powerful Ohio Valley Conference.
Many poll-watchers doubt Akron would have made the playoffs if
MSU had won the Western Kentucky game last year.
'WHEN THE RACERS SCORE FIRST: Entering the 1986 season,
Murray State was 31-6 in games during the previous five years in
which they's scored the first points, this season, MSU has scored first
only once, that in the 10.10 tie gainst Western Kentucky.
RACERS AND OCTOBER: Murray State is 138-107-11 in football
games palyed in the month of October, good for a .561 winning percentage. Thatincluded a 54-64-6 (.460) record on the road.
IT'S BEEN CLOSE: Of the 21 losses Frank Beamer has suffered as
head coach at Murray State only six have been by a margin greater
than a touchdown. Nine have been by a field goal or less, and three
by only one point. On the other hand, 22 of his 37 wins have been by
margins greater than a touchdown, with 15 wins coming by a
touchdown or less. It's that kind of production that ranks Beamer
eighth among active Division I-AA coaches with five years or more
head coaching experience. He has a .633 winning percentage.

LAST MEETING: Akron 17, Murray State 10, October a,1985, Akron,
Ohio (8,9003. A cloudy overcast and sometimes damp evening perfectly reflected the Racers in the last meeting of the two teams. Murray
State suffered its first loss of the season while showing none of the
spark it had displayed in earlier victories. The scoring, which in itself
mirrored the closeness of the overall series, saw each team kick a
41-yard field goal and have its standout tailbakc score from one yard
out. However, Akron got an extra one-yard plunge out of Mike Clark
to decide the contest. MSU's Paul Rickert started the &coring with
a 41-yard field goal with 11:14 laft in the first quarter. Although
Hickert was roughed on the play, the Racers decided to keep the

DOUBLE DIGIT DEALINGS: The Racers enter this evening's game
having scored in double digits in 26 of the last 27 games, including
a string of 23 straight which was snapped by the 31-0 shutout loss to
Southern Illinois in the second game of the season. The SIU game
marked only the eighth time in 60 games under Frank Beamer that
the Racers were held to single digit scoring. Carrying it even further,
since Beamer arrived on campus as an assistant on Mike Gottfried's
staff in 1979, the Racers have been held to single digits only ten times
In a total of 83 games. MSU is 1-9 in those games they've been held
to single-digit scoring.

Go Racers!

Best
Wishes
?AR/GM

GO TIGERS!

C

$141/))1

RX7

CARROLL

'2 off Any Large
2 Item or More
Pizza

323
Good vs/Coupon thru
Oct 30th
• ;"

s'

401 Sycamore
Murray, Ky.

Center
West Kentucky's Economy Car
800 Chestnut
& -12th St.

GOLF-JETTA

AUDI

Cali us
810
7113-11144

S,

Our drivers carry kiss
Call us.
810 Chestnut S thin in'". - Limited delivery ores.
,753-1444
1964 Domino's Pizza I -

cos%)

A

111rmolliPereorWmilarrairarramrwmpoillimar...
41morkittlIP-1..
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Meet

Warren Shropshire
of the

Home Team
See Warren For All
Your Real Estate
Needs

Alyson, Lindsay & Man
say

BEAT AKRON!!

Pre-Owned Cars

111(1SI fit

OPF:FER D

S. 12th
753-7114
700 Main
759-1839

Home: 753-8277

Office: 753-1222

The '87's Are Here!
—Stop In
and See Us—

Grand Wagoneer

CAINS AMC JEEP
RENAULT, INC.
Hwy. 641 N.

753-6448

Good
Luck
Racers!

Kentucky's lead to 9-3.
Paul Hickert puts his foot to a Division I-AA-record 62-yard Hickert's boot cut Eastern
field goal with one second left in the first half Saturday.

Central
Shopping
Center

\VIV%
753-7670
HOME TV & APPLIANCE

I "2 Prints For
I The Price of 1"
*Limit one coupon per customer and one
coupon per roll with this ad.
•

Good Thew Oct. 23rd. 1946

Snapshot
Photo
1 HOUR PHOTO DEVELOPING
759-9347
Olympic Plaza

Murray State's Stanley Howard, right, heads for the end zone after catching
a 13-yard pass from Michael Proctor in the Racers' 17-15 win over Eastern
Kentucky Saturday by Roy Stewart Stadium. Howard tumbled before he
reached the goal line, but offensive tackle Richard Watson scooped up the
loose ball and dove two yards for the winning touchdown. Below, Watson
celebrates.

Good Luck Racers!
We're behind you
all the way!

WEST KY
TRAILER SALES
Murray, Kentucky

Repair
RV Repair
Trucks

ac,
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Wariner set
to perform
at telethon
in Paducah
If there is one thing
Chet Atkins knows,its a
good guitar player.
That's why Nashville's
best known guitarist
and record producer
picked Steve Wariner to
work with his own band
and on recording sessions. He also chose to
personally produce
Wariner's first four
records.
Warbler is one of the
stars who will appear on
the 30th Anniversary
telecast of the WPSDTV/Lions Club Telethon
of Stars on Saturday and
Sunday, November 8th
and 9th. The show will
be seen live on Channel
6 from 10 p.m. Saturday
night to Sunday afternoon at 1 o'clock.
Wariner is no
stranger to the
Telethon, having appeared two years ago.
As a matter of fact, it
was Wariner who asked
to be invited to the anniversary telecast
almost a year ago, not
knowing that plans were
already being made to
invite him as the
headliner in 1986,
because of his tremendous popularity during
his first appearance.
Steve has the distinction of being a talented
songwriter as well as a
singer, and he is one of
the few artists who
plays his own lead
guitar in concert and on
record.
One of five children,
born on Christmas Day
in 1954, in Noblesville,
Indiana, where his
parents had moved
from Kentucky. His
father, a foundry
worker, formed a country band which played
locally at clubs and
dances.
Steve was exposed to
country music around
his house when his
father's band practiced
there, and he learned all
the current songs of the/
day. He even played
along in his bedroom on
an old plywood bass.
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Latest Playhouse production
offering plenty of laughter
By RUTH PERKINS
Arts Critic
Liz Bussey, Director of Murray-Calloway
County's Playhouse in the Park, said last
Thursday night, "We never have the attendance in the fall that we do in the summer.
Never."
If that statement remains true this fall, for
the season opener "You Can't Take It With
You," a lot of people in the Murray area will be
missing something they shouldn't.
Written by Moss Hart and George S. Kaufman in 1936, this play is a rollicking comedy
about love, high finance, creative expression,
taxes, and untimely death. If you think that
sounds like a heavy message play, don't worry.
In the magical hands of Hart and Kaufman, it's
a piece of cake.
See, Tony and Alice are in love. That's Tony
as in Anthony Kirby, Jr., son of the lofty Kirby
& Co. of Wall Street and the socially elite
(that's the high finance part). And Alice as in
Alice Sycamore of the — well — infamous
Sycamore family (the creative expression
part: I'll explain in a minute). Tony is warm
and charming as played by Vince Medlock, and
Alice, at once joyful and apprehensive as portrayed by Tina Quire, loves her family and
worries about the effect of their eccentriticities
on Tony's parents.
Because her family is eccentric. Her mother
writes plays "because eight years ago a,
typewriter was delivered here by mistake."
Her father makes fireworks in the basement;
her sister experiments with homemade candy
and studies ballet; her sister's husband sells
the candy, plays the xylophone and has a passion for printing things; and her grandfather
collects stamps and snakes and attends commencements — and has never paid income tax
because "I don't believe in it" (that's the tax
part).
See why Alice is worried?
But while Alice is having her problems, the
audience is having a wonderful time, because
director Liz Buasey and her terrific cast have
Max Cleaver, Louise Weatherly and Pete Lancaster help provide cornie-,-----put in a lot of work to make the action and
relief in "You Can't rake It With You," continuing this weekend at Murray's
-characters light and frothy. Louise Weatherly
Playhouse in the Park.
hones the part of Alice's mother, Penelope, to a
fine art, and her performance is captivating

'You Can't Take It
With You' continues

from start to finish. Max Cleaver is splendid as
Alice's father, and Rod Reed plays Mr. De Pinna, the Sycamores' lodger-cum-fireworks assistant with zesty enthusiasm. Kathryn Ballard
Valentine is hilarious as the ballet dancing
sister, ably supported by Ben Moore as her
musicianprintercandy deliverer husband — you
won't fully appreciate the dimensions of this
part until you hear Ben play the xylophone!
And Robert Valentine is simply magnificent as
Boris Kolenkhov, the Russian ballet teacher.
In fact, the only time you'll notice the
passage of time is at the intermissions, which
might seem to drag after the fun you've been
having. But of course at the Playhouse in the
Park, you get to watch the crew change the set
between scenes, and that can be a whole trip in
itself.
All of the production staff deserve special
credit for this show: James Davis's set gives
the illusion of the Sycamores' incredible clutter
without hampering the movement of the actors
— especially remarkable in the limited space
at the Playhouse — and Denise Schrnittou's
costume designs add life and sparkle to the actors and the performances. The dress Kathy
Pasco wears in her brief but delicious role as a
visiting artiste (so to speak) is a masterpiece,
and Rod Reed's toga simply has to be seen to
be believed!
"You Can't Take It With You" will play
again this weekend, Friday and Saturday
nights at 8:00 and Sunday at 2:00. Reservations
can be made by calling 759-1752, and you'd better call right away, because word of such a
good thing spreads fast, and anybody lucky
enough to have attended last weekend has
already told lots of people, who have no doubt
already called for tickets.
It's time to end the tradition of low fall attendance, and "You Can't Take It With You" is
the perfect show to do it..It's a guaranteed
good time.
I've told you about the love and the high
finance and the creative expression and the
taxes. As for the untimely death, you'll have to
see that for yourself. You'll be glad you did —
and you'll take your laughter with you when
you leave the theater.

Zucca to show slides
as MSU guest artist
The '86-'87 MSU
Visiting Artist Series
will present two artists,
one each semester, who
will discuss alternative
approaches to becoming
a self-supporting freelance artist.

Steve Wariner
To perform at telethon

ta)
HEAVY DUTY
DRYER

This semester's guest
artist/educator is Ed
Zucca, a furniture
designer/builder who
combines electronics
with wood in the design
and fabrication of his
functional pieces.
Zucca will present a
workshop and seminar
to students
demonstrating his
methods of design and
construction as well as
-those for sucuring,
negotiating, and fulfilling commissions. He
will also present a
public slide show/lecture of his work on

Thursday, October 16 at
7:30 p.m. in the lecture
hall adjoining the Clara
M. Eagle Gallery on the
fourth floor of the Doyle
Fine Arts Center on
Murray State University Campus.
Zucca has taught at The
Philadelphia College of
Art, The Penland School
of Crafts, The Rhode
Island School of Design.
He has won commissions from The National
Endowment for the
Arts, U.S. News & World
Report, The Brockton
Art MUseum,
Workbench Gallery in
NYC and his work is
currently touring with
The Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibitions. For more information about the
workshop, seminar, and
lecture, contact Paul
Sasso, 502762-6748.

'THREEPENNY OPERA' PREPARATION — James I. Schempp, (left),
who will recreate the character of Macheath in Kurt Well's "Threepenny
Opera" at Murray State University tonight goes over the score with Dennis
L. Johnson, conductor of the Symphonic Wind Ensemble. Set for 8 p.m. in
the Johnson Theatre, the concert is open to the public at no admission. Aslo
featured will be the Concert Choir under the direction of Dr. Bruce
Chamberlain, the MSU Dance Theatre under the direction of Karen Balzer
and faculty soloists in a presentation of Dr. Owen Reed's "The Touch of the
Earth." Reed will be in the audience while he is on campus as a visiting
artist.

Douglas doing his own stunts
BEVERLY HILLS,
Calif.(AP) — There's a
scene in the new movie
"Tough Guys" that
shows Kirk Douglas
running along the top of
a racing train. And it's
really Kirk Douglas, not
a double.
Is the star going out of
his head at age 69?
"Of course running on
a speeding train is
dangerous," he admits.
'If you fall off, you can

get hurt.
"But I check it out. I
make certain what kind
of shoes I'm wearing, I
make certain that I am
comfortable with the
stunt. I've done most of
my stunts, because it
gives a certain reality.
If they did a long shot
with a double and then
came in for a head shot,
it wouldn't look good. So
I am there on top of the
train. It's important."

A TRUCK
YOU CAN LIVE WITH
Model DDE4000G
• Rust-resistant porcelain enamel
finished drum.
• Up to 130 minute timed cycle.
• Easy-to-clean up-front lint filter.

Special

EASY TERMS—FINANCING AVAILABLE—LAYAWAYS
Long Monthly Payments
Free Warranty!
Low Interest Rates!
Large Inventory
Home Owned
Fast, Efficient Service!

1983 Oldsmobile Delta 88
4 door, V-8, Power Steering, Automatic
Transmission, Air Conditioning.

$5,250.00

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
212 East Mom Strvet

753 1586

Howard Coy & John Simmons Owners

Guitarist Dickey Betts will join Gregg Allman In a special concert October
29 at SIU's 8h7yock Auditorium. After performing with their respeelye
harids, the two are expected to reunite for some Allman Brothers classics.
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"We're
Tackling
High Prices"

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY

Meet

Warren Shropshire
of the
ti
ce

Home Team
See Warren For All
Your Real Estate
Needs

OP?„ER D
Home: 753-8277

Office: 753-1222

You just won't find a better value for your insurance premium dollar than a Homeowners
policy from the State Auto Companies. As an independent agency representing State Auto, we
offer truly outstanding protection'packages for houses,
conand
apartments
dominium units.

PURDOM THURMAN
Agents
& MCNUTT
Dan McNutt
407 Maple

Southold@ of the Ct. Square

753-4451

Good
Luck
Lakers!

Top Quality
Parts
Discount
At
Prices
The Starter, Alternator & Generator
Shop has moved to the 641 location.

MURRAY AUTO
PARTS753-4424
605 Maple St
753-7771

641 North

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!
Come by and enter
WSJP's

KICK FOR
CASH CONTEST
at each
Murray State Game

Bill Thurman
Pete Purdom
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10 Special

GOOD LUCK LAKERS!

Parts & Paint
•Complete Automotive
Glass Shop

.Automotive

512 S. 12th

753-4563

*2 gallons Phillips 66 Antifreeze,
Check Belts and Hoses.

—Good Thru Oct. 31st—

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
Established 1956
514 S. 12th

753-1730

Calloway
County
(5-1)
vs.
Webster
County
(1-6)
7:30 p.m.

at
Laker
Stadium

Laker quarteriliektUrey Alexander scored the WIfininttOnthdOwn Friday night on a 5-yard run In the
overtime period. Earlier, Alexander had tied the game at 8-8 late in the fourth quarter, throwing a
30-yard touchdown pass to Chad Stubblefield, then reading the defense on the veer and running in the
two-point conversion.

"We've just been out- defensive tackle Greg
bal 1 team or
underestimated our op- sized," Stinso said. "We Hobgood and defensive
ponents...I think it was a stay pretty close in the tackle Jo Jo Douglas.
little of both. Our at- first half and then tire
Hobgood, Douglas and
titude is not anywhere out in the second half linebacker Todd Gibson
close to what it needs to and get beat bad."
are the other senior who
Stinson said 5-10, have played for four
be. We just have not
been aggressive out 170-pound senior Tim years.
there. And a lot of our Capps is the Trojans'
"You take out any of
opponents are having best player. Capps is the these seniors and we're
"If I sound depressed, good years."
team's leading tackler shot," Stinson said."We
It's because I am," Stinand leading rusher. He just can't afford to lose
son said. "This has been
Webster County car- is one of four senior who them."
a disappointing year. ries a 1-6 record into has played four years.
Hobgood, at 185, is one
Before the season Friday night's game at
"Capps is a real gostarted, I really felt like Calloway County. The getter," Stinson said. of the Trojans' biggest
we'd have a pretty good Trojans have beaten "He's the only real foot- offensive linemen.
football team.
Greenville 6-0 and have ball player we've got. WCHS's other tackle
"We worked hard on lost to Marshall County He puts out 100 percent weighs 190, while the
the weights. We looked 43-7, Crittenden County In practice and the guards weigh 170 and
good in camp. I thought 13-0, McClean County game. He gets all he can 150 and the center
weighs 150.
we were ready to turn 54-0, Todd County Cen- get out of his talent."
Webster County's
things around here.
tral 52-0, Union County
Capps has missed two
"Either I 47-6 and Caldwell Coun- games due to injuries, quarterback is Kent
overestimated my foot- ty 52-7.
as have offensive and Jackson, a 5-10,

When Webster
County's football season
began, head coach Rick
Stinson was optomistic.
Now he sounds like a
man who bought the
winning lottery ticket,
but who accidently
threw it away.

160-pClund ju
Jackson has
bothered by burs
his right shoulder
"probably 75 perc
healthy."
"I thought we'd throw
It a lot, but Kent's injury
and our lack of blocking
have kept us from doing
that," Stinson said.
"Unfortunately, we also
don't much quickness or
speed in our running
game, so we're hurting
on offense."

Stinson had been
counting on junior RanPiper to supply some
the offensive punch.
Piper started at
halfback last year. He
also played linebacker
and was the punter and
kicker.
Piper, however, dropped out of school.
"Losing Randy set us
back good," Stinson
said. "We were depending on him to do a lot of
things for us."

Go

Prize grows by $500
each week
Total Potential $2500

Porker Ford
701

Main Street

*Auto
*Home

Murray, Ky. 42071

*Commercial
*Form

Ross Insurance
Agency
600 Main

Murray

753-0489

Best
Wishes

71TR/GITS
401 Sycamore
Murray, Ky.

THE
HOKE
COMPANY
Good
Luck!
Steele-Allbritten
299 S. 4rd, Murray
753-5341

Good Luck
Lakers!
ECONOMY
TIRES &
SERVICE
203 E. MAIN ST.
753-8500

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!
•Feed & Seed
'Fertilizer, Bag or Bulk
•Farm &Garden Supplies
*Horse Car Products

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
Opcn 9-9 Mon -Sat.
Sunday 1-6

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

Industrial Rd. • Murray 753-1423

401 Olive

753-5312

7
•
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Beamer compares
Clark to Mitchell
•

When Frank Beamer
was an assistant coach
at The Citadel in the
mid-1970s, he recruited
Stump Mitchell.
Mitchell, of course,
became an All-America
running back for the
South Carolina school
and is now a starter for
the St. Louis Cardinals.
Beamer compares
Akron's Mike Clark to
Mitchell.
"He reminds me of
Stump Mitchell,"
Beamer said. "He's got
great instincts, makes
the right cut and sets up
his blocks well. He
amazes me. It seems
like he not only gets better as the game goes
along, but also as the

years go along. He's
running the ball well
right now."
Is he ever.
In five games, Clark
has gained 719 yards in
100 carries, averaging
7.2 yards a carry. He
has rushed for three
touchdowns.
Clark is one of three
Ohio Valley Conference
running backs who are
averaging more than
100 yards a game. His
143.8 average 1s41 yards
higher than the 102.8
average of Mike Lewis
of Austin Peay, the second leading rusher in
the league. Eastern
Kentucky's James
Crawford averages
100.8.

Against MSU last
season, Clark led the
Zips to a 17-10 victory by
rushing for 174 yards
and two touchdowns in
37 carries. He finished
the season with 1,299
yards in 301 carries.
The Zips' win at home
over MSU last season
was their third in three
meetings at the Rubber
Bowl. The seven-point
margin, however, was
their largest. In 1983,
they won 6-3. In 1981,
they won 20-19.
The Akron-Murray
State series stands at
3-3. A total of 22 points
have decided the six
games.
(Cont'd oA page 17)

Faust: Zips must create
more turnovers to win
AKRON,Ohio(AP) —
Coach Gerry Faust says
for his Akron Zips to win
tonight when they host
Murray State in a nationally televised college football game, the
team must begin

creating more turnovers and start taking
advantage of any scoring opportunities they
have.
To date, the Zips have
a -10 turnover margin.
Opponents have con-

Zips,Racers are on
national TV tonight
The Akron-Murray State game is being
telecast nationally at 7 p.m. by ESPN.
"This is a great opportunity for Murray State
and the Ohio Valley Conference," MSU head
coach Frank Beamer said. "We're going to to
our best to represent both our school and our conference in the finest fashion."
The Racers are 2-2-1 overall and 1-0 in OVC.
They are coming off a come-from-behind 17-15
win over Eastern Kentucky Saturday at Roy
Stewart Stadium.
Murray State, Morehead State and
Youngstown State are tied for the OVC league.
The Zips are 3-2 overall and 0-1 in the conference. They lost 24-12 to Middle Tennessee in
Murfreesboro Saturday.
John Sanders is handling the play-by-play for
ESPN. Gene Washington will be the analyst.

Red Sox rejoice
after earning
trip to Series
DAVE O'HARA

By
AP Sports Writer
BOSTON (AP) — It
was magical. It was
awesome. It was
unbelievable.
The Boston Red Sox
didn't have to grope for
words Wednesday night
after winning the
American League
championship.
"It's been a magical
year and a great
finale," right-hander
Roger Clemens said
after the Red Sox whipped the California
Angels 8-1 in the seventh
game of a drama packed roller-coaster
series.
Written off as a contender by most
observers last spring,
one out from elimination in Game 5 in
California Sunday, the
Red Sox battled back to
win three games in a,
row for their first sevengame post-season victory since 1912.
And, after listening to
critics' complaints of
failures in recent years,
the 1986 Red Sox
Staff photo by Owl/ Tack
whooped it up before
Linebacker Tony Woodie had one of his top games as a Murray State Racer heading for New York
last Saturday against Eastern Kentucky. Woodie had eight solo tackles and and a World Series
five assisted tackles against the Colonels. Five of his tackles were for losses, showdown with the NaIncluding two sacks for 14 yards. He also forced a tumble.
tional League champion
Mets starting Saturday
night4
"I've waited 11 years
for this," said Boston
slugger Jim Rice, who,
as a rookie, sat out the
Steve Newton's Mur- players will be pro- be introduced, then the 1975 playoffs and World
ray State Racers are viding instruction.
Racers will hold a short
holding a free basketSaturday night at 7 scrimmage.
ball clinic Saturday at p.m., the Second Annual
Racer Arena for Basketball Tip-Off is beA pizza buffet sponing held at Racer Arena. sored by the Racer Club
youngsters ages 6-13.
Registration for
Murray State's follows the scrimmage.
youngsters 8-9 is at 9 players and coaches will
Everyone is invited.
a.m. Their clinic runs
from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.

verted five of the team's
15 turnovers into
touchdowns while the
Zips have only scored
one touchdown off five
opponent turnovers.
In last Saturday's
24-12 loss to Middle Tennessee, two of the Zips'
turnovers were converted to touchdowns
while the Zips failed to
take advantage of the
two Blue Raider
-miscues.
On one of those opportunities, Akron
recovered a fumbled
punt on the MTSU
1-yard line only to fumble it back to the Blue
Raiders two plays later.
"We had some turnovers that cost us dearly," Faust said. "Those
things occur at times,
but you don't like to see
them. You try to
eliminate them as much
Players ages 10-13
as possible."
register at 1 p.m. Their
Faust benched star- clinic runs from 1 p.m.
ting quarterback Ver- to 3 p.m.
non Stewart, the leading
Coach Newton, his
(Cont'd on page 17)
coaching staff and

Racers ho1dini free clinic

Buy A Pair Of Shoes...
Get A $10.00 Gift
Certificate FREE
0-6601-6M66OUNS6 0 Mb00

6O6OOOD&

GIFT CERTIFICATE
Dennison-Flunt Sporting Goods
NO ...On, atOM
111.1. II Comae. 114.0

,
42 1 • t.I '1,•••4
mook.ne.. • •• .4.. q.S.1

1021 1•01•••4 S

"It's awesome, just
awesome," said outfielder Dave Henderson,
whose two-out, twostrike, two-run homer in
the ninth inning of
Game 5 rewarded
Boston for acquiring
him from Seattle in a
trade in late August.
"They had it," said
series MVP Marty Barrett of the Sunday game
won by the Red Sox 7-6
in 11 innings. "It was
dangling right there. We
should have been packing up our stuff and going home.
"We shouldn't even be
here now," Barrett add
!_
ed."We're on the gravy
train. We played loose
and I think that made
the difference. They
(Cont'd on page 17)

Mets triumph
with 3-run 16th

Dallas cheerleaders
to perform at half
of Racers-Zips game
AKRON — The Thirty-four strong, the
University of Akron is Dallas Cowboy
attempting to pull out Cheerleaders will preall stops with its promo- sent a 12-minute perfortion of the Murray State mance at halftime.
game Thursday night at
Thursday night also
the Rubber Bowl.
will be Band Night. At
The overall theme is halftime, the Zips' mar"Pride of Akron," and ching band will be joinUA is hoping the com- ed by 12 area high
munity will rally around school bands.
to help "Fill the Bowl"
Several business have
for its ESPN nationally
televised game with the purchased tickets for
the game. O'Neil's
Racers.
Department Stores, in
UA hopes to draw a lot conjunction with Hagof fans with the gar Slacks, bought 3,000.
presence of the Dallas National City Bank
Cowboy Cheerleaders. bought 2,250.

By MICHAEL A.LUTZ
AP Sports Writer

HOUSTON (AP) —
The New York Meta will
allow themselves to be
called dominating, even
arrogant. They're also
aiming to be called
World Champions.
"If we don't win the
World Series, this is all
for nothing," Mets catcher Gary Carter
shouted over his
celebrating teammates
Wednesday after the
Mets outlasted the
Houston Astros 7-6 in 16
Innings for the National
League title.
"To come this far and
not get to the World
Series would have been
very sad."
Manager Dave
Johnson doesn't care
what tags are applied to
his team.

"If being confident in
our team is arrogant,
then call us arrogant, I
don't care," Johnson
said.
Whether confident or
arrogant, the Mets
(Cont'd on page 17)

Martin
waived by
LA Lakers
Murray State's Vada
Martin and Kentucky's
Roger Harden were
waived by the Los
Angeles Lakers
Tuesday.
Martin had earned a
chance at making the
Laken' squad with his
play in a summer
league in Los Angeles
this summer.
His senior year at
MSU was 1984-85.
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Series because of a
broken wrist. "At times
it's been difficult, but
this makes it all worth
while.
"We were put down in
spring training, picked
to finish fifth, but we
made believers of them
and now we have
something to look forward to."
Although Rice had only five hits in the
playoff, two were
homers, including a
three-run shot that gave
Boston a 7-0 lead and
finished starter John
Candelaria in the fourth
inning of the deciding
game.
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When you buy a pair of men's, women's, or children's athletic shoes
at regular price during the month of October you'll receive a $10 gift
certificate. The gift certificate is redeemable Nov. 1 -Dec. 24 on nonsale items.

Select from 300 styles of shoes
•Reebok .Nike •Converse .New Balance •Brooks
•Tretorn •Saucony •K-Swiss •Ellesse 'Adidas
•Pony •Turntec 'Foot Joy 'Puma •Spot-Bilt and more!

DENNISON HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

2935A Fort Campbell Blvd.
Phone 886-7699
Hopkinsville, Ky. 42240

SE-5 is loaded to start with: 5-Speed • Step Bumper
• Spoker Wheels• White-Letter Steel-Belted Radials •
And more. NOW ADD: Bed Liner • Mud Guards
• Sliding Rear Window • Floor
Mats • AM/FM Stereo • ALL AT
NO EXTRA CHARGE TO YOU!
•Includes dealer prep ophont height(harm. U.K.
i. license ntra

S
Paducah Ott-Price Moll
3200 S. &Mine
Poducoh, Ky. 42001

FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY,
A SPORTY TRUCK VALUE
NOW GETS $650 WORTH
OF EXTRAS AT
NO EXTRA CHARGE!

•

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
1203 Chestnut Si.
Phone 7534844
Murray, Ky. 42071

NEW MAZDA

Paris Square

Shopping Center
Paris, Tenn. 38242

CARROLL MAZDA
800 Chestnut
Murray, Ky.
753-8850
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Clemens allows 4 hits in 7 innings
big replaced by Calvin McNamara, who re(Cont'd from page 18)
jected an offer to rein the eighth.
Schiraldi
knew they should have
"I feel that main with the Angels in
had it and I think the
somebody's looking order to take over the
pressure was on them in
over this team," said Red Sox two years ago.
the next two games
Clemens, pounded in the "It's a dream come true
here."
series opener and to go to the World
"We never gave up,"
3-0 lead Series."
said Wade Boggs, who unable to hold a
the Angels
While McNamara and
had a disappointing In Game 4, as
lead
with
an
the
Red Sox went
took
a
3-1
series after winning his
victory through the customary
third AL batting cham- 11-inning, 4-3
last Saturday.
champagne cork popppionship in four years.
"After the fifth can I ing and dousing ritual in
'After winning that
told Can (Dennis Boyd), the clubhouse, there
game and staying alive
'you've got it on 'Tues- was gloom across the
Sunday, we came back
day, just give me the way in the California
here and said,'Let's put
on Wednes- dressing quarters.
chance
together a little threeClemens added.
"I hurt like hell for the
day,"
game winning streak.'
job (winning players, I hurt like hell
"He
did
his
And that's what we did.
10-4) and I got my for (owner) Gene
Now we're the chamchance. After the sixth Autry," said Manager
pions headed into for the
inning, I felt pretty Gene Mauch, still
World Series."
weak and wobbly, but without a pennant in a
Clemens, who led the I'll be ready any time 25-year managerial
major leagues with a I'm called on. I just career. "We played our
hearts out and they got
24-4 victory, got even need a little rest."
"It's a great day for stepped on:Eight monwith th Angels in the
seventh game, allowing me," said Boston ths of hard work ... We
only four hits before be- Manager John felt like we got the job

done. It just got away."
"It's very disappointing, but we only have
ourselves to blame,"
said veteran catcher
Bob Boone. "We had
them at our place and
couldn't close the deal."

We practiced
practiced it."

it and

While veteran Bobby
Grich announced his
retirement and others in
the California locker
room prepared for an
early vacation, the Red
Sox delayed announcing
their pitching plans for
the series witt the Mets.

Designated hitter Don
Baylor, acquired late in
spring training in a
swap that sent Mike
Easier to the New York
Yankees, said that the
Red Sox watched the
Meta beat the Houston
Astros 7-6 in 16 innings
for the pennant in a
game that finished just
before Game 7 with
California.

Southpaw Bruce
Hurst, who pitched just
six innings in Game 5, is
expected to start in the
series' opener, but
McNamara turned
aside all queries.

"I'm going to relish
this one for a while," he
"When we saw their said. "I'll talk to (pitcelebration, we wanted c h in g coach) Bill
one, too," Baylor said. Fischer tomorrow and
"Coming back in this then probably have an
series was no fluke. We announcement in New
did this all year long. York Friday."

Dykstra's triple sparks 3-run rally
in ninth; Scott receives series MVP award
was the longest game in
post-season history.
The Meta' winning
rally started when Darryl Strawberry opened
with a pop fly double off
Astros reliever Aurelio
Lopez. Strawberry raced home on Ray
Knight's single to break
a 44 tie.

Glenn Davis' glove by
Dykstra.
It proved too big a hill
for the aggressive
Astros to climb,
although they fell just
one step short after a
two-run 16th.
With one out, Davey
Lopes walked and Bill
Doran singled to center
field off reliever Jesse
Knight went to second Orosco.
base on the throw home,
took third on a wild
Billy Hatcher singled
pitch and scored the to score Lopes. After
sixth run on another Denny Walling's
wild pitch by reliever grounder forced HatJeff Calhoun.
cher at second, Davis
_WALLY Badman well__ -_—MadeILA one-run game_
ed and scored the. again with a single to
seventh-run au a single center field.
to off first 'basemen
But that's where thn

(Cont'd from page 16)
never gave up and kept
coming back until they
finally wore down the
resilient Astros in the
18th inning when Kevin
Bass struck out to end
the final rally, giving
the Meta a 4-2 victory in
the best-of-seven series.
They host Boston Saturday night in the World
Series opener.
"Of course we've
dominated the National
League this year and
there's no one who can
say we didn't," outfielder Len Dykstra
said. "But were !lotto
the driesti stage yet
We haven't wan it all."'
The 16-innhte- affair

Astros' charge ended.
Bass struck out on a fullcount pitch, sending the
Astros on vacation and
the Mets to their third
World Series appearance. They host the
Boston Red Sox, the
American League
champions, Saturday
night in the Series
opener.
"The 18th inning
typified the whole
series," Dykstra said.
"I couldn't believe it. It
was like a dream game
from start to finish."
- Houston starter Bob
Knepper may have been
the saddest of the
Astros.

Dykstra, pinch-hitting
to start the ninth, tripled
to deep center field to
start Knepper's
downfall. Mookie Wilson
followed with a single
off the tip of second
baseman Bill Doran's
glove, ending Knepper's
shutout.

Zips lead OVC in total offense;
Racers in three-way tie for first
(Cont'd from page 16)
Akron leads the OVC
In team offense, averaging 396 yards a game,
241.8 rushing and 154.2
passing. Murray State is
fifth in the league,
averaging 321 yards a
game, 139.2 rushing and
181.8 passing.
The Zips are giving up
277.2 yards a game, second lowest in the
league behind Eastern

Stewart
starting
for UA

Kentucky. The Racers ries and has averaged
allow 360 yards a game. 89.2 yards a game. Bill
MSU is the second best Bird is tied for the
team in the OVC against league lead in scoring,
the run (122.4), but is with 30 points.
the worst team against
Michael Proctor has
the pass (237.6).
completed 35-76 fnr 520
Akron quarterback yards.
Vernon Stewart has
With Jim Dennison as
completed 48-99 for 651 the head coach, Akron
yards and four reached the Division I-touchdowns. He leads AA playoffs last year
the league in throwing with an 8-3 record.
interceptions, with nine.
First-year head coach
Larry Small and Chris Gerry Faust has guided
Kelley are his primary the Zips to a 3-2 record.
targets. Small has Akron is 0-1 in the OVC,
caught 18 passes for 274 losing 24-12 to Middle
yards, while Kelley has Tennessee Saturday in
caught 17 for 277.
Murfreesboro. Blue
Murray State's Raider linebacker
Rodney Payne has gain- Roosevelt Colvard's 17
ed 448 yards in 104 car- tackles helped limit the

(Cont'd from page 16)
passer in school history,
In the fourth quarter
against MTSU after
Stewart threw four
Interceptions.

Zips to 120 yards on the
ground.
The Zips have beaten
Salem College, Kent
State and Central
Florida and have lost to
Eastern Michigan and
MTSU.
Central Florida is the
only common opponent,
to this point, for the Zips
and the Racers. The
Zips beat the Knights
20-17 in the Rubber
Bowl. The Racers lost to
the Knights 38-25 in
Orlando.
The Zips are "big,
strong, agile and extra
tough," 13eamer said.
"Akron certainly is one
of the top teams in our
league."

ECHO,thePowerfidPro-IlmalityA/ternative

11117M11

Even though
freshman Andy Kubik
then directed the Zips to
a late touchdown, Faust
said Stewart remains
the starter for the 3-2
Zips against Murray,
2-2-1.

MOHO
First

flaw the

start

SPECIACalkil
%Lt.

Powo

"Vernon at this point
is a much better
quarterback," Faust
said. "I don't think you
bury a kid for one bad
game."
Faust and Akron
Athletic Director Dave
Adams said the national
television exposure
tonight on the ESPN
sports cable network
would be important for
the Zips, who are trying
to advance from NCAA
Division I-AA to the bigschool Division I-A

Olower3

Time-saving ECHO blowers
make outdoor clean-up a breeze!
• America's favonte gas powered alternative
to rakes and brooms
• Clear leaves clippings, do light snow
• Lightwerght, well-balanced no cord
• Exclusive Pro fire- electronic ignition
for easy starts
• Quiet, precision 2 stroke engine

"We have announced
to all that we're going to
Division I next year and
we want people around
the nation to know that
we can support that
move," Adams said.
"This is great for the
community, great for
the university and great
for the young men,"
Faust said. "I really
hope the city of Akron
and the University of
Akron come out and impress the country."

PS 210E
Regular list

$169.95

Dollar savings -20.00

prg $149.95

The Astros gave
Knepper a 3-0 firstinning lead on an RBI
double by Phil Garner
and run-scoring singles
by Davis and Jose Cruz.
Knepper, 17-12 and 3-1
against the Meta in the
regular season, limited
the Metz to two hits until
he came apart in the
ninth inning.
"For eight innings,
that's the best I've ever
pitched," Knepper said.
"There's no question in
my mind that we should
be in the World Series.
We just made too many
mistakes.They di 't
make the mistakes. We
did."

After a groundout,
Hernandez doubled to
score Wilson and end
Knepper's afternoon.
Reliever Dave Smith
walked Gary Carterand
Strawberry before
Knight tied the game
with a sacrifice fly to
right field, scoring
Hernandez.
The 18-inning game
was the longest in postseason series history.
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SCOREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
901 SYCAMORE

YOUR

753-8355
-

TRANSACTIONS

BASEBALL GLANCE

BASEBALL
American League
CALIFORNIA ANGELS—Announced retirement of
Bobby Grich. second baseman.
DETROIT TIGERS—Relesaed Bill Campbell and
Jim Staten, pitchers.
OAKLAND A's—Named Jim Lefebvre coach
TEXAS RANGERS—Announced they will not exercise the option year on the.contractof Toby Harrah.
second baseman. Named Doug Gasaaway scouting
supervisor for Texas, Oklahoma. Louisiana and
Mexico.
Notional Ullleat
ATLANTA BRAVES —Released Omar Moreno,
saturwo.oce 11
outfielder.
New York 6, Houston 5
BASKETBALL
California 4. Boston 3, 11 innings
lastionsl Basketball Assodadon
Sunday. Oct. 12
GOLDEN STATE WARRIORS—Waived Bryan
Boston 7, California 6, 1i innings
Warrick, John Schwetts and Barry Stevens, guards.
Houston 8, New York 1
FOOTBALL
Manday,Oct. 13
National Football League
Houston at New York, ppd., rain
COWBOYS—Waived
Dextor Cunkscale,
DALLAS
Tuesday. Oct. 14
safety.
New York 2, Houston 1, 12 innings
DENVER BRONCOS—Waived Jack Well, punter
Baden 10, California 4, series tied 3-3
Activated Chris Norman, punter.
Wednesday, Oct. 15
INDIANAPOLIS
COLTS—Waived Blade Winter
innings,
New
York
wins
New York 7, Houston 6. 16
and Byron Smith, defensive ends, and Mike Lush,
series 4-2
safety. Claimed Dextor Cilnkacale, safety.
Boston A. California I. Boston wins series 4-2
MINNESOTA VIKINGS—Claimed Mike Lush, safety, off waivers from the Indianapolis Colts. Waived
Brent Boyd, guard.
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES—Signed Byron Lee,
World Series
linebacker.
Saturday, Oct. 18
HOCKEY
Boston at New York, 8:30 p.m.
National Hockey Laws
8:26
p.m.
Ken Morrow,
York.
NEW
YORK
ISLANDERS—Re-signed
'New
Boston at
Terroday, Oct.21
defeimeman, to a two-year contract.
ST LOUIS BLUES—Traded Shawn Evans,
New York at Boston, 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday.04.22
defensetruin, to the Edmonton Oilers in exchange for
p.m.
23
8:26
oce.
Boston,
Todd
Even, right wing.
York
at
New
COLLEGE
NCAA—Decertifled the Cherry Bowl for 1906
New York at Boston, if necessary, 8 35 p m
Saturday. Oct.25
because the officials failed to meet a $1 million
minimum requirement for corporate sponsorships.
Beaton at New York. if necessary. 8.26 p.m
Placed Louisiarui State University on one-year probaSUNSIfy. Oct 26
p.m
EST
tion without sanctions due to a recruiting violation
Boston at New York, if necessary, 8.25
Post-Season Baseball Glance
By The Associated Press
AM Times EDT
League Championship Series
Tuesday, Oct 7
California A. Boston 1
Wednesday Oct 8
Boston 9, California 2
Houston 1, New York 0
Thursday. Oct 9
New York 5, Houston I
Friday, Oct 10
California 5, Boston 8

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
753-8355

901 S. SYCAMORE

FREE
Basketball Clinic.
for ages 6-13
Saturday Oct. 18
Ages 6-9 Register at 9 a.m.
Clinic from 9 a.m.
Ages 10-13 Register
at 1 p.m.
from 1-3 p.m.
Clinic
\

•

Clinic is given by
Steve Newton
Assistant Coaches
Racer Basketball Team.
e

••••

t.•

•

I
/
I
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I
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Meet The Racers
2nd Annual Basketball Tip-Off

Saturday, October 18
7 p.m. at
Racer Arena
•Introduction of players
and coaches
'
Followed by a
short scrimmage
* After the scrimmage you're invited
to a Pizza Buffet
Sponsored by the Racer
Club, Paglias, Mr. Gattis,
4',f1.41)
Dominos, Pizza Inn and
TA I
Pizza Hut

S.

Everyone Is Invited
r"r•••,̀-eet-'.

•

•
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Best
Wishes

Meet

Warren Shropshire
of the

Home Team

WIR/GAS

See Warren For All

*Commercial
*Farm

0Auto
*Home •

Your Real Estate
,
Needs

Ross Insurance
Agency
600 Main

Murray

KOPI F D

753-0489

Home: 753-8277

Office: 753-1222

41=Il

Murray High
(4-2)
vs.
Lone Oak
(2-5)
7:30 p.m.
at Lone Oak

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat.
Sunday 1-6

GOOD LUCK
TIGERS!
Come by and enter
WSJP's

KICK FOR
CASH CONTEST
at each
Murray State Game
Prize grows by $500
each week
Total Potential 42500
Murray's Rodney Skinner rushed for 182 yards on 18 carries.

Lone Oak head coach
B.F. Behrendt says his
football team has been
inconsistent this year.
"We go up, then we go
down," Behrendt said.
"We play a pretty good
game, then we have a
letdown the next week."
If that's the case, the
Purples should be ready
to "go up" this week
against Murray High,
for, last Friday, Trigg
County defeated them
34-11.
Lone Oak, however,
might have trouble improving its fortunes
against the Tigers.
"We've done a pretty
good job against the
run, but we have had
trouble with teams,who
can throw the ball,"
Behrendt said.
Trigg County's Chris
Radford completed
11-22 for 204 yards
against the Purples. He
threw touchdowns
passes of 47, 41 and 15
yards.
In Mark West, Murray High has a quarterback who completed
27-29 passes for nearly
500 yards in the two
games prior to last
week's Ballard
Memorial game. West
threw just six passes
against the Bombers,
completing five.

"We are very worried
about West," Behrendt
said. "He has tremendous scrambling ability
and a unique talent for
finding receivers. We
have to put pressure on
him, yet contain him.
We want to make him
throw with his feet
moving."
Lone Oak has a 2-5
record, beating
Reidland 21-15 and
B411ard Memorial 18-0
and losing to Paducah
Tilghman 28-0,
Calloway County 7-0,
Marshall County 12-8,
Heath 34-0 and Trigg
County.
Paducah Tilghman
led the Purples 7-0 at
halftime.
Calloway County
scored its touchdown
after recovering a fumble at the Purple 7-yardline. The Lakers held
the Purples to 108 yards
in total offense.
Lone Oak threw over
30 passes against Trigg
County and likes to use a
control-type passing
attack.
Mike Davis, a 5-10,
160-pound junior, has
replaced Ronnie Bohannon as the Purples'
quarterback. Bohannon
bruised his forearm
against Calloway County and has been unable
to win back the starting
job.

Purdom
Motors
INC.

"Davis hangs in the
pocket a little better
than Bohannon did,"
Behrendt said. "He has
a real accurate arm on
the medium -range
passes. He's not a deep
thrower.
Bill Coleman is Lone
Oak's leading rusher,
with around 300 yards.
The 5-10, 185-pound
junior runs about a 4.8
40.
"Coleman has gotten
better has the season
has progressed,"
Behrendt said. "He does
a better job of reading
his blocks now."
Behrendt said his
senior-dominated offensive line has been
"consistent."
"The problem with
our offense has been Its
inability to break the big
play," he noted. "We've
had plays where, if we
had held our blocks just
a little longer, Coleman
might have gone all the
way, instead of four or
five yards. We've also

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
•-••

"All The Way Tigers"
401 Olive

753-5312

August
29 Calloway County

407 N. 12th

A

8:00 p.m.

A
H
A
H

7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

A

.7:30 p.m.

September
Reidland
Mayfield
Edmonson Co.
Fulton County

5
12
19
26

October
Trigg County
Ballard Memorial
Lone Oak
Caldwell County
Homecoming
Heath
31
3
10
17
24

GOOD!
LUCK
TIGERS!

-53-8809

tili

JONES
LANDSCAPING
AND NURSERY

"Satisfied Customers
are our main concern"

753-5315

Murray, Ky. 42071

MURRAY HIGH "TIGERS"
1986 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

done things like drop
passes that would have
gone for touchdowns."
Mike Smith and Chris
Hollowell are the
Purples' top receivers.
Smith left the Trigg
County game with what
appeared to be a broken
leg, as the leg had an indention in it. It wasn't
broken, though, and
Smith will play Friday.
Behrendt said the
Purples have to control
the line of scrimmage to
have a shot at beating
the Tigers.
"We want to move it
on the ground, so that
our passing game will
be more effective,"
Behrendt said. "We
definitely have had the
most success on offense
when we have been able
to run the football and
mix things up."
Inside linebacker Jeff
Coleman is Lone Oak's
leading tackler. Nose
guard Darryl Crouch is
another top defensive
player, Behrendt said.

Good
Luck
Tigers!

Oldsmobile,
Pontiac,
Cadillac &
Buick

121 Bypass

Parker Ford
01 Main Street

Murray

Nturrav High
Photographer 1986-1987"

753-1725

PAM'S CAKE HUT
Good Old Fashion'Homemade
Cakes For All Occasions
Weddings, Birthdays, Anniversaries
Club Parties. Church Events,
/ Novelty Cakes made to Order
We Put Pride and That Little Extra
Into Our Cakes Because

ftworre soarer

Auto•Home
Commercial•Farm
Life•Bonds

HOLTON, MELUGIN & HAVERSTOCK
INSURANCE AGENCY

We_tc9ke Our Cakes To Be Remembered
Michael A. Holton
753-8756

Van Haverstodt
753-712

YOUR BEST
INSURANCE POLICY IS
A GOOD AGENT
We'd like to have the opportunity to show you
what we mean.. with quality
Stitt* A ufo
,J7 insurance
protection and service. Call alt7
Companies
us today.

PURDQM, THURMAN
& MCNUTT
007 Maple
South-side of the Ct Square
753-4451

I -r

0
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that purpose Inasmuch
as David had been a
man of war and bloodshed, it was not God's will
for him to build the temple. That glorious task
was reserved for
Solomon, who was a
man of peace. God
vetoed David's plan,
due to his exploits as a
warrior, but He expressed His willingness for
David to collect the
materials to be used in
the erection of such a
sanctuary in the future
by his son and heir,
Solomon. As is often the
case, when God
withholds permission to
do something, He grants
the privilege of doing
something better.
God instructed
Nathan to convey to
David the information
that He was going to
build a house for him. Of
was not
course, God
referring to a material
house, but rather a
dynasty, including the
"ninterrupted bloodline
which culminated in
Christ, whose kingdom
Is everlasting.
It is interesting to note
how David responded to
his disappointment. He
was comforted and
greatly strengthened by
God's assurance that a
king out of David's
family would sit upon

Sunday
School Lesson
By H.C. Chiles
II Samuel 7:448
As ruler over the
united kingdom,one day
David sat relaxed and
musing in the regal
splendor of his beautiful
and luxurious palace.
As he sat there in relaxation from the pressing
governmental problems, he got to thinking
about the Ark of the
Covenant. Haunted by a
vision of the ark being
sheltered only by a frail
canvas tent, while he occupied a palace sealed
with cedar, his conscience bothered him.
Desiring to honor God,
to Whom he was
grateful, King David
resolved that he would
build a fine temple to
house the ark and to be a
place of worship for the
people. Before launching this project,
David went to Nathan
the prophet, who was his
spiritual adviser, and
expressed to him the
longing of his heart, and
the prophet hastily gave
the king his hearty approval. That night God
informed the prophet

that the project which
he had endorsed was not
in accordance with the
divine will. This is a
reminder that quite frequently God's children
make plans which are
beneficient in purpose
and worthy of commendation, but are not in accordance with God's
will.
God reminded David
that He had removed
him from his duties as a
shepherd in the pasture
and had elevated him to
the high office of king.
God also told David He
had accompanied him
on numerous journeys
and protected him from
all of his enemies. God
had enabled him to
make a great name for
himself. God went so far
as to assure David that
at the right time and in
the proper place he
would receive due
recognition.
We admire David for
his recognition of the
Importance of worship
in the lives of the people,
and in his noble interest
in erecting a center for

THE ACES®

BOBBY WOLFF

"It is a bad plan that admits of no
modification."
— Publilius Syrus.

After today's game had gc—
down, South complained about losing three of three finesses. "Had
only one succeeded, I would have
made my game," was South's lame
excuse.
South won the trump lead in dummy and lost a diamond finesse to
West's king. Back, came a club,
ducked in dummy, and East won his
king (a false-card that gave South
false hopes). East exited with a diamond to South's ace, and South drew
the remaining trumps and tried the
second club finesse. East then took
his heart ace and the game went one
down.
South should give himself an extra chance before he tries the
tempting second club finesse. After
winning East's diamond exit, South
should draw trumps, ending in dummy. Hoping that East has the heart
ace, he leads a low heart, and East
must duck. (If he doesn't, one of
South's clubs goes on dummy's
heart king.) When South's heart
queen holds, South cashes his remaining high diamond to discard
dummy's low heart and then puts
East on play with the heart ace.
Since East has no safe exit, South
enjoys his game-going trick via a
ruff and discard or a free finesse.

WEST
+432
II 10 8 6
•K 9 5 3
+654

10-16-A
NORTH
•A J 8 5
K 72
•8 2
A J 10 3
EAST
6
IV A J 9 53
•10 7 6 4
•K Q 2

SOUTH
•K Q 1097
V Q4
•AQJ
+987
Vulnerable: North-South
Dealer: South
The bidding:
East
North
West
South
Pass
3+
Pass
1+
Pass
Pass
Pass
4+
Opening lead: Spade three
BID WITH THE ACES
10-15-13

South holds

•

+6
A J953
•10 7 6 4
KQ2
South
IF

North
1 NT

ANSWER: Three hearts. Force to
game in either hearts or no-trump.
Opener should raise hearts with
three-card support.
-Send bridge questions to The Aces, P 0 Box
12363, Dallas, Texas 75225. with self-addressed
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright, INC United Feature Sysdicate

the throne permanently
David readily bowed to
God's expressed wish.
This is another illustration of the truth that God
honors those who honor
Him. His blessings are
always made available
to His children who
yield to His will and do
their best for Him.
Disappointed at not
being able to erect the
temple, but without any
complaint or bitterness,
David submissively and
obediently humbled
himself before God, and
ascribed to Him the
greatness and glory
which rightfully belonged to Him.

Instrument
is launched
PASADENA, Calif.
(AP) — A telescopecamera designed to
study gamma rays from
space objects is on its
way, carried 22% miles
skyward by a balloon
bigger than a football
field.
The gamma-ray instrument, built by scientists at the California Institute of Technology
here, was launched
Wednesday beneath the
500-foot-tall, heliumfilled balloon from the
National Scientific
Balloon Facility in
Palestine, Texas, said
Caltech physicist
Thomas A. Prince.
Prince said a chase
plane was following the
balloon so the telescopecamera could be located
and recovered after
descending.
Just as optical
telescope-camera combinations make pictures
of stars and other objects using visible light
such objects emit, the
device launched in
Texas can make pictures using gamma
rays. Gamma rays are
among the highest
energy emissions from
astronomical objects,
with wavelengths
somewhat shorter than
X-rays.
It floated to a maximum of 119,000 feet, or
about 22% miles high,
and was scheduled to
continue floating for at
least 20 hours, when
engineers planned to
trigger an explosive
device so the telescopecamera will detach
from the onion-shaped
balloon and float to the
ground using a
parachute.
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Kentucky News In Brief
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Humana Inc. plans
to open a center to diagnose and treat
cholesterol- and fat-related abnormalities, the
company announced Wednesday.
The Lipid Center, named after the fatty
substances in blood called lipoproteins, will be
located adjacent to Humana Hospital-Audubon
in Louisville. Medical services provided by the
center will include blood testing, counseling on
diet and risk factor modifications, and administering drugs to treat certain abnormalities.
Medical research has linked cholesterol, the
most common lipoprotein, to heart disease. Dr.
Allan Lansing, the medical director of the
Humana Heart Institute International and the
Lipid Center, said the new facility hopes to prevent heart disease by diagnosing and treating
lipid abnormalities.
JACKSON, Ky.(AP) — Residents of the Perry
County community of Bulan cited dust, blocked
roads and other hazards as reasons for their
drive to shut down a coal tipple there.
Seven residents appeared at a public hearing
Tuesday to try to persuade the state Department
of Surface Mining to deny Buckhorn Processing
a permit for the tipple. One resident, Dennis
Jones, brought a sample of blackened water he
said was polluted by Buckhorn's coal dust.
Hazard firefighter Bobby Williams said he had
been blocked by a train being loaded at the tipple
when he received a fire call.
Buckhorn representatives said they have
worked to control the dust and traffic problems
and should be allowed to continue operating.
Lloyd Edens, a lawyer representing the company, said the tipple has been operating without
a permit because it was not required to have one
until this year.
Joe Duff, the surface mining department
regional officer who held the hearing, said tape
recordings of the comments will be turned over
to a permit reviewer in Frankfort, who will
decide whether to grant the permit.
————
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — More than 100 people have applied for the job of University of Kentucky president, the search committee's chairman said.
The committee began winnowing the list of applicants Tuesday by focusing on those considered most qualified for the job, said Robert
McCowan, who is also chairman of the university's board of trustees.
"We're impressed with a lot of fine nominations we've received," he said. The 10-member
search committee is seeking a successor to UK
president Otis Singletary, who will stepdown to
resume his teaching career June 30.
The committee has received many applications from women, McCowan said. He would not
comment on whether Gov. Martha Layne Collins
was among them.
————
WASHINGTON (AP) — The U.S. Senate approved an amendment Wednesday banning the
Lexington-Blue Grass Army Depot from future
Involvement with chemical weapons, a
spokeswoman for U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell, RKy., said.
The amendment prohibits future shipment of
chemical weapons and components into the
depot, and says no such weapons could be stored
or disposed of there in the future, said McConnell

Hog market report listed
raders1-8ade Market News Service
°debar 14, 10411
Ibiallocky Parebase Area Os(Market
Report laddmIss 4 Owls( 1111adras
addesipla: Ad.dB Ed. LOS narrows
Mid satadly Sows ander 040 lbs. -SI
lower ever WM lbs.-$114.410-134.25
US 14 1211,204 Lbs.
0111.41144.10
US 1-2 1411434 Lbs.

US Z•S ThINS Lbs.
US 3-4 /100474 Lb..
Sews
US 14 370404 Lbs.
US 14 305-405 Lb..
US 1-3 404-41111 Lbs.
US 1-3 Over lid Lbs.
US 0-3 300-31111 Lbs.
Bears 1130.90-42.110

spokeswoman Kim Russell.
The amendment does not, however, address
the disposal of chemical weapons already stored
at the site. The Army's recommendation to build
an incinerator to destroy obsolete nerve-gas
weapons stored at the depot has aroused considerable opposition in Madison County.
The amendment is included in a bill that
already has been approved by the House of
Representatives. President Reagan is expected
to sign the bill, Russell said.
— —— —
CLARKSVILLE, Ind. (AP) — Aides say a
$900,000 appropriation for the Falls of the Ohio
National Wildlife Conservation Area that is included in a funding bill is likely to win approval
from Congress.
The funds are included in a bill that authorizes
spending for all government programs. The
measure was passed by the House of Representatives Wednesday and must still be approved by
the Senate. President Reagan has threatened to
veto it because of spending restrictions in other
areas.
The funds would allow the Army Corps of
Engineers to buy more land and begin building
an observation deck and pathways leading to ancient fossil beds in the Ohio River valley at
Louisville.
David York, legislative assistant to U.S. Rep.
Gene Snyder, R-Ky., said the Falls of the Ohio
funding is likely to pass because it is a relatively
small amount of money.
————
ASHLAND,Ky.(API — Two Boyd County men
have received the Red Cross' highest honor for
saving the life of a towboat operator on the Ohio
River.
Ricky A. Kiser, 31, of Catlettsburg, and Jackie
V. Reeves, 37, of Ashland, received National Life
Saving awards signed by President Reagan
Tuesday night.
Kiser and Reeves, who work at the Ashland Oil
Inc. Marine Repair Terminal in Catlettsburg,
were cited for giving emergency first aid to
'Dasher of Catlettsburg after his towboat
Jo!'
co ciec with another near the terminal.
_sion threw Dasher partially through the
Thc
glass window of the pilothouse and severed a
vein in his neck.
Dasher required 18 stitches in his neck, 14 in
his hand and six in his elbow. Paramedics said
after the accident that if Kiser and Reeves had
not acted as they did, Dasher would have died.

HONDA_
HERE WE GO AGAIN!
The Big 3 Day Sale Was Such A Success We
Are Going To Do It Again. This Time We-Are—
Going To 87's To The Sale.

THE LARGEST ATC INVENTORY
IN THE TRI-STATE AREA!
•ATC 110 $699.00
•ATC 125 $929.00
•ATC 200S $999.00
0250 Big Reds
$1699.00

•TRX 70 $699.00
•TRX 125 $1399.00
•TRX 200SX $1599.00
•TRX 250 $2199.00

—Hugh Sayings On Many Other Models
—Limited To Quantities In Stock
Layaway Now For Christmas
Bank Financing Ayaiable

FDR WI ND
502-442-1726

1034 Broadway

502-442-1726

Paducah, Ky.

Mar Window Coverings
Columbus Carpet Del
are on Sale. Save 30% to 50%
On Sale Now!
off already outstanding values!

=MI

Our Specials
Will Give You

.411!rm

[NWT!!711,1011f4
I/ 11111"AMIN11\1
II"Ile 11
WE•
•rn
.11111.

00.. .M MIL ANL.M.•

Sale Price

•MI

Bedford Hill
Reg. $13.79

Rent 2 Movies
1'PoGet 1 Free!
,1 44
10'
,•
I04

$ 1 300

Reg. $16.25

Living Texture
Reg. $15.00

$ 1 1 75

(Members & Non-Members)
No Limit

Classic Texture

All Day Saturday
Lifetime Membership

.0

Fashion Twist

$ 1050

(1
$95

*Layaway Now For Christmas!

-Sat.
sfro r Mon.
10-9

Sebes a Iltsideils

Central
*rI
Shopping HOME TV & APPLIANCE
LiLalk
CJvfter" •

oinummi- umnmot

Sun.
1-5
733-7670

Reg. $18.15

$ 1425

When you buy a mini or micro-mini blind, a vertical blind, a woven wood
or a pleated Softlight Shade from Del Mar, you're getting more than Just
an outstanding product at a super value price. You're also getting the Del
Mar "Perfect Product Promise." If any Del Mar shade isn't perfect in
workmanship or material, we'll repair or replace it absolutely free for as
long as you own it and keep it in it's original window. You get eternal
quality from Del Mar, and that's a promise

O.
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Holmes
Group
proposals...

Out-of-court settlements on
crash lawsuits progressing
FORT CAMPBELL,Ky.(AP)
— Settlement talks in the scores
of lawsuits stemming from last
year's plane crash that killed 248
Fort Campbell soldiers are proceeding behind schedule, but
successfully, those involved
with the case say.
Despite problems stemming
from lawyers' crowded
schedules, Associated Aviation
Underwriters of New York expects to report on progress in
settling the cases to U.S. District
Judge Edward H. Johnstone by
early November,said vice president John Papageorge
Papageorge's firm is representing Arrow Air of Miami, which

owned the DC-8 jet that crashed, .out-of-court settlements will
meet with attorneys before
and he has attended many of the
Johnstone later. "He'll use the
settlement discussions.
auspices of his office to settle
Pb.pageorge said the number
them, I'm sure," Papageorge
of settlements that have been
said
reached is being kept confidenBut he was optimistic that
tial. Survivors are being asked
most cases — if not all — would
to sign agreements that they will
not end up in court.
not reveal the amount of their
"With all these disasters, it's
settlements until sometime in
the same thing," Papageorge
January, he said.
said. "Everything starts out
But Papageorge said the first
looking black and gloomy, but
round of talks between attorneys
they all end up being resolved.
and survivors were very sucIt's our aim to dispose of all of
cessful and a growing number of
these cases. The last thing in the
the suits are being settled.
world I want to do is bring them
One law firm had 50 cases.
to court."
Half are already settled, and the
rest will be disposed of by next
week," he said.
Talks for survivors
represented by attorney Lee
Kreindler of New York will start
next week, Papageorge said. W.
Howell Hopson, a Cadiz attorney
working with San Francisco attorney Melvin Belli, said settleEDDYVELLE, Ky. (AP) — A
ment talks for his clients will
prison inmate who allegedly
begin Oct. 20.
walked away from the West
The lawsuits were filed within
Kentucky Farm Center was ardays after the Dec. 12 crash in
rested on the steps of a church,
Gander, Newfoundland, that
police said.
killed 248 soldiers returning
Lyon County police said John
from a peace-keeping mission in
Burkhart, 19, was arrested
the Middle East. Arrow Air is
Wednesday at the New Bethel
the main defendant.
Baptist Church in Fredonia, just
About 100 lawsuits were conoutside the minimum-security
solidated before Johnstone in
prison. He allegedly escaped
Kentucky. At a pre-trial hearing
from the farm center Tuesday
In his Paducah courtroom in
afternoon.
September, he set up an inforBurkhart, originally from
mal agenda for plaintiffs and
Louisville, is serving a five-year
defendants to meet for discusterm for second-degree
sions on out -of -court
burglary, police said. No addisettlements.
tional charges had been filed
Plaintiffs who cannot reach
Wednesday night.

Prison inmate
apprehended at
Fredonia church

How our
reps voted
WASHINGTON (AP) — Here is
how the Kentucky delegation
voted in the 238-173 roll call
Wednesday by which the House
approved a compromise bill
designed to stop illegal immigration to the United States.
A "yes" vote is a vote for

passage.
Voting "yes" were 161
Democrats and 77 Republicans.
Voting "no" were 80
Democrats and 93 Republicans.
There are two vacancies in the
435-member louse.
KENTUCKY
Democrats — Hubbard, no;
Mazzoli, yes; Natchez', yes;
Perkins, yes.
Republicans — Hopkins, no;
Rogers, yes; Snyder, no.
•

Choose Any Matching Box And Get Either
Tops Or Pants At TheSame Low Price!
5.00 Will
Hold Your
Layaway!

Chicago
Tribune Graphic;
Source: U.S.
Department
of Commerce

Exercise to be topic of next
Diabetics Taking Control
"Exercise: The Missing
Prescription" will be the topic
for the next Diabetics Taking
Control Meeting at the -MurrayCalloway County Hospital on
Thursday, October 16.
Ken Purcell, a Murray State
University professor in the
department of health and
physical education, will make
the presentation ail the importance of exercise in the control
of diabetes.
Diabetics need regular exercise to maintain good control of
blood sugar levels. Muscle activity improves the rate at which

Your
Choice:

13.99

BIG

Each
Reg.
20.99

Large assortment ofcotton & twill
fashion pants in assorted styles&
colors. Junior& Misses sizes.

• DOLLAR$

Printed Sweatshirts in an array of
bold prints,colors& designs.

F

Your
Choice:
;•tettlk
„NV'
•.
'

Each
Reg.
23.99

a
•

Colorful collection ofcanvas& poly/
blend novelty pants. Assortment of
styles. Junior& Misses sizes.

Lovely,finely detailed Hand Knit
Vest. A large collection ofdesigns
& colors. S.M.L

MODEL 108YT
•8 hp Briggs & Stratton
synchro-balanced engine
• Electric start
• Safety-key ignition
• In line shifting
•5 speeds forward, 1 reverse
• Welded steel frame
• Full-length, perforated footrests
Illifonploo of moody pasymonf• at 7.0 APR ntris00101.Mr MI
tnatethe aft.,• 20% down paymont
• Rubber isolation engine mounts
typical Mona*
On Amount
• Gear & sector steering
Pernm68 M 7.9 AM
143 be Ammon
• Rear drawbar
26.03
900
• Deluxe foam-padded seat
3755
1200.
60.07
• Spring suspension on seat
1600
62.68
2000.
• Parking brake
7510
2400
61
$7
• 12 volt electric system
2800
100 13
noc.
• Disc brakes
112.06
3600.
• Cast iron front axle
gal.
fuel tank
• 2.1
Model 108,
• Ingersoll exclusive spring assist implement lift
• Controls are operator friendly
8 HP with 34" cut
• Color coded operator controls
Two Year Warranty
• Optional attachments available:
— Twin-bagger
— 34" twin-blade, side-discharge mower
— 38" utility blade
— HI HAUL" dump carts
— HI SWEEP- lawn sweeper

Plus 7.9% A.P.R. Financing

15.99

;

the body uses blood sugar.
Exercise improves the efficiency of the heart which aids
circulation, reduces nervous
tension, assists in reaching your
normal weight, improves muscle tone, posture and reduces
any pain due to lack of exercise.
To learn more about the vital
role exercise plays in the control
of diabetCs, —Caine -ta---thsDiabetics Taking Control
Meeting, which is open to the
public. It will begin at 7 p.m. in
the Third Floor Classroom at the
hospital.

(03int'd from page 1)
• dropping undergraduate
teacher training; all teacher
education would begin after the
liberal arts undergraduate
degree is completed.
• creating three levels of
teachers in the schools; instructor, professional teacher and
career professional.
Stroup agreed that reform is
needed in teacher education but
expressed concern about placing the authority in the hands of
a small group of universities
who have shown less concern,
less support and produced the
fewest number of teachers in the
past years than regional
universities.
She expressed concern that
states will begin to turn to
Holmes Group universities when
making state wide reforms.
Stroup said it seems that
reforms need to take place but
with "all of us providing
necessary leadership for
change."
Weaver also agreed that
reform need to be made."I don't
know anyone of good sense,"
.that would oppose reform.
However, she expressed concern over how the Holmes Group
proposals would affect teacher
education and the education
system in general.
A concern over the possible
division this could cause between state universities was expressed by Weaver. "I know
how hard it is to resist bragging
rights," she said.
She added that the Centers for
Excellence may also contribute
to the divisiveness and confusion
if U of L and UK become
"Holmes elitists" and one
regional university become the
Center for Excellence for
education.
Reitz explained the process U
of L went through in deciding to
join the Holmes Group and expressed the hope that all state
universities could work together
and prevent a division.
Phi Delta Kappa is a nonaffiliated organization made up
of members from all across the
educational field, said President
Gary Schroeder.

1695°°

Your
Choice:

17.99
a

Each
Reg To
28.99

Free Bagger
($250 Value)

.
f"
AtOr

e

Palmetto's, Essentials& manyother
famous, nationally advertised pants.
Beautiful assortment ofstyles &
olors• 100% Polyester & bettetfioly/
don ants. Junior& Misses sizes.

Novelty sweaters in an array offashion colors& styles. A great price
orf our best styles ofsweaters. S.M.L

Anniversary Giveaway " Anniversary Giveaway "Anniversary Giveaway
Re.ister To WIN A $250.00 Shopping Spree For Each Of Our 34 Stores!
Murray, Ky.
Central Shopping Center

-

McKee!
Ingersoll

Equipment Company
Murray-503 Walnut-753-3062

t141 .11.0111NAN TIA.01111.1.
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NRC justified in $150,000 fine against TVA, says official
safety problems at its
Browns Ferry Nuclear
Plant, an NRC official
says.
Gary Zech, director of
a 26-member division
under the NRC's
regional office in AtIan-

CHATTANOOGA,
Tenn. (AP) — The
Nuclear Regulatory
Commission was
justified in levying a
$150,000 fine last month
against the Tennessee
Valley Authority for

ta that oversees TVA
projects, responded
Wednesday to critcism
of the penalty by TVA
nuclear chief Steven A.
White.
In a letter last week to
the NRC's Office of In-

"I don't agree with fated and as they were
him," Zech said in an identified by the inspectors," Zech said. "It
interview.
Some problems un- was just a matter of
covered at the three- looking at those in their
reactor plant near own context and applyAthens, Ala., had con- ing the enforcement
tinued for several years criteria.
"I don't think it (the
without being fixed.
TVA was fined $50,000 fine) had anything do
each for three viola- with whether or not, in
tions: inadequate im- this case, Steve White
provements to cable moved in and was lookseismic supports; not ing at changing that,"
performing recom- he said. "The civil
penalty was
no more than Congress mended maintenance on
"
appropriate.
already has done in giv- diesel generators that
White was hired last
elecemergency
power
ing tentative approval
January through a twoto $100 million in trical equipment; and
a year, $29,600-a-month
in
errors
wiring
military and logistical
remote control panel us- personal services conaid to the Contras
tract between TVA and
by plant operators.
ed
"When private
& Webster
Stone
"We're looking at the
American citizens assist
Engineering Corp. of
exthey
as
violations
the Nicaraguan people
in their struggle for
liberty we should thank
them and I am happy to
do so today," Abrams
said.
SAN SALVADOR, El the Salvadoran governSalvador (AP) — The ment gave its tacit apgovernment permitted proval to store supplies
U.S.-backed and send flights from
Nicaraguan rebels to Ilopango.
There was no
use a heavily guarded
military base to store response to repeated rewas operations vice
and ship supplies to quests by The
president of the comtheir combatants, well Associated Press for inpany, and Barry
terviews with the head
informed sources say.
Giniger of Shawnee,
The sources, who of the air force, Gen.
who was manager of the
agreed to be interview- Juan Rafael Bustillo.
restaurant in Overland
The two other sources
ed only on condition of
Park, planned to use
confirmed said the supply flights
anonymity,
company ideas in starrumors and reports that have been going on at
ting their own
have circulated least since 1983.
long
restaurant in
"Everyone has known
here of clandestine use
Philadelphia.
of the llopango Military this has been going on,"
by the Nicaraguan one said.
The first Big Al's Base
The Salvadoran conContras.
opened last year in
"We have no choice nection in delivering
Overland Park. Last
to deny it," said a war materiel to the Conweek another opened at but
ranking tras has been discussed
high
a Kansas City mall, and
Salvadoran officer. — and denied — for the
the company has
"What can we say past three years.
restaurants or plans for
The issue surfaced
now?"
them in St. Joseph, Mo.,
The officer and two again when an
Des Moines, St. Louis
other sources familiar American was captured
and Burnsville, Mimi.
with activities involving in Nicaragua after
the Contra rebels said in soldiers of the leftist
recent interviews that Sandinista government

spection and Enforcement, • White said the
federal utility would pay
the fine, but believed it
was counterproductive
and based on old difficulties that are being
corrected.

Official says -U.S. government should not
investigate 'brave men' supplying rebels
WASHINGTON (AP)
— The U.S. government
should respect the
privacy of the "brave
men" supplying
materiel to the
Nicaraguan rebels and
has no business investigating their actions
because they broke no
law, a State Department
official says.
"I don't see myself as
the grand inquisitor,"
said Elliott Abrams,
assistant secretary of.
state for Latin
American affairs.
Abrams, testifying
Wednesday before a
House Foreign Affairs
subcommittee, said he
does not believe that
Americans helping

Nicaragua's anti Sandinista Contra
rebels or supplying
them with arms are
violating the Neutrality
Act or other U.S. laws.
And he said that includes those who
organized and manned
the flight of the C-123
cargo plane shot down
over Nicaragua earlier
this month with a cargo
of arms for the Contras.
'Americans are free
to support either side in
Central America and it
is not a legitimate task
of the U.S. government
to track down who is
contributing what to
whom, so long as U.S.
laws, including the

Milsap song most recorded
NASHVILLE, Tenn. year. He and Mike Reid,
(AP) — Ronnie Milsap's a former defensive
"Lost in the Fifties linebacker for the CinTonight (in the Still of cinnati Bengals, wrote
the Night)" is the year's the song recorded by
most recorded song of Milsap.
Seals' songwriter
1986 licensed by the
American Society of award was for "Lost in
Composers, Authors the Fifties Tonight,"
"Country Girls,"
and Publishers.
The group, which col- 'Drinkin' and
lects royalties for Dreamin'," "Seven
songwriters, on Wednes- Spanish Angels" and
day also chose Troy "Who's Gonna Fill
Seals songwriter of the Their Shoes."

neutrality acts, are
obeyed," he said.
Abrams said that
while he and others
have known private efforts were being launched to aid the Contras, he
does not know who is
organizing them and
believes it would be inappropriate to try to
find out.
He said these
Americans were doing

PEANUTS

ILL HOLD THE BALL,
SIR, AND YOU KICK IT...

MARCIE,I'M NOT GONNA
KICK A BALL THAT HAS
a
A CUTE RIBBON
TIED AROUND IT!

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

R-R-R-R-R-CRINCH!
--14.,`flOO
0
t•7:::
BUT ...\o6r WAIT
TILL NEXT

DANG

4-.10

51.06G0 ISTAE ONLY
FERON I 10•LOW
4140 CAN araGE
A eATTLE OF WIT5
WIT/4 A PENCIL
-kARPENER,At,rDJ rYIE

Salvadoran President
Jose Napoleon Duarte
and the military command denied Hasenfus'
report. The U.S. government suggested that
Hasenfus, who has been
allowed to see an
American consul for only 11 minutes since his
capture, was coerced into implicating El
Salvador and the U.S.
government.
Hasenfus also
reported that two
Cuban-Americans he
identified as CIA agents
did most of the coordination of the rebel
supply flights. President Reagan and other
U.S. officials have
denied any government
role in the arms drops.

CHARLESTON,
W.Va. (AP) — The Appalachian region is suffering an economic
crisis of such proportions that the spirit of its
people is being crushed
under the weight of
poverty, hunger and
hopelessness, a new
study concludes.
"The crisis is very
real," said the Rev. R.
Holmquist, coordinator
of a task force that
reported its findings
Wednesday to the Corn-

••

GARFIELD

GARFIELD! YOU'RE NOT GOING
TO BELIEVE THIS! I WAS IN A
BAKERY TODAY BUYING' A
CAKE. WHEN THREE MIDGETS IN
GORILLA COSTUMES RACED IN.
SET THE PLACE ON FIRE AND
RAN OUT WITH THE
CASH REGISTER!

shot down his plane Oct.
5.
The American,
Eugene Hasenfus, told
reporters he had taken
part in 10 flights to drop
weapons and ammunition to the rebels. He
said four of them were
from Aguacate air base
in Honduras and six
from Ilopango.

COME ON JON.
DON'T 5PARE
THE DETAILS!
Treehouse nightmare

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Conducts
6 Icelandic
writings
11 Lets in
13 Come on the
scene
14 Note of scale
15 Earthenware
17 Nickname for
Edward
18 Greek letter
20 Equals
21 Collection of
facts
22 Part in play
24 Split — soup
25 Twirled
26 Rend
asunder
28 Chevron
30 Flesh
32 Country of
. Europe
33 Hideous
35 Whip
37 Indefinite

'BLOND'S

number
38 Lightness
40 Narrow
opening
42 One, no
matter which
43 Algonquian
Indians
45 "To —, With
Love"
46 Cyprinoid fish
47 "Arabian
Nights" youth
49 Note of scale
50 South
American
animals
52 Packed away
54 Surgical
thread
55 Bjorn Borg
eg

Answer to
Previous Puzzle
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DEVIL— THIS IS THE
PLASTIQuE BOMB.
INSIDe IT,,A TINY
OeTt:INATOR,,,
THIS RADIO
TRAN5MiTTER.,.

SETS OFF THE BOMB
FROm A SAFE DISTANCE.,
POwERFuL ENCuGH TO BLOW
UP A HOu6E,,,
OR A CAR,,.

,4COWARDLY WAY To KILL!
WE muST FIND A PLACE To
PUT THiS„ A TASTE OF THEIR
OWN MEDICINE;
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8
9
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Arid
Roman gods
Thoroughfare
DOWN
Style of
automobile
1 More
12 Footprint
crippled
13 Impregnate
with air
10
9
8
7
6
5
3
4
2
1
16 Golf mounds
19 Maintenance
12
ii
21 Begs
23 Each
IIIII
17
25 Fathers
15
14
27 Audience
lil
21
29 Bone of bocf,,
20
18
31 Crowns
111
33 Knob
25
24
22
34 Expired
III
36 Labored
29
37 Posts
II55
39 Cincinnati
32
30
team
41 Exchange
ill
36
35
ill
43 Sect
44 Poses for
ill
41
40
aortrait
38
47 L91ift-`11ci.e
dUUU
48 At present
44
42
45IS 51 Near
ill
49 1 53 The two of us
46
UUU
illUU
52
SO
ill
2 Newspaper
executive
3 Before noon
4 Brief swim
5 Cease
6 Sins

55555

HI PHANTOM

U.S. government involvement would violate
congressional
tions on aid

restric-

to the
rebels.
Duarte frequently
charges that the Sandinistas ship arms and
supplies to leftist rebels
who have been fighting
his U.S.-supported
government for the past
seven years.
A handful of
American military personnel are assigned to
Ilopango Air Base as
part of the team of 55 advisers working in El
Salvador. On Tuesday, a
few Americans in flight
suits stood among a
group of soldiers,
presumat 1 y
Salvadorans, but refused to speak with a
reporter.
"If you persist in this,
I will have you thrown
out," said one of the
Americans to an AP
reporter allowed on the
base to board a military
helicopter for a flight to
assess damage from
Friday's earthquake
that struck San
Salvador, the capital.

Spirit of Appalachian
people being crushed
under economic crisis

WTTT41.
R-R-R-R-R- stiAp!

cies in gears on the
diesel generators were
known about in 1981, but
still had not been
repaired by the time the
NRC conducted an inspection in late 1985.
TVA also closed its Sequoyah Nuclear Plant
near Chattanooga in
Auglist 1985 and has
delayed licensing of its
new Watts Bar Nuclear
Plant near Spring City
because of safety
questions.
Since January 1980,
TVA has been assessed
$1,457,125 in fines by the
NRC for various violations. Of that amount,
$1,154,625 have been at
Browns Ferry, Gilliland
said.

Rebel base heavily guarded, say sources

Happy Days stars file suit
against former employees
for planning identical eatery
OLATHE, Kan. (AP)
— A restaurant company formed by Anson
Williams and Al
Molinaro, who starred
in television's "Happy
Days" has accused two
former employees of
trying to start an identical eatery in
Philadelphia.
Williams, who played
Potsie, and Molinaro,
who played Big Al, pattern their restaurants
on Arnold's, the diner
that was a fixture on the
ABC network show.
A suit filed Monday in
District Court alleged
that Gary Carr of
Overland Park, who

Boston to rebuild the
agency's idled nuclear
program.
"I see little value in
reacting to enforcement
actions for issues which
both NRC and TVA have
been well aware of for
over a year and for
which root-cause corrective action has been
identified and undertaken," he said in the
letter.
The problems that
resulted in the fine were
discovered before TVA
voluntarily shut down
Browns Ferry in March
1985 because of safety
concerns, officials said.
For instance, NRC
spokesman Joe
Gilliland said deficien-

II
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mission on Religion in
Appalachia. "There is
hunger everywhere you
go... There are people so
far down the economic
ladder that their selfesteem is destroyed.
"People are being
pushed to the very
margins."
The task force spent a
year tracking the
economic health of Appalachia. CORA, based
in Knoxville, Tenn., was
founded in 1964 by
representatives of 18
religious denominations
"to build community
and combat poverty."
Holmquist said the
study documents what
should be a national
concern.
"It's not a matter of
subjective impressions," he said. "The
facts are there. What we
have in Appalachia are
the makings of an
underclass that is mostly white. The middle
class is disappearing."
The study of the
13-state region reports
massive job losses as
steel factories, textile
mills and coal mines
close. More than 350,000
manufacturing jobs
were lost from 1982 to
1983, with incomes for
those who did find
replacement work falling as much as 60
percent.
Partly to blame, the
report said, was the
flight of industry to
Third World countries
as well as technological
improvements enabling
smaller workforces.
Coal mining employment, for instance, has
decreased 30 percent, to
the lowest levels ever
recorded in some sectors, while production
has gone up.
"What we see is a
tremendous increase in
service sector jobs,"
Holmquist said. "What
we see are people
holding down even two
sof these jobs — working
In fast food restaurants
. — and still not earning
what they did before."

"Or
,
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CLASSIFIEDS
Legal

1

Legal

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
DEPARTMENT OF FINANCIAL
INSTITUTIONS
NOTICE
In The Matter Of Application For The Establishment Of A Consumer Loan License Received
From Aetna Finance Company D/B/A ITT
Financial Services, 200A North 12th Street, Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky.
Notice is hereby given that the Department of
Financial Institutions has received an application from the named company for the establishment of a consumer loan license at the above
location. /CRS Chapter 288 directs the commissioner of the department to investigate the application and base his decision to approve or deny
the application upon the following criteria:
1 The financial responsibility, experience, character and general fitness
of the applicant, its officers and directors must command the confidence of
the community and warrant the belief
that the consumer loan business will be
operated honestly, fairly, and
efficiently;
2. The convenience and advantage of the
community will be promoted by approval of the application; and
3. The statutory requirements pertaining
to the application and license fees have
been met.
Anyone desiring to comment on these criteria
shall submit written comments within twenty
(20) days of the publication of this notice to the
Commissioner of the Department of Financial Institutions, 911 Leawood Drive, Frankfort, Kentucky, 40601. Anyone desiring to present evidence
at a public hearing shall direct a written request
for hearing to the commissioner within twenty
(20) days of receipt of this notice.

2

Notice

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply. Our most comprehensive policy
pays for Skilled, InOr
termediate
Custodial Care.
With Medicare's
new guidelines for
hospital confinement,
Nursing
Home Insurance is
more important
than ever. For free
information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4196
-tree Neal dais service"

14KT. gold & sterling
silver jewelry- every
day discount 60-65% off.
Call for appointment
Mon.-Thurs. 753-8555
Hazel Brandon.
GLASS work, auto
glass, plate glass, insulated glass, window
glass, glass table tops,
mirrors and patio door
glass. Store fronts,
storm window doors &
screens repaired and
replaced. M&G Glass
Co., Dixieland Center,
758-0180.
RAVE you ever gotten a
cake and when you took
2.Notice
2.Notice
a bite it tasted like
cardboard? Then you
Ashley
need to order your
Medicare
cakes from Pams Cake
Wood Stoves
Supplement
Hut. All cakes are
on Sale at
baked fresh, not ahead
Insurance
& then frozen. Our
MURRAY
butter cream icing is
RENTAL & SALES
Are you paying
smooth as silk. We take
753-8201
over $360 a year?
that extra effort in our
decorating to make
Do you really have
them something to re'IRE Gold Nugget, wesf the best plan?
member. Pams Cake
side of square,
Are prescription
Hut 759-4492 or 437-4455.
Mayfield, Ky., 247-6762.
Diamonds, bleat hills
NEW PROVIDENCE
drugs covered?
CEMETERY work day
gold, 14kt. gold chainsmore
pay
Don't
and business meeting
"We sell for less!" "We
than necessary!'
guarantee it." Jimmy
will be Saturday, OcThompee".-Jr111114.
teber 18, at 2....Msem.
Everyone interested in
the upkeep of the
cemetery please come
and bring chain saws,
Our Sales Force will
wheelbarrows, shovels,
753-7773-better
to
here
be
etc. Discussion will be
305
4th
N.
serve you until 6:30
held on new trustees,
Murray
porperty purchase, etc.
p.m. on Monday.
Please be here. We need
Thursday and Friday.
WANT to sell my 20-25 strong backs. For
membership to Camp information, call 492Freedom Resort. In- 8594.
ternational locations.
Will do
Call 753-3781.
1300 121 Bypass
babysitting
READINGS and advise
Murray, Ky.
on all problems by Mrs.
753-5315
$2 per hour
Theresa. 502-554-7904.

NOTICE

Bennett &
Associates

Purdom
Motors Inc.

Call 753-8857
after 5:30 p.m.

IN MURRAY
Immediate opening for an energetic,
motivated individual with a pleasant
personality.

NMasemar

"Understanding
God"
Bible Study
Mondays
7 p.m.
Call 753-1622
753-7217
BETHESDA
MINISTRIES
115 S. 4th St.

Requirements

Ideal candidates should be able to work
with out supervision and efficiently under
time pressures.
Responsibilities

*Typing & word processing duties
*Computerized bookkeeping
'Various administrative and secretarial
duties
Send resume and salary requirements
to:
P.O. Box 1040-M
Murray, Ky. 42071

HELP
Opening Mon. Oct. 20
Jones Fruit Stand
Pumpkins Galore, Apples - Red
Delicious, Golden, Rome
Tennessee Tomatoes,
Vegetables, Goodies

305 S. 12th Murray
SECURITY GUARD Classes for
persons 55 years of age and
older. "Hands-on" training and
job referrals provided to eligible
applicants. Call Calloway County Senior Citizen Center,
753-0929.
Funded by Job Training Partnershilp Act, Depart
ment for Employment Services, West Kentucky
Private industry Council and Purchase Area Devleopmont district

5

Lost and Found

LOST- 8 month old male
pup, blonde with black
nose. Part Alaskan &
German Shepherd, lost
on Bethel Church Rd.
Call 753-8006.
LOST Fri.- small gold
locket with baby tooth
mark. Believe lost near
Merle Norman, Bel Air
Shopping Center.
Shopped at several
stores in Murray. Reward. Phone 474-8844.
6. Help Wanted
Applications are
now being taken for
a position in convenient stores sates,
promotions, supervision & inventory
control. This position
involves very limited
travel,
excellent
working conditions
& fringe benefit. Only aggressive well
groomed people with
grocery/convenience
store knowledge
need apply. Send
resume to:
Applications
P.O. Box 368
Murray, KY 42071

Wierray Ledger & Times

6 Help Wanted
1000 GO\ ERNMERT
jobslits.
$16,040-$59,230/ yr.
Now hiring. Call 805-6876000 Ext. R-8155.
3000 GOVERNMENT
jobslits.
$16,040-$59,2301 yr.
Now hiring. Call 805-8876000 Ext. R-10706.
AIRLENE jobs $16,747 to
$59,855/year now hiring! Call Job Line
1-518-459-3535 Ext A82F
for info. 24Hrs.
AREA representative
for Physicians Mutual
Insurance Co. to market
health insurance products. Call 502-454-4883.
nABYSIRTER needed,
Mon-Fri. References
required. Call 759-1958
after 10a.m.
ASY money! Be a
remail agent. Earn
hundreds weekly. Send
self addressed envelope
to: Cook Associate, P.O.
Box 280, Mayfield, Ky.
42066.
ENJOY needle crafts?
Above average income
for part time work. For
Interview call Ann 901479-3598.
INSTRUCTION

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER

16. Home Furnishings
9. Situation Wanted
headboard
BOOKCASE
a
for
care
I will keep &
lady in my home in bed, matching chest of
Hazel, experienced, drawers. Call 756-1517.
good reference. Call CONTEMPORARY
dinette set with 6 chairs,
492-8510.
NURSING assistant excellent condition.
with 18 yrs. experience Phone 759-9406.
seeking employment to COUCH & love seat,
help with care of elderly newly upholstered, $396.
patient. Salary Call 753-0762 after 3p.m
negotiable. Also, seek- FRENCH Provincial
ing a sitting position at china cabinet. Fruit
the hospital. Call be- wood with large glass
tween hours of display case. Excellent
8a.m.-5p.m. 759-1041.
condition. Call between
5-8:30p.m. 753-0896.
WILL do sewing for MOVING must sell! 1
general public. Also, dinette seta, Honeywell
babysitting in my home. fiberglass topper, other
Reasonable prices on odd furnishings. Call
both. Call 753-5219 after 753-5089.
2p.m. M-F, anytime OVER bought at the
after 10 a.m. on furniture market! Our
weekends.
loss is your gain.
Savings on all home
10. Business Opportunity
furnishings & bedding.
ESTABLISHED, lucra- Check with us before
tive, family oriented, you buy. Carraway
personal grooming bus- Furniture, 105 N. 3rd,
iness for sale. Excellent 753-1502.
location. Serious in- WRIRLPOOL heavy
quiries only. Call Kop- duty washer, only $6 per
perud Realty 753-1222.
Rudolph
week
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
r753-0595
‘10lue to Bad Health
WRITE bedroom suite,
Selling 1-man
4 poster twin bed,
double dresser, desk
business and all
w/hutch, night stand.
equipment. Earn
Call 753-3508 after 3p.m.

$1500 per week
starting
immediately. Total
price
$4800.
Owner wNI finance
50% with no inCall
terest.
615-232-6097
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Call Toll Free Anytime

19. Farm Equipment
CUT your own
firewood? Blaze King's
for you. Our catalytic
saves 1/3 the work.
Morgan's Furniture, 508
E. Washington, Paris,
Tn. 901-642-4179.
'TIMBER wanted. A
national turret's/le- mfg.
wishes to purchase
locally, better quality
white oak, red oak and
walnut timber. Buying
large and small tracts.
Atlantic Timber &
Vanier, Box 518,
Paducah, Ky. 502-4437366 Ext. 422.

13. For Sale or Trade
35 FT. Crest Pontoon
house boat. Purchased
PART-time female kit- new 1984. Immaculate,
chen help. Also, part- low hours. Sleeps 6.
time waitress. Big Long equipment list.
Apple Cafe. Day or Including air, heat,
night work. Call after refrigerator, range,
oven, microwave, elecnoon 901-247-3229.
shower, 20. Sports Equipment
REPS NEEDED for tronics, head,
TV., etc. Located
business accounts. Full- color
Landing. Contime, $60480,000, at ParisN.E.
Henry
sider
part-time, $12,000-$18, County Land in trade,
000. No selling, repeat cash, or ? Phone
business. Set your own 901-232-8398 Buchanan,
hours. Training proTo
vided. Call: 1-612-93818th of Oct.
6870, M-F, 8a.m. to FOR sale or trade for
5p.m. (Central home with acreage in
10 a.m.
busigood
a
areathis
Standard Time).
Ky.
Hazel,
Barbara,
Santa
in
ness
RN or LPN position is
a newly
641 S. at
available for the 11-7 California with
wide
shift. Employee will be decorated double
Paschall Carpet
in Oxnard,
scheduled Mon.-Fri. mobUe homeCall
805-486California.
with every weekend off.
D.P. body tone 300, like
Excellent salary & be- 3042.
new, for sale $95. Phone
nefits. Apply in person 14. Want to Buy
435-4607.
at Care Inn, 4th &
Indiana, Mayfield, Ky. WANT to buy hardwood GIRLS Raleigh Mountimber. Call John Boyer tain Tour bike, rode
or call 247-0200.
apprcodmately 2 mi. Cal
TAKING applications 753-0338.
now for temporary light WANT to buy used 1.1)06 492-8612.
Industrial jobs in trailer, electric range &
Musical
Murray. Minimum refrigerator needed. 2 2 .
wage. Apply at Western Prefer dishwasher & 1- 175 WATT Marshall
Temporary Services, central air. No furniture amp with speakers. $325
Century Building, Suite required. Prefer 3 BR's. or best offer. Call
208, 17th & Broadway, Call 753-9980.
436-2384.
Paducah, Ky. or call WANT to buy 250 gal.
24. Miscellaneous
4 4 2 - 6 8 1 5 for L.P. tank. Call 436-2755.
appointment.
WILL buy junk cars I. 1- BLUE vinyl captain
trucks. Call 753-3633 ask high back seat with
9. Situation Wanted
for Larry.
swivel pedestal, $40.
Call 753-8393 after 6p.m.
babysitting in
WILL
15. Articles for Sale
4 CHANNEL reel to
my home. Call 759-1683.
WILL keep elderly lady WHIRLPOOL r e - reel, $350. Teac model 2,
in our home. Private frigerator, only $8 per 4 channel mixer, $150.
room. Experienced week. Rudolph AKAI reel to reel, $50.
care. Good references. Goodyear-Whirlpool, Call 753-8226.
ANTIQUE table, d
753-0595.
Phone 753-6392.
chairs, buffet, $575.
Dinette table, 3 chairs,
$40. New 5" b/w TV.,
$60. Singer Zig Zag
sewing machne, $70.
Call 758-8226.
ASHLEY wood stove,
a 2 acres more or less and 8 $150;
10x24 awning for
mobile home or could be
mobiles. With potential to
used for shed add-on,
wood- cost
hold 15 mobiles. All fur- for storing
new $1250, sell for $450,
nishings and appliances good condition. Call
753-0663 after 6:30p.m.
Included.
RED mats for all makes
Located: Hwy. 94 east ap- & models of pick-up
trucks! Tool boxes for
prox. 11
2 miles from Murray. compact trucks. Stokes
/
Tractor 753-1319.
Priced in 40's. Owner must FIREWOOD
for salered oak, $25 rick desell. Make offer (Possible livered.
Call 486-6430.
owner financing).
FOR sale: 400 sq. ft.
carpet/pad, swing set.
Shown by appointment
Free- nonworking
Zenith television. Call
753-3283 after 7 p.m.
753-1794.

1 •

-1203

TURKEY
SHOOT

MOBILE PARK
FOR SALE

SPECIAL
Compact Disc Player

Miscellaneous

The World of Sound
is the only stereo
store in Murray that
has a in-store service
department. We will
service any name
brand stereo you
have.

World of Sound
222 S 12th
753-5885
GOOD used sewing
machine and electric
stove. Call 485-4433 after
5:30.m.
GREEN & seasoned
firewood, cut at your
length, delivered k
stacked, $25. Call 75$5046.
GUN cabinet, new,
hand crafted;
cheerleader football
uniforms for cabbage
patch dolls, your
school; country aprons
for Christmas Call
502-492-8358.
ROME Sorghum
molasses, cook in Mon.,
Fri. & Sat. Visitors
welcome. Copeland's
Orchard, Mayfield, off
Hwy. 80 West on Old
Dublin Rd., 2 miles. Call
623-8312.
JO-AN's Varieties has
designer fashions at
discount prices everyday with specials run
every weekend.
LARCE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery.
AZree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky. 502-247-7831.
MYTES Used Office
Furniture, 1016 Jefferson St., Paducah, KY.
442-4302. Desks, chairs,
files and much moreGood quality used
furniture.
OREGON saw chain
3/8" pitch for 16" bar87.98, 20", 88.99. Wallin
Hartheare, Paris.
SEASONED firewood.
Oak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods, min. order- 2
ricks- PIO/ rick delivered.
For a full measure- call
John Boyer at 758-0338.
EtWING machine, repossessed. Zig Zag,
monograms, button
holes, open arm for
cuffs and sleeves. Assume payment of $15
mo. or pay balance of
$92.40. Phone 7511-1816.
STRAW for sale, $1.06
per bale, you pick up.

Metal Roofing &
Siding-Factory Direct
Win Ouelity pointed $42.00
per squar•. Galvanized
432.00 per square. full 34"
coverage. Pay only for whin
you got. 5 V Allefol is stenfiord 'eoliths of $24.95 per
square.
Toll Fro* In Ky.
1100.433-3245.
free delivery 25
squares end up

BLUEGRASS AG
DISTRIBUTORS
Henderson, Ky.
2 6 . TV -Radio
MAGNAVOX console
color TV., only $7 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear- Whirlpool
753-0595.
OVER 4,000 TUBES in
stock, other electronic
parts. New and used
systems from $350 to
$5,000. 474-7748 Satellite
Repair Service
27. Mobile Homes for Sale

Layaway For Christmas

1984 WILLOW Creek,
14x60, central heat,
wood underpinning, like
new, $10,000. Call 489
2868 after 5:30p.m.
12x65 trailer for sale.
See Brandon Dill at Dill
Electric 759-1577.
34x52, 3 BR, 2 bath, like
new. Must see to appreciate. Call 753-3596.
24x52 DOUBLE wide,
cheap! Must sell! Call
759-1868 after 6p.m.
anytime.

• Advanced Reliable Pick-Up System
• Drawer Type Front Loading Disc Table
• An°(Auto Program Locate Device)
• APSS(Auto Program Search System)
• Cue/Review

*13995

Indicator Time Counter A
• LCD Track Number

Mode indkcator

• Headphone lack
• 330mrn width

DOUBLEWIDE, wood

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1986, IS
THE LAST DAY TO PAY CITY
OF MURRAY PROPERTY TAX
WITHOUT INCURRING A 10%
PENALTY.
JO CRASS
CITY CLERK

Sansuit Rack Systems
Kenwood Rack Systems - In Stock
Sharp V.C.R. $299.95
Boom Boxes from $29.95 all sizes
Best Prices on Car Stereos & Speakers
We appreciate your business

World of Sound
222 South 12th
After 26 Years We Still Service What We Salli
Shop d Compares

I-

27. Mobile Homes for Sale

29. Heating and Cooling

19e2 'MAILER, 14x70, 2

WOOD stove King for
BR, 2 bath, carpett sale, $100 firm. Call
washer/ dryer hook- 489-7524.
up, newly decorated.
Call 489 2813 after 6p.m
32 Apts for Rent
4592739

TRAILER and lot near 1 BR log duplex 3 miles
Coldwater
Call east of town. Energy
efficient. No pets. Call
489 2611
763-8848 before 8:30p.m.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent 3 BEDROOM duplex,
central heat k air, wood
2 BR furnished mobile stove. Appliances furhome central air, gas nished. Quiet
heat, washer & dryer, neighborhood. 753-3037
on private lot. No or 759-1848 after 5p.m.
children or pets. Call 3 BR duplex In Nor753-5200.
thwood. T.V.A. energy
3 OR 3 BR, furnished or efficiency approved.
unfurnished, some new Central heat k air,
furniture, natural gas. appliances furnished.
electric, air con- Quiet dead-end street.
ditioned. Shady Oaks Deposit required. No
753-5209.
pets. Call 753-7185.
NICE 2 BR trailer, near 3 BR duplex with carMurray. No pets. Call port on Stadium View
489-2611.
Dr. Central heat and
all appliances,
air,
Cooling
29. Heating and
carpeted. Deposit reC-80 ASHLEY wood quired. No pets.
stove, good condition. Married couples
preferred. Available
Call 435-4579.
WOOD stove Ho- Nov. 1. Call 753-1799
mesteader, $150. Call after 5:30p.m.
3 BR duplex, central
474-8872.
heat k air, outlets for
30. Business Rentals
washer & dryer. No
COMMERCIAL office pets. deposit required.
spaces available now & Call 753-9741.
later, on 12th St. 2 BRAND new 2 BR apts.
offices or more. Cole- No pets please. $285 per
man Real Estate 753- month. 753-9475, if no
answer 753.0521.
9898.

AUCTION
Sat. Oct. 18, 1986 at 10 a.m.
at the late Mr. Denzil L. Oldham home on
Highway 58 and Big Bear Rd. From Benton, Ky. take 641 North to Briensburg and
Highway 58. Follow 58 to auction site.
Watch for auction signs. Mr. & Mrs.
Oldham were collectors of many years and
since Mr. Oldham's death she is selling
their collection of this merchandise.

Large collection of cast iron pieces - flat
irons - corn bread sticks - muffin rings footed Dutch ovens - cast iron banks - cast
i fxr1 cars - small cast iron heating stove '
cow bells - pan to fry corn bread cakes in
- small cast iron cook stove - wheel barrow
- cast iron.fire engine,cast iron tea pots bank replica of old carior.Pepper /tickle
match box holder - other old match box
holders - butter molds - coffee mills- brass
front scale - stoneware - butter paddles 2-old oak wall telephones - flat top trunks
- crank telephone - some old silver dollars
- #8 tea kettle - old churn with wood box 2 glass door china cabinet.
Glass: several pieces of milk glass- carnival glass - large collection of small china
cups and saucers - old cookie jars - odd
A
chins: - hen on nest - Eastern Star cup 8z
SUNBEDS & FIGURE
- pink depression. large collection
saucer
SHAPING TABLE.
Open your own salon. of shot glass & tooth pick holders - stem
glasses - footed pieces - Avon bottles in
Excellent business opportunity. Factory
boxes - spare glasses - Coke trays - collecdirect prices. Phone tion of salt & pepper shakers - small lamps
312-23.4-9547.
- chenille bedspreads - several old hand
WHIRLPOOL
made quilts - life jackets - Coleman lanterns
microwave oven, only
$4 per week. Rudolph
- Coleman heater - old lanterns - misc.
Goodyear. Whirlpool, Items. Auction held rain or shine. Not
753-0695.
responsible for accidents. Lunch available.
YORK compound bow
with stand; Winchester
Dan Miller - Auctioneer
12 guage pump 8"
Magnum; 14' camoufl435-4144
age boat, V-bottom, 20
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn.
h.p. motor; Marlin 30-30
lver action rifle. '68
#1281
Ford truck, short bed,
Terry Paschall - Darrell Beane
tool box and new tires;
Auctioneers
1981 Yamaha, Tri-Moto175, new rack. Call
489-2406 after 5p.m.

- While They Last -

DX-110(BK)

NOTICE

24

siding, added wood
truss shingled roof &
family room with wood
stove, 3 BR, 1 1/2 bath,
storm window/doors,
dishwasher, refrigerator, stove, central
heat/air, $35,500. 9
acres in north
Calloway. Call 753-6904
or Kopperud Realty.
EXTRA sharp 1981
Bucearree, !:'.7x61)-, 2
bedroom, 1 bath, all
appliances 8. furniture
included. Have option to
rent lot trailer is on
Priced reasonably Call
753-0809

Real Estate Auction
Friday,Oct. 17th at 5 p.m.in Pine Bluff
Shores. From Murray, Ky. take 121
South to Concord, Ky. Take Highway
444. Watch for auction signs.
Will sell a beautiful log house with 2 lots.
It has 3 bedrooms-21h baths-den-eat in
kitchen-full basement.
Terms: 10% down selling price day of auction. Balance in 30 days with passing of
deed. Announcements made day of sale
will take precedence over all printed matter. Auction held jointly with ShroatWaldrop Real Estate.

Pete Waldrop-Broker - 759-1707

Dan Miller-Auctioneer
435-4144
Darrell Beane & Terry Paschall
Auctioneers
Liseensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1781
My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays

Absolute Real
Estate Auction
Sat., Oct. 25th, 1986 at 10 a.m.
at the farm of the late Mr. Clifford
& Mrs. Lottle Parker home. From
Murray,Ky.take Highway 94 East,
first road to right past Elm Grove
Church. See auction signs on Hale
Road.
This property has a total of 67.0 acres
with house and 2 tobacco barns on good
hard surface road. This property will be
sold in 3 tracts and then combined! The
seller reserves the right to combine any &
all tracts.
Terms & Conditions: 20% down selling
price day of auction. Balance in 30 days
with passing of deed. Announcements made
day of auction will take precedence over all
printed matter. This property as been
surveyed and a copy of survey or plat can
be obtained by contacting Mr. Max
Parker's law offke Ilt-20% North 4th St. in
Murray, Ky. 753-8153.

Max Packer-Executor
Dan Miller-Auctioneer
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40. Produce
38. Pets -Supplies
SWEET potatoes for
g
Pointers,
MALE
2
FURNISHED 2 BR apt.
months old. Call 492- sale, $6 a bushel 1 Miles
15 miles south of
south of State Line on
8339 after 5p.m.
Murray, near the lake.
AKC registered choco- Old Murray Parts Rd
No pets. Call 4382594 or
late lab puppies, wor- Phone 498-8445
438-2231.
34 Houses for Rent
med & first shots.
).
use 41
vE nM
EEO r-E
41 Public Sales
with walk-in clonets, 2 3 BR furnished house. 888-0416 or 383-4195.
BR, carpet & applian- Newly decorated Near
Call 41. Public Sales
ces furnished. Lease University
required. After 6p.m. 753-8585.
3 OR 4 bedroom house
759-1154.
ILUR•Cal apt.. Nor. at 806 Sycamore. Lease
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR. or lease with option to
Now renting. Equal buy. Call 753-4109, 782Housing Opportunity. 8650 or 438-2844.
rOR sale or rent- 2 BFts
759-4984.
Oct. 18
NEW 3 BR duplex, downstairs, 2 up.
double carport with Located in New Pro10 a.m.-9 p.m.
storage, appliances vidence, $150 month.
Oct. 19
furnished. 758-51.14, 75E- Call 492-8847.
p.m.
p.m.-5
1
LARGE
remodeled
7947
School
High
Murray
house,
1004
Main.
$325
Frn
ONE or two 1)
501 Doran Rd.
apt. Available Oct. 17th. monthly. Yearly lease,
Murray, Ky.
Water furnished. No deposit. Carpet. Central
pets. Appliancos fur- H/A. Stove, refrigeraAdm. $1.50
tor,
freezer
furnished.
nished. $200 deposit,
Would sell. 759-1265.
$200 monthly. 753- 3134.
QUIET spa c ous 37 Livestock-Supplies
country living- 2 BR
duplex with carport. 2 2 NANNY goats, ap1/2 miles out 94 West. proximately 2 1/2
years old, $25 each. Call
753-7961 after 5p.r n.
Fri. & Sat.
TAKING apprIMirtris 435-4433 after 5:30p.m.
Fri. 17th &
8-4
for Section 8. Rent SIMMENTAL and
Sat. 18th
Subsidized apt. 1., 2 or 3 Simbrah bulls. PerColdwater-Take
BR. Apply Ftilldale formance k semen
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
121 to Medye
Apts., Hardin, Ky. tested Excellent qualS. 13th St.
213
Equal Ho ,Lising ity. MO k up. Cadiz,
Lane,
1st house
Ky. 522-8794.
Furniture, dishes,
Opportunity.
32. Apts for Rent

32. Apts for Rent
1 & 2 BEDROOM apts.
near downtown Murray.
Call 753-4109, 782-6850.
or 436-2844.

4 PARTY
GARAGE
SALE

ANTIQUE
SHOW AND
SALE

Sat. 18th
No sales
before
8 a.m.
701 Goodman

** NO MINIMUMS * NO RESERVE **
SAT., OCT. 25, 1986 - 9:30 A.M.

Sale Location: On Hwy. 68 Near
Ma''shall County High School
SRO

0 AT ABSOLUTE AUCTION
REGARDLESS OF PRICE

.T'
ri.

Three Bedroom Stone Home Situated On A One Acre
Lot With 209 Feet Of Frontage. The Home Features An
Entrance Fo),er Leading To A Formal Living Room And
A Formal Di ling Room. There Are Three Large Bedrooms With I slice Closets, Two Baths, Family Room, A
Study, And , 4 Laundry Area The Kitchen Is Well Arranged With A Jenn-Air Range, Frigidaire Eye-level
Oven, And A Built In Dishwasher. There Is A Double Garage With A I 'lived Drive. The Lot Drains Well And Has
An Abundan cc Of Shade With Many Fruit Trees. There
Are Many Exi :ra Features Of The Home,Such As Central
Heat And Air • With Natural Gas, A TV Satellite Dish, An
Out Buildini I, Beautiful Carpeting And Draperies, And
It Is In Good Condition And Extra Clean. The Home Is
Located In I % Most Desirable Neighborhood Close To
Schools. Cl- ,urches, Shopping Areas And The Entire
Lake Land!
ESTATE WILL SELL AT 100 P.M.
To Be With Us Ready To Bid And Buy At
Public Aucl tIon! Selling Under The Rules Of Absolute
Auction! fat ) Minimums!! No Reserve!! No Rejections!!
The Last B idder Will Definitely Buy The Property Regardless 01 Price!

1st Garage
Sale
Sat. 8-7
Follow signs. 121 South
to Cherry Corner Rd. Go
1 mile turn left on
Cherry Corner Pottertown Rd. to Or. Douglas
Rd. 1st house on right.
Antiques, stoves, guns.
sauna, exercise equip.,
boys & ladies clothkig,
toys, furniture & much

Something
everyone.

TERMS CH ,I REAL ESTATE: S5,000 Down Day Of Sale
With Balm ice Being Due Within 30 Days And Delivery
Of Deed,

COLLECTORS CLASSIC
1965 Linc oin Continental 4 Door Automobile, In Mint
Condition . Equipped With All Factory Accessories, Has
Never Be. im Out In The Weather •1968 Lincoln Continental 0 Door Automobile, In Good Condition,
Equipped I With All Factory Accessories.
Auto mobiles Sell Immediately Following The
Real Estate At 1:00 P.M.
Remingtc in Speed Master Model 552 - 22 Automatic
Rifle• W nchester Model 94 Lever Action 30-30 Rifle•
Browninc; 22 Caliber Magnum Automatic Rifle •
Mossben g Model 380 Automatic Rifle, 22 Caliber •
Brownini)Sweet Sixteen 16 Gauge Belgium Made Shot
Gun•el, rowning Model 8 - 12 Gauge 3" Magnum Belgium Mt i de Shot Gun.
Nice Li% i ng Room Couch And Loveseat•Den Couch•
End Tablets•Glass Top Coffee Table • Odd Tables•
Two Nice Curio Cabinets•Small Antique Table w.,Center Dray/it r • Nice Howard Miller Grandfather Clock •
Nice 5 Pi:. Cherry Bedroom Suite• Nice 5 Pc, Cherry
Twin Beciroom Suite•4 Pc. Bedroom Suite w King Size
Bed•Ma pie Roll Top Desk•Oak Dining Room Suite w 8
Chairs, C hina Cabinet. Side Board•Breakfast Table w
4 chairs •Zenith Console Television•Zenith Console
AM-FM !itereo • Philco Portable Color Television •
Bahsei F iortable Color Television • Sears Solocistste
vCR•Be ita Scan VCR•Soundesign Jam Box•Several
8 Track . rape Players•Cannon AE-1 Camera And Accessorie s•Other Cameras•Sears Binoculars•Several Tele 'phones •Singer Portable Sowing Machine •
Rowing Exerciser•Linens•Book Shelves•Vacuum
Cleaneri i•Sharp Carousel Microwave•Whirlpool Mark
1 Series 25.7 Cu. Ft. Side By Side Refrigerator Freezer
w Serva Door Ice Maker And Refreshment Center•Gibson 18 C 'u. Ft. Side By Side Refrigerator Freezer•Kenmore 23 Cu. Ft. Chest Type Freezer • Lady Kenmore
Washer And Dryer•Soundesign Cordless Telephone
•Lamps •Pictures•Hand Paintings•Clocks•Several
New Ce iling Fans • Bell & Howell Slide Proiector •
Brother! i Typewriter • Electric Blankets • Luggage •
Christm as Decorations - Some New•Samsonite Folding Cha irs•Sewing Misc.•Pots, Pans, Kitchen Mist
• KItche .n Appliances•Two Sets Of Octagon Shaped
Dishes • Nice• Bavaria China Pieces• Several Paper
Weight! i• Nice Crystal Cake Stands, Preserve Dishes.
Candy I Dishes. Several of Each • Figurines • Lots Of
Misc. G lassware • Decanters•Several Sets Of Stainless Sil venvare•New Toys, Puzzles. etc. - Never Been

Openec i•Craft And Sewing Supplies•Lawn Furniture
•Tools •Ladders•Craftsman Leaf Blower•Sears 22"
Self Pri ipelled Lawn Mower w Grass Catcher•Soars a
Horse. 30" Riding Lawn Mower, 5 Speed w Grass
Catche r•Sears 11 Horse 38" Electric Start Riding Lawn
Mower, 5 Speed "Like New"•Lots And Lots Of Misc.
Items,E:yerythIng Imaginable!
ALL PERSONAL PROPERTY AND VEHICLES MUST
BE P AID FOR IN FULL THE DAY OF THE AUCTION!

sithougp, All Material In This Advertisement Is Obtained From
Sources Dimmed Reliable The Auctioneer. Real Estate Broker.
End Own era Maks No Warranty Or Guarantee, Expressed Or Int)1likd, As To The Accuracy Of The Information Heroin Contalnisd
Ii. For 1'his R•11•01, That The Buyer Should Avail Themselves
rho Ow Irtunity To Mak. Inspection Prior To The Transaction
Ell Anne a mcements Day Of Sete Take Precedence Over Ali Other
lidverti!sr orients

i
•

MES R. CASH

CTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY
(502)623-8466 or (502)623 6388

for

LARGE
YARD SALE
- -Saturday

GARAGE
SALE
-Sat. 18th
a.m.-3 p.m.
1512 Canterbury
Excellent Bargains!
All proceeds go to
the
Humane
Society.

IKE

There Will E le An Open House Showing Of The Property
On Sunda'f, October 191h, From 2:00 To 4:00 P.M.
Agents Au iiable To Show Property By Appointment By
Contacting James R. Cash Real Estate Broker Al 502623-8466.

Sat. & Sun. 9-4
Off N. 16th
Extended
Just north of North
Elementary School.
Plants, furniture,
guns, razors, golf
clubs, guitars,

compound bow,
clothes, dishes,
misc.

GARAGE
SALE
1546 Oxford
Fri.
8-2:30 p.m.
Nice
womens
clothing - all sizes,
sweaters, purses,
blouses, etc.

on left.

refrigerator, curtains,
freeze,
deep
bedspreads, & misc.

Rain Or Shine

ROBERT W. BURTON-DECEASED, ESTATE
DRAUFENVILLE, KENTUCKY

Public Sales

YARD SALE

HUGE
3 PARTY
GARAGE SALE

Moving
Sale

STA E AUCTION

41

Garage Sale
Sat. 18th, 8-5
814 Main on
9th Street
suite,
Bedroom
15x15,
carpets
8x15, small carpet
large
remnants,
uniforms, luggage,
plants. CB antenna,
household & picnic
Items. Many others.

At Grimes
Auto Shop
641 South
Cancel
If Rains

YARD
SALE
Saturday
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
At Mickey
Boggess
Motors Sales
Coldwater Rd.

43. Real Estate
kOPPERUD Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality home in the city
& in the county. All
price ranges. Phone
753-1222 for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service. We make buying &" selling Real
Estate easy for you.

Friday
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Saturday
8 a.m.-Noon
627 Broad
Extended

45. Farms for Sale
40 ACRES for sale.
Excellent for farming.
35 acres tendable with 5
acres in woods & has
tobacco base. Would
also make excellent
place to build. Over 600
ft. frontage on blacktop
Rd. Price $27,000. 3452491.

Kiwanis
Knife & Gun Show
Sat. & Sun., Oct 18 & 19
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

West Ky.'s Oldest Gun Show
Calloway County Middle School
College Farm Road

JTPA

1. Learn to read
2. Get a GED
3. Improve basic skills.

Call 762-3027
762-697 1

F ART NE RSHIP

MSU Adult Learning Center
Room 206
Roy Stewart Stadium

For More
Information
753-7737
Dixieland Center

Met /
New Irm_ige

Childrens, ladies,
mons clothing &
coats, couch & hidea-bed, linens & box
springs.

*Wolff Suntan Bed
Check out our Halloween Special

2 PARTY
YARD
SALE

NOTICE TO
THIEVES

Friday,
Oct. 17th
912 N. 18th St.
Lots of clothes sizes
womens
of
lots
14- 1 13,
sweaters

INSIDE
YARD SALE
Sat. Oct. 18
9 am-3 pm
At Dexter Com-

munity Center
by Homernaksu
Club.
Something

everyone

Motorcycles

50. Used Trucks
'78 CHEVY Scottsdale
4x4, 8" lift. For more
info. call 753-0653 after
6p.m.
'?9 CHE
'
VY Custom
Deluxe, MOO. '73 Grand
Prix, $500. Call 7541-1384.
'83 CHEVY Silverado,
loaded, 69,xxx miles,
$5300. Call 753-0909
days, 753-8398.
'84 LTD Squire wagon, g
cyl. Original owner. Ex.
cond. Low mileage, new
tires. A/C, cruise,
auto, pb, ps, pw, Wt
wheel, pl. Must see.
$5500. 474-8883.
PICKUP truck & camper, sleeps 4. $1800 or
make offer. Phone 4742743.
52. Boats -Motors
GOAT storage, bays
23x12 3 1/2 miles from
Murray on 94 E. Call
753-3143.
53. Services Offered
2 MEN want to do yard
work. Tree trimming,
removal of unwanted
trees & shrubbery, mow
yards, light hauling &
wood for sale. Free
estimates. 753-0880 or
759-1883.
ALL type masonry
work, block, brick,
concrete, driveways,
sidewalks, patios, house
foundations, new
chimneys or chimney
repair. 25 years experience. Free estimates. Call Charles
Barnett 753-5478.
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dishwashers, refrigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 354-8058 or 7535341.

Personal care
and home forj
elderly person.
Call 492-8879

53. Services Offered
Irrigation-Residential

CAMPBELL WELL
DRILLING
McKenzie. Tn
Cell Collect.
901-352-3671 or
901-352-5704
Free Estimates

JOINER'S complete
tree service, 32 yrs.
experience. Also,
stumps mechanically
removed 10" below
surface. Call 753-0366.
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair.
Phone 753-7203.

53. Services Offered
SEWING Machine Repair. All makes and
models. Home & In
dustrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.
NEED work on your
trees? We can beautify
your yard by toping,
shaping, dead-wooding
or removing dead or
diseased trees. For
satisfaction call the
proven professionals at
Bover's Tree Service753-0338. The competition knows us- you
should too.

ROOFING
Metal & Shingles.
Aluminum & Vinyl
Siding.
Free Estimates
Call 759-1600
MOBILE HOME
Specialist Repair,
leveling, underpinning,roofs, floors,
plumbing, wiring,
hurricane straps. 7594850.
ODD lob specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
PIUD1bing, fencing. You
name it, I do it. You
buy, I install. You
break, I fix. Call 4362868 evenings.
PAINTING= Paper
hanging, commerical or
residential, Free estimates, References. 25
years experience,
Tremon Farris 759-1987
ROOFING, Siding, Concrete work, Additions,
Painting, General Carpentry. P.A. AAolony 7538628. Free Estimates.
A-1 Fireplace and
Gas Repair, Chimney
Cleaning, Masonary
Work, Damper.Hood
and Firebox Repair.

753-0953-

SMALL
CARPENTRY
AT40

753-9440
TREE WORK. Complete removal, topping,
trimming, stumps
mechanically removed.
Experienced. Larry
Wood 753-0211.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026
WILL do custom plant
beds. Also for sale
wheat straw & hay. Call
753-8697 or 753-2901.
WINTERIZE your
home- storm windows,
attic ventilation, insulating, -flue inspections, heat tapes.
Satisfaction guaranteed, free estimates.
489-2663.

APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore,
W estinghouse,
Whirlpool. 25 years
experience. Parts and
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
service. Bobby Hopper,
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Bob's Appliance SerOVER
St.
1977 DELTA Royale vice, 202 S. 5th
YEARS
20
Oldsmobile, 4 door, 2 Business 753-4872, 436EXPERIENCE
SOLID W000 CABINETS &
owner car. Extra clean. 5848 (home).
RAISED PANEL DOORS•
repairAPPLIANCE
436-2427.
$1350.
Birch • Oak • Wainut • Cherry •
GLINCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
1977 FORD Grenada, washers- dryersKITCHEN CAB/NET TOPS • VANITIES
48,000 actual miles, refrigerators- ranges- •
air cond. George Hodge • CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING •
$1600. Call 753-9873.
•
COMPETTTIVI PIMICIS Drop By & See Our Displey
Son, 10 Dixieland •
&
1979 280ZX, brown, new
•
.
-5940
.
753.
.7:3
Center
Shopping
olrcle
C
.
5u:bou:y
tires, brakes & streets,
•not.
OOOOOO
excellent condition. Call 4669.
CHRIS'S Motorcycle
492-8603.
Repair. Call
1979 BUICK Riviera, Salvage &
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
474-2313.
sharp, one owner
Silver
Gold
$4,750. Call daytime CONTRACTOR- car753-8272, night 753-3430. pentry, painting. Big or
Closed
Closed
small we do it all.
The Cherry Branch.
5.61
427.50 Yesterday
Yesterday
1079 FORD Mustang, Quality work done for
Opened
Opened
pa, pb, air cond., sun less. Free estimates.
5.56
423.00 Today
Today
roof. Price negotiable. 489-2663.
.05
4.50 Down
Call before 2p.m or FENCE sales at Sears
Down
now. Call Sears 753-2310
after 5:30p.m. 750-4755.
Compliments of:
1980 TOYOTA Corolla for free estimate for
VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
station wagon, great your needs.
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
condition. Perfect FREE business cards.
753-7113
second family car. Also, wholesale gift
We buy Gold. Silver A Diamonds
$2150. Call 753-6821 after catalogue- $3, refundaWI. loan money on anything of value
ble. No Saturday calls5p.m.
Hours: 10-6 Doily. Closed Sunday
1083 OLDS Cutlass 436-2263.
Supreme, 50,000 miles. GENERAL HOME
burgundy on burgundy, REPAIR. 15 years exnew tires, sharp. Call perience. Carpentry,
437-4211.
concrete, plumbing,
1984 CELICA GT. Call roofing, siding. NO JOB
TO SMALL. Free es474-2765 after 6p.m.
SATURDAY,OCTOBER 18th, 10:00 A.M.
New timates. Days 753-6973,
1984 CHRY
Yorker, excellent con- nights 474-2276.
NEAR LYNNVILLE, KENTUCKY
dition. $6500 or best GENERAL Building
Acres ± * Farm Machinery
184
exor
753-8893
Repair- 20 years
offer. Call
474-8054.
perience. Roofing &
Sale Location: From Lynnville, Ky Take Hwy. 94 West
1084 HONDA Prelude, painting, indoor & out'', Mile To Hwy. 1382 "Rhodes Chapel Rd." Proceed
silver, sun roof, A-1 door. Odd jobs. No job
South 4 Miles To Warren Rd Proceed ', Mile To Sale
condition, 52800. Call to small. 474-8057.
Site.
753-5159.
GRAVEL hauling & filf
184 Acres t- Of South Graves Co . Ky
1984 PORSCHE 944. red, dirt. Call Johnny
Farm Land -Selling By Deed
18,000 miles, ac, 5 Adams 489-2271.
Nice
**
Bedroom Brick Home
3
speed, excellent condi- GREENhouses, patios,
** Modern 18 Room Tobacco Barn
tion. Call 527-1117.
readditions,
decks,
** Good Well And Shop Building
1984 YAMAHA 200 E, modeling, energy sav** Older Tobacco Barn And Improvements
electric start, shaft ing homes. Contracted
** Deer Hunters Paradise
drive, excellent condi- or hourly. Solar Home
According To The ASCS For The Farming Year 1986
tion, low mileage, $950. Builder, Tripp Williams
There is A 49.7 Acre Com Base, A 17.3 Acre Wheat
Honda Prelude, 1982, 5 753-0563.
Base. And An Air Cured And Dark Tobacco Base
speed, air cond., 2 door, GUTTERING by Sears.
moon roof. 753-7413 Sears continuous gut
This Will Be An Opportunity To Buy A 184 Acre Farm
after 4p.m.
ters installed for your
With Improvements In Graves County, Kentucky.
1984 2-28 with T-top. specifications. Call
At A Small Price Tag!
Nice & sharp with all Sears 753-2310 for free
optional equipment. estimate.
Make Plans To Be With Us
Must sell. Call 489-2430.
Ready To Bid And Buy At Public Auction!
HAMILTON Cultured
1985 CAMARO Z-28, red, Marble, tops- sinks
Terms On Real Estate: 15: Down,
excellent condition, 7000 panels, custom made
Balance Due Within 30 Days And Delivery Of Deed
miles, fully loaded. vanities. Free Est. 753T-top. Call 437-4832.
9400.
FARM MACHINERY
84 AUDI GT Coupe, INSULATION blown in
black, all options, 1 by Sears. TVA apFord 7600 Diesel Tractor. Wts.. Duals, 1425 Hours •
owner, 21,000 mi., like proved. Save on those
Case 995 Diesel Tractor, Wts., Spin Out Wheels, 1260
new. $500 over loan will high heating and cool
Hours • Massey Ferguson 2705 Diesel Tractor w Cab
buy it. 753-6149 or ing bills. Call Sears
& Air. 18.4-38 Duals. 8 Speed Trans.. 2 Hyd Valves.
753-8512.
Wts.. 772 Hours • Massey Ferguson 760 Diesel Hydro753 2310 for free
'86 NISSAN Centre, 5 estimate.
static Combine w Air. 18' Platform, Floating Cutter Bar,
Chopper, 24 5-32 Rubber • oic 24 Hole Double Disc
speed, 4 door, air. For
Grain Drill • Graham 9 Tine 3 Pt Chisel Plow • Ford
more info. call 753-0653
made
Custom
7 -3 Pt. Chisel Plow • Burch 4 Row Cultivator • Ford
after 6p.m.
drapes. Country CU/
3 PI. 41E16' • Plow • IHC 3 Pt 3x14- Plow • Set Of Saddle Tanks • 200 Gallon 3 Pt Sprayer • 4 Wheel Farm
tains, balloon shades,
50 Used Trucks
Wagon • 3 Pt. 8' Adjustable Blade • Two-600 Gallon
roman
swags,
1978 CJ-5 JEEP, $1100.
Fuel Tanks • 450 Gallon Fuel Tank • 300 Gallon Up
shams
shades,
Call 492-8405.
Right Fuel Tank • One Lot Of Tobacco Sticks • 12
311 Willow St
1984 GMC pickup, MOO
Volt Electric Fuel Pump • Lincoln 225 Welder • Cutmiles, 6 cyl , 3 speed,
Mayfield 247-4109
ting Torch. Gauges And Hose • Several Pieces Of
LWB, red with white
Pole Barn Metal • Ford 18 Wing Fold Disc • 11 Tine
spoke wheels, $5100
3 Pt Chisel Plow • John Deere 5x16- Semi Plow •
MIDWIFE complete
Call 759-9089.
Burch 4 Row Cultivator • 3 Pt. S' Rotary Cutter •
prenatal through postJohn Deere 8 Row No Till Planter. 71 Series Units, Hyd
1988 JEEP Comanche, partum care. Catherine
Markers • Newton Crouch 5 Ton Fertilizer Buggy w
$8500. Serviceman Worster 1-901-642-5777.
Twin Fan • 1978 Plymouth Volare 4 Door Automobile.
going overseas Call MITCHELL Paving.
6 Cylinder Automatic w Air • 1975 Dodge Pickup 4
753-0107.
Commercial, reWheel Drive, V-8, Automatic • 1971 International
3 LONG wheel base sidential. Large or
Grain Truck w Hoist,5 And 2 Speed.
toppers for an S-10 & small. 30 years exRanger pickup, $100 ea
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT ON FARM
perience. Call 753-1537.
Call 753-8788
EQUIPMENT DAY OF SALE!
'73 FORD XLT Ranger.
ALUMINUM
half ton, rebuilt 302
SERVICE CO.
engine k new factory
febuilt C4 transmission;
Aluminum and vinyl
AUCTIONEER a REAL ESTATE BROKER
$850 Runs good Will
siding. Custom trim
FANCY FARM, KENTUCKY 42039
sell motor & transmiswork References
(5021 623-8466 OR (502) 623-6368
sion separate, if interCall Will Ed Bailey
SELLING SUCCESSFUL SALES IN SEVERAL STATES
ested MOO. Call before
753 0689
6p n. 437-4187

loaded,
tion,
serious inquiries
only.
759-1515

Orsting.s.

FARM AUCTION

4. Instruction FREE

3 PARTY
GARAGE SALE
Fri. & Sat.
17th & 18th
513 S. 8th
Street Ext.

47

1984 HONDA Interceptor 500, $1800. Serviceman going overseas.
Call 753-0197.
1985 YAMAHA Tr1-2
44. Lots for Sale
250, good condition,
1 ACRE, 3 bay shop, on $845. Call 753-8490.
121 half way between HONDA XR-80 motorMurray & Mayfield, cycle and 125M 3wheeler, both in excel$12,500. Call 753-0318.
Call 435CHOICE 2 1/2 acre lent condition.
wooded lot. 4 miles from 4218 after 6p.m.
Murray, 94 East, turn
on McDougal Rd. 753- 49. Used Cars
9372 after 5p.m.
L AKEVIEW- 3
Lakeview lots, Pirates '80 Cadillac Seville
Cove, $4300 each. Call
Excellent condi437-4748 or 354-8393.

LITERACY TRAINING

YARD
SALE

46. Homes for Sale
2 BR near University
Aluminum siding, picture window, lots of
closets k cabinet space
Price- $18,500. For appointment call 753-2237
after 4p.m. weekdays.
3 BR brick house, rear
nice family room &
carport. Located in
Lynnwood Estates
Must sell. 753-3875.
$4900 REBATE on closing. Brick 3 bedroom, 2
bath. 2 car garage.
WBFP, 15 wooded
acres. 10 minutes East
of Murray. $79,900.
Phone 438-5574.
4 BR, 2 bath home on
lovely double lot with
several trees and nice
garden spot. Located
near University. Offered in 40's. Contact
Kopperud Realty 7531222.
GOOD location in city, 3
BR, 2 bath, brick home
with fireplace, fenced
backyard. Recently
redecorated. Beautifully landscaped,
large corner lot. Upper
40's. 753-7430 after
5:30p.m.
1701.1SE and two house
trailers on 8 acres. 3
miles of town. Call
753-1353.
OLDER two story, eight
room home, located at
1105 Main St. Sits on a
80x380 ft. lot. To see call
753-3842 day 753-5738
night. Has all kinds of
possibility.

Toning Tables
Shape Up & Lose Inches Effortlessly!

2 males ages 18 to 20 are
recorded on our closed circuit camera stealing hood
ornaments. We also have a
description of your blue
coupe with Tennessee
license. If you return the
hood ornaments we will not
prosecute.

PURDOM
MOTORS

for

1300 121 Bypass

,

R. CASH
JAMES
.14.

OOO

•
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New immigration bill showing effect on restaurants
DALLAS (AP) —
Even though the immigration bill had not
received final congressional approval, it was
already having an effect
In the kitchen of Andrew's, a trendy
restaurant.
Anticipating enactment of the bill's civil
and criminal penalties
against employers who
knowingly hire illegal
aliens, restaurant
managers have already
started reducing the
number of possible illegal aliens on the
payroll.
And, said Andrew's
vice president Greg
Williams, "We will be
more careful about hiring a Hispanic person."

discriminatory against percent of his job apHispanics, and plications come from ilemployers have com- legal aliens, he said.
"It's going to make
plained that they'll be
hard-pressed to find me more hesitant to hire
legal residents to fill the Hispanics. It puts the
low-paying, hard-labor burden of proof on the
jobs traditionally held employer, and I'll have
by new illegal to spend more administrative time
immigrants.
"You can't get people checking out someone's
to work eight hours a credentials," Micetec
day in 110-degree sun said.
"You're darned if you
for $4.50 an hour," said
Dale Micetic, president do and darned if you
of Terrain Systems Inc., don't," said Tim Undera Scottsdale, Ariz., land- wood, a manager with
Lofland Co., a
scaping company.
Micetic's company Dallas construction
had eight of its 70
employees picked up
last week from a job site
by U.S. Immigration
FRANKFORT. Ky.
and Naturalization Service agents. About 90 (AP) — A tenured
teacher may be dismissed for "immoral or
criminal acts" without
regard for a statutory
requirement that such a
In exchange for arms Initiative should be firing requires written
reduction while 16 per- built, 27 percent said the findings by school ofcent disapproved, 27 system should be used ficials, the Supreme
percent said they did not as a bargaining chip and Court ruled today.
Justice Donald
know enough about the 15 percent said it should
Wintersheimer wrote
issue to say and 3 per- not be built.
cent said they have no
The NBC survey said the unanimous opinions
opinion.
60 percent of the 1,202 In two similar cases the
The poll also found on- adults questioned na- court used to make the
ly 16 percent willing to tionwide believed rela- ruling.
In one case, 13-year
blame Reagan for tions between the superfailure to reach an powers will not change teacher Jim McCollum
was fired by the Laurel
agreement compared to because of the summit.
53 percent willing to
The NBC poll had a 3
blame Gorbachev.
percent margin of error.
The ABC News CBS News said its
Washington Post Poll survey found 72 percent
had a margin of error of approved of Reagan's
4 percent.
actions at the summit,
An NBC poll found 71 while 20 percent disappercent favoring proved and 8 percent
Reagan's handling of had no opinion.
the summit and 16 perEighty-one percent of
cent dlsapproving.
the respondents to the
In that sampling, 50 CBS poll said the events
percent said weapons in at the sununtt meeting
the Strittigic betense woad not Offset bow
they vote this year in the
congressional elections,
while 12 percent said it
would affect their vote
and 6 percent had no
opinion.
The CBS poll was conducted Oct. 14-15 among
Macedonia Church of 767 people nationwide
Christ Cemetery in who were contacted for
Graves County.
another poll two weeks
Friends may call at earlier. Its margin of erthe funeral home after ror Is plus or minus 4
12 noon Friday.
percentage points.
Reaction to the proposed legislation, a
House-Senate compromise measure approved by the House and
sent Wednesday to the
Senate, has been swift in
the Southwest, where illegal aliens pour across
the U.S.-Mexico border
every day and where
some industries count
heavily on their labor.
Those near the border
say the congressional
attempt to stem the flow
by sealing off job opportunities probably won't
work, that aliens will
keep coming and keep
finding ways to outrun
the law. '
Hispanic groups have
long opposed employer
sanctions as

County Board of Education for claiming sick
days while he was actually driving a coal
truck.
In the other, the
Hopkins County Board
of Education fired Greg
and Donnie Wood after
the brothers pleaded
guilty to the misdemeanor charge of
unlawful transaction
with a minor. Court
records show the Woods
had smoked marijuana
with two 15-year-old
girls.
State law requires
written findings of

teacher performance to
substantiate the termination of a tenured
teacher.
In both cases, the
high court said such extraordinary conduct of
teachers outside of their
professional capacity
can be used to substantiate a termination.
"A teacher is held to a
standard of personal
conduct which does not
permit the commission
of immoral or criminal
acts because of the
harmful impression
made on the students,"
Wintersheimer said.

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-3642

Layaway Now for

Christmas

Pete Clark

Unfinished Furniture
Solid Oak Table & Chairs
Tables $15995 to $32995
Chairs $4995 to $9945
All Solid Oak
Lots of Pine Furniture Also

ORIORAL MOTORS CORPORATION

Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

Byrd Crystal
Large Selection
24% Lead Crystal

1978 Chevrolet Bonanza
Auto. Transmission, Tilt, AM/FM, A.C.,
P.S.,P.B., 82,XXX miles, Yellow/White in
color.
WAS $4,700.00

NOW $3,900
"

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET/ INC.
641 S. Nisorroy

7533617

Complete — Frame Jobs
Very Reasonable
Prints-All Kinds of Ky. Artist
Large Selection of Frames
We Do One Part or All

We have

A.P.R. and up to 60
months to pay for
qualified customer9
We now have on
e
display all of our 1vv
1987 model 01 smobiles, Cadillacs, P ntiacs and Buicks.
have
We
also
available 12, 24, 36 & 48
mo. leases available or
as low as 9¼% dep nding on length of lea e.

SNAPPER
FREE GRASS CATCHER
NO DOWN PAYMENT
LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS

995

Mrs. Opal
Jean Stengel
The funeral for Mrs.
Opal Jean Stengel will
be Friday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of HosickCox Funeral Home,
Rosiclare, Ill. Monty
Groff will officiate.
Burial will follow in
St. Joseph Cemetery
there.
Friends may call
from 5 to 8 p.m. tonight
(Thursday) at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Stengel, 62, of
Fairveiw House Nursing Home, Rosiclare,
died Monday at 2:15
a.m. at Hardin County
General Hospital there.
She is survived by one
son, Francis Eugene
Stengel, Rosiclare;Iwo
brothers, Charles
HihArtith, Farmington.
and Daniel C. Hildreth,
Klamath Falls, Ore.:
four grandchildren.

G.M. has giv n us
extra 1987 moth I cars
in celebration tf our
new facility a id we
need to move th m.
For the rest ftf the
month of Octob r our
new car prices ill be
reduced from

BEL-AIR DECOR

OBITUARIES

Pete Clark, 85, of Rt.
4, Mayfield, died
Wednesday at 10:18
p.m. at Community
Hospital, Mayfield.
He was a retired
farmer and livestock
dealer. His wife, Mrs.
Dahlia Hargrove Clark,
died in 1982.
Born Aug. 8, 1901, he
VIM the son of the late
Thomas Clark and Kay
Overby Clark.
Survivors are four
daughters, Mrs. Judy
Hite, Louisville, Mrs.
Vera Atherton and Mrs.
Donna Wiggins,
Mayfield, and Mrs. Barbra Keshner, Covington,
Ind.; two sons, Larry
Clark, Mayfield, and
Jerry Ray Clark,
Murray.
Also surviving are
three sisters, Mrs.
Novie Payne, Mrs.
Ernestine Paschall and
Mrs. Colene Pryor,
Mayfield; seven grandchildren; five
stepgrandchildren.
The funeral will be
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The
Rev. Jimmy Madding
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be
Stanley Hargrove,
Clayton Hargrove, Ronnie Hargrove, Bob
Hargrove, Don
Hargrove and Charlie
Hargrove.
Burial will follow in

.• -

$3,000 fine.
Unable to afford
higher wages, construction and landscape companies will probably
continue hiring those
lacking legal documentation, Micetic said.
Fake and stolen credentials are likely, he said.
And as long as the
economy in Mexico is
depressed, the flow will
continue, he said. "If
my family is starving
and there's a job 200
miles to the north, I can
become very creative at
getting that job."

Teacher tenure discussed

President getting support
WASHINGTON (AP)
— Separate polls by the
three commercial U.S.
television networks
showed overwhelming
support for President
Reagan's actions at the
summit with Soviet
leader Mikhail
Gobachev last weekend
In Iceland, the networks
reported.
Sixty-four percent of
those questioned in an
ABC News-Washington
Post Poll approved of
the way Reagan handled the summit compared to 22 percent who
disapproved. Thirteen
percent said they did not
know or had no opinion.
Specifically, the poll
'found that 55 percent approved of Reagan's
decision not to agree to
limitations on Star Wars

firm."You don't want to
penalize a race, but you
certainly don't want to
break the law."
The employer
penalties would kick in
after a six-month education period. Employers
would have to keep
records to show they
checked documents to
verify employees were
legal residents. The
civil penalties would
range up to 00,000 per
illegal alien, while maximum criminal punishment could amount to
six months in prison or a

FOR A SNAPPER 25"6HP HI-VAC RIDING MOWER
SNAPPER Rear Engine Riders are America's #1 Consumers Choice
For limited time, SNAPPER is offering the 25" BHP HI-Vac Riding Mower
(Model 25065)for the fantastic price of only $999.95. You also receive a
Single Bag Grass Catcher absolutely FREE with your purchase SNAPPER's
rugged 25"6HP HI-Vac Riding Mower features disc-drive and on-the-go
shifting through five forward speeds and SNAPPER's patented Hi-Vac
system stands grass up for a more even cut For added comfort Our
riders have o patented smooth start clutch Combine this incredible offer with no down payments and low monthly payments and
you have a spectacular SNAPPER value Visit your SNAPPER
dealer todayl
Ws a snap with

PICTURED
WITH Egg
ERASE CATCHER
Retcsi Value

13rs
iitizrirjk
ASLOW AS

PER

TWO YEAR
LIMITED
WARRANTY

$42'

A division of Fuqua Industries

JOIN THE MILLIONS OF SATISFIED SNAPPER OWNERS

ALL StASONS LAWN & LEISIIRE
205 N. 4th

Murray

753-4110

0100111 A IL 1111010101 CQIPOIAONi

)0,
Purdom
Motors
Inc.
Satisfied Customers Are
Our Main ConcernsOldsmobile-PontiacCadillac-Buick
1300 121 Bypass Murra
753-5314

